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HELENA HURCEWICZ

SILICEOUS SPONGES FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUS OF POLAND
PART 1. TETRAXONIA

Sixty two species of sponges, belonging to the Tetraxonia, of this number, 19 new ones : Brochodora latiramea n .sp., Pachypoterion biedai n .sp ., Homalodora sk r ai ni ve n si s n .sp ., H. polonica n .sp., H. brachiramosa n.sp ., Heterostinia phytoniformis n .sp., Heloraphinia chordata n .sp ., Phymatella irregularis n .sp., Thecosiphonia gracilis n .sp., Kozlowskispongia bulbosa n.gen., n.sp., Phyllodermia magna
n.sp., Ph. pulchra n.sp., Eustrobilus extraneus n .sp ., Ragadinia foramin ifera n.sp. ,
Plinthosella elegans n .sp ., Acrochordonia regularis n.sp. and A. bifurcata n .sp , are
described and one new genus, Kozlowski spongia n .gen., is erected. The species
investigated belong to Tetractinellida (2 species), Tetracladina (32 species), Megacladina (16 species) and Dicranocladina (7 species). In most species, the morphology
of the body, the structure of the skeleton and the morphology of the megascleres
have been studied. In many of them, the microscleres have been found .
Abstract. -

INTRODUCTION

In Poland, sponges belong to little-investigated fossil animals. First
mentions on the sponges of the Upper Cretaceous of Poland are in works
by Roemer (1841, 1864, 1870), Leonhard (1897), Zittel (1878), Zejszner and Zareczny (1894) and they concern only their age and occurrence.
Rozycki (1938), Barczyk (1956) and Krazewski (1958) give only Iists of
identified genera of sponges, So far, only two more extensive papers
have been devoted to the investigation of fossil sponges, occurring in
Poland. Siemiradzki (1913) described Jurassic sponges and Bieda
(1933 - sponges from the Senonian of the vicinities of Cracow.
In 1957, on Professor Roman Kozlowski's initiative and under his
guidance, I started studies on sponges from the Upper Cretaceous of
Poland. This paper makes up part I of a monograph of the siliceous
sponges from the Upper Cretaceous of Poland and comprises the order
Tetraxonia. In part II, representatives of the Monaxonia and Triaxonia
will be described.
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Between 1958 and 1961, I collected the materials, now under study,
from the Campanian and Maastrichtian outcrops of the Cracow Highland
and the Nida Basin. In addition, a certain number of specimens, coming
from these same regions, have been supplied by the Museum of the Earth
(Muzeum Ziemi) in Warsaw.
I would like to express my deep gratitude to Professor R. Kozlowski
for constant care of my studies and for many valuable advices. My thanks
are also due to Professor F. Bieda (Department of Palaeozoology of the
Mining and Metallurgy Academy in Cracow) and Professor J. Golab
(Chair of Hydrogeology of the Warsaw University) for reading my manuscript and their valuable critical remarks, to Professor K. Pozaryska
(Institute of Palaeozoology of the Polish Academy of Sciences) for checking the chapter on the stratigraphy of the Cretaceous, to Dr W . Szymanska and Dr H . Osm6lska (Institute of Palaeozoology of the Polish Academy of Sciences) for reading the manuscript, as well as to Dr H. Nestler
(University of Greifswald) for looking through my collection and for an
ensuing discussion.
The laboratory work has been carried out at the Palaeontological
Laboratory of the Chair of Geology of the L6dz University. The lithological analyses and the sections of sponges have been made by Mr.
J. Ziomek (Geographical Institute of the Looz University), the sections
of some spicules - by Miss M. Witkowska and the photographs of
sponges - by Miss M. Czarnocka (both from the Institute of Palaeozo ology of the Polish Academy of Sciences) and, in part, by Mr. Lotar
.Iedrasik (L6dz University), the photographs of the skeletal network and
of the microscleres - by Miss L. Luszczewska (Chair of Pala eontology of
the Warsaw University). The English translation have been m ade by
Mr. J. Dlutek. To all these persons I wish to express my sincerest gratitude.
Figures have been drawn by means of the Abbe apparatus, measurements of specimens have been taken by the slide gauge, and of spicules by the micrometer.
The collection described is housed at the Palaeontological Laboratory
of the Lodz University for which the abbreviation Z . Pal. UE- Sp.Il/ ... is
used.

MA TERIAL AND METHODS

The majority of the sponges investigated are sidicified. In some cases,
a secondary swelting of spicules or destruction of microstructures have
been caused by the silification process. The calcification of the skeleton,
which occurs frequently, is also an unfavourable preservation condition.
In most specimens, the stem is broken off or the oscular part is destroyed;
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relatively only few specimens are completely preserved. The parenchymal
skeleton remained intact mostly in the superficial la yer of the walls or
around the canals. Voids, left by the dissolved spicules, accurately depicting their shape, are found in many specimens. It was only in some
specimens that the megascleres could be isolated and their morphology
and manner of connection was investigated in detail. The presence of
many microscleres was stated in the genera Geodia and Propachastrella,
in a1'1 representatives of the family Discodermiidae, as well as in many
Megacladina and in Pachynion scriptum.
About 45 species of the Monaxonia and Triaxonia will be described
in part II of the present work.
The greatest differentiation among the investigated Tetraxonia is
displayed by the Tetracladina, represented by 32 species. Most species of
this group are, however, represented by a small number of individuals.
Callopegma ficoideum Hinde, Plinthosella squamosa Zittel and Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer) belong to the most numerous. The Megacladina are
represented by the following genera: Heterostinia Zittel (3 species), Brochodora Schram. (3 species), Homalodora Schram. (8 species), as well as
Pachycothon Schram. Some Megacladina have a very well-preserved
dermal skeleton.

CHARACTERISTICS OF OUTCROPS IN WHICH SPONGES
WERE COLLECTED

The sponges, described in the present paper, were mostly collected
from the Campanian and Maastrichtian marls in the outcrops, situated
in the north-western confines of the Nida Basin and in the Cracow High1lan d (Table 1).
Bonarka, south of Cracow. - The Iayer from which sponges were
collected is situated in the central part of the southern wall of an
abandoned quarry. The stratigraphy of the Bonarka deposits has recently
been discussed by Panow (1934), Aleksandrowicz (1954) and Barczyk
(1956). The occurrence of the Turonian, Santonian and Campanian sediments has been ascertained by the latter author. The siliceous "opoka" and
the gray marl, outcropped in the upper part of the southern slope, belong
to the Lower Campanian. Many calcareous sponges, belonging to the
Porosphaera globularis (Phillips) and siliceous sponges, belonging to the
Lithistida and Triaxonia, have been collected from the siliceous "opoka".
Witkowice . - A natural outcrop of limestones is situated in the northern end of the village Witkowice, north of Cracow, in the steep slope of
the left bank of the Bialucha (Pradnik) brook. In the lower part of the
section.,there 'are abraded Rauracian limestones, underlying a calcareous
conglomerate, assigned by Panow (1934) · to the Middle Cenomanian,
2 Ac t a Palaeontologlca nr 1/66
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as well as gray loamy marls of the Senonian which pass upwards into
white marls with cherts. The occurrence of Actinomax quadratus,
identified by Bukowy (1956) in both the gray and white marls,
in :iicat es the Lower Campanian. The sponges, occurring in marls, described by Bieda (1933) and in the present paper, belong mostly to the Megacladina and Triaxonia .
The Miech6w Highland. - A white-gray cla ye y marl with many rusty
spots, attributed by Krach (1947,) to the Senonian, outcrops in the Kocie
Daly gorge, situated 1 km. each of the Miechow railroad station. Since
these mads contain, according to F. Russ' determination (personal communication) the foraminifers: Stensioina gracilis Brotzen, Stensioina
pommerana Brotzen which are index species for the Upper Campanian
and Lower Maastrichtian, as well as Globotruncana globigerinoides
Brotzen, common in the Campanian and Maastrichtian (although met
with as early as in the Turonian) they must be assigned to the Campanian.
In the present paper, the Upper Campanian age has been accepted for
these beds. I succeeded in collecting there a rich fauna of sponges.
Within the limits of the Lelow Threshold three larger assemblages of
sponges have been found in the localities Skrajniwa, Zbyczyce and
Pniaki.
Skrajniwa . - Numerous sponges are found in the tilled soil near
a cuesta at Skrajniwa. According to Roz ycki (1936) , these sponges derived
from both the Albian and Lower Campanian. The material , described in
th e present paper was collected on the slope of the cuesta close to its
uppermost part. The section here reproduced (Fig. 1), after Roz ycki,
presents the geological structure of that area. According to Roz ycki, the
middle part of the Lower Campanian overlays the Turonian, developed
as glauconite limestones with Echinoconus subrotundus. The Lower Campanian is developed in the form of white marls or bright-gray slates par-

".

': '. . .

:::.: :: ~.
Fi g. 1. - A section of th e chalk cuesta south of the v illag e Skra jniwa : 1 Albian,
2 Cenomanian, 3- 6 Lower Turonian, 7 marls with Actinocamax quadratus and
Ofia ster pilula, a numerous sponges.
Scale 1 : 1 6{)O (after Rozycki, 1938)
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tially glauconitic in character and containing 32.3 per cent of calcium
carbonate, 55.7 per cent of clayey parts and 12 per cent of residua.
A rich assemblage of sponges, represented by 16 genera and 35 species, mostly of the Lithistida, has been supplied by the Campanian of
Skrajniwa. Few belemnites, echinids and calcareous sponges, belonging
to Porosphaera globularis (Phillips) make up the accompanying fauna .
Zbyczyce. - North of the Bialka Lelowska river and Zbyczyce village, at the top of a hill (265 m. a.s.l.), there are a few outcrops in whi ch
the following two layers may be distinguished : a) a subsoil 'l ay er of
weathered marls about 0.5-0.7 m. thick and b) a layer of marly, thick-plated limestones which here and there, are split in a slatelike, almost
horizontal layers. At the bottom of this 'l ay er , the macrofauna is very
p-oor. In the upper part, the rock is fairly friable, bright-gray, even
almost white in colour and contains 45.4 per cent of calcium carbonate,
34.6 per cent of clayey components and 20 per cent of the residue with
many spicules. Strongly silicified sponges are distributed in layers. Near
the surface, at a depth of 0.40-0.50 m ., the sponge assemblage is predominated by slender Rhizooladina of the genus Scytalia, while, at a depth
of 1 m ., flat, thin-walled sponges of the genus Verruculina predominate
in the underlying layer. A rich material, collected at Zbyczyce, is represented by 47 species, belonging to 31 genera of which 20 genera and
29 species, assigned to the Tetraxonia, are described in the present paper.
According to Rozycki (1938), the layers at Zbyczyce are of the Senonian age and the fauna, found in this locality, allows one to attribute
them to the middle part of the Lower Campanian.
Pniaki. - This locality is situated west of the Lelow-Szczekociny
highroad, between the Paulinka and Turzyn settlements. A large outcrop of marls has been found in the upper part of a cuesta slope and, in
part, on the cuesta height. The width of the outcrop exceeds 200 m. and
the height of the walls amounts to 1-8 m. In this outcrop, the layers of
marls dip 5° to the east. In the south-west cross section of the wan ,
there are the following layers (from the top): a) 1 m. of marly rubble,
white in colour, stained with limonite stripes without sponges, and
b) underlying thick-plated, gray, marly limestones, non-uniform in colour,
interbedded with more clayey layers and, in the sampling place, having
a general thickness of 3 m. The compact rock contains 48.5 per cent of
calcium carbonate, 25 per cent of clayey parts and 26 per cent of residua.
The intercalations of clayey marls contain 39.2 per cent of calcium carbonate, 39.8 per cent of clayey parts _~md 21 per cent of residual parts.
The assemblages of sponges, belonging to the Rhizocladina and Megaoladina are found in them. The sponges occur mostly in marls that make
up the intercalations. Here and there, two, three or even four marly
banks, situated at different heights and separated from each other by
compact marly limestones, occur in the wall but they do not form conti2'
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nuous horizons. The upper bed, marked by "A", is situated 1-2 m.
below the surface. It contains abundant Rhizocladina, mostly of the
genus Scytalia, thin-walled Verruculina reussi (M'Coy, 1848), as wen
as some representatives of Megaoladina, In underlaying beds, designated
"B" and "C", which are disposed 1.5-2.0 m. below the surface, the
Rhizocladina are also and even more abundantly represented, the genera
Seliscothon. and Scytalia being predominant. Thin branches of the
Rhizocladina penetrate the compact limestone, overlaying the marly
beds. According to Rozycki (1938), the marls of Pniakicorrespond to the
middle 'p art of the Lower Campanian.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
OF THE DESCRIBED SPONGES

Abundant assemblages of sponges have been found at Bonarka and
Witkowice near Cracow in the Cracow Highland, as well as within the
limits of the Le16w Threshold (Pniaki, Zbyczyce and Skrajniwa) where
banks are formed by the sponges, belonging to the Lithistida. Both the
preservation of the investigated specimens and their disposition in the
rock, seem to indicate that they correspond to a tanatoooenose of different sponges which lived. in these places at the same time.
The composition of sponge assemblages in particular Iocalities is
presented in a diagram, shown in Fig. 2.
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At Bonarka and Witkowice, Ventriculites radiatus Mantell abundantly occurs in the Lower Campanian. At Skrajniwa, the most common are
the Homalodora, represented by 8 species, of this number, three endemic
ones, Scytalia, represented by 3 species of which S. radiciformis (Phillips)
(153 specimens) is the most abundant and Callopegma, represented by
2 species, of which C. acaule Zittel (13 specimens) is the most abundant.
The genera Seliscothon (2 species) and Scytalia (2 species) predominate
at Pniaki, while Verruculina Zittel (2 species) and Brochodora ramusculus Schram. (about 70 fragments of branches) - at Zbyczyce.
The assemblages investigated give evidence that, ·on the territory of
Poland, as well as of Germany, an intensive development of sponges of
the Lithistida, particularly of the Megacladina and Tetracladina, took
place in the Lower Campanian, whereas a distinct decrease in the number
of all groups is recorded in the Upper Campanian.
From the comparison of the genera of Tetralithistida of Poland and
other European countries it results, that the Polish assemblage is most
similar to that of Germany.
The presence of many species, common for Poland and Northwest
Germany, makes probable the supposition that, in the Campanian, the
sea of Southern Poland was directly connected with the Hanover Basin.
Both in Poland and Germany, the species, Brochodora roemeri Hinde,
Callopegma acaule Zittel and Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer) are marked by
a great abundance of specimens, occurring in the Lower Campanian. The
following species have the widest stratigraphic range in the Upper Cretaceous : Propachastrella primaeva (Zittel), Aulaxinia sulcijera (Roemer),
Siphonia tulipa Zittel and S. pyriformis Goldfuss, Eustrobilus callosus
Schram., Plinthosella squamosa Zittel, Brochodora roemeri Hinde and
Pachynion scriptum (Roemer) (Table 1). The genera, Jerea, Siphonia,
Ragadinia and Isoraphinia and only three species (Siphonia tulipa Zittel,
S. pyriformis Goldfuss and Ragadinia rimosa Roemer) are common to
the Upper Cretaceous of Poland and the U.S.S.R. It should be emphasized that the genera and species, mentioned above were, in the Campanian,
widely distributed in both Eastern and Western Europe.

REMARKS ON TAXONOMY

Different criteria are applied by different authors to the taxonomy
of fossil sponges. One of the oldest is Zittel's taxonomy in which the
greatest- importance is ascribed to the morphology of megascleres, The
same taxonomic basis has been used by Moret (1925, 1958). In his studies,
devoted mainly to siliceous sponges, Schrammen (1910-1937) assumed
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the correctness of zoologists', and particularly Schultze's view, concerning
a great taxonomic importance of microscleres. On the basis of this view,
Schrammen (1910) accepted such suborders, erected by zoologists, as
Sigmatophora Sollas, Astrophora Lendenfeld, Euastrosa Lendenfeld and
Sterrastrosa Lendenfeld, However, Schrammen's classification cannot be
applied to the full to the fossil sponges which, in general, are devoid of
microscleres. In pa~t 3 of his monograph, Schrammen (1924) introduced
many changes to the Lithistida and, more than once, reclassified the
species he investigated between 1903 and 1912, erecting several monotypical families. Schrammen's classification has been simplified in
relation to part one of his monograph (1910) by Lagneau-Herenger (1955,
1962) who adapted it to fossil sponges.
In Laubenfels' (1955) work, forms similar in the external aspect and
in the structure of the water system, although different in the structure
of the parenchymal and dermal skeletons, are sometimes assigned to the
same family of the Lithistida, for instance, the genus Jerea with smooth,
and the genus Acrochordonia with coarse, lumpy tetraclones are assigned
by him to the family Jereidae.
On the basis of morphological investigations, based on a fairly well-preserved material from Poland, I conclude that the lower ranking
taxonomic units, that is families, genera and species, should be based on
such features as, the character of megascleres, morphology of the desma
surface, type of zygome and zygose, size of desmas, spicular composition
of the skeleton, structure of the water system and, finaI:ly , the general
habitus of sponges, as well as, sometimes, their dimensions.
According to Lagneau-Herenger (1962) , the dimensions of particular
morphological elements as spicules, pores and canals are of a secondary
importance, while the aspect of spicules, the manner of the pore distribution and the development of theca are the main taxonomic characters.
This view arouses certain doubts. First of all, determining megascleres as small, middle-sized or large is insufficient. Their dimensions
should be given in millimetres. This also applies to the dimensions of
s ome other elem ent s as ostia, postica, or to the thickness of walls (in the
Rhizocladina) which are characteristic of particular species.
In our investigations, attention has also been paid to the occurrence
of m icroscleres preserved in many genera between the parenchymal and
dermal megascleres and presumably pertaining to them. On the basis of
th eir presence, oloser r elationships have been stated between some
genera and families.
The taxonomy, prepared by Lagneau-Herenger (1962) , has mainly
be en a p plie d to the present study with the following minor changes and
complements:
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1. The presence of sterrasters has been stated in aN the genera investigated belonging to the Iamidy Discodermiidae. This not only supplements

and extends the diagnosis of this family, but also indicates its . and
Tetracladina's relationship to the family Geodiidae of the order Tetractinellida (Choristida).
2. Lagneau-Herenger considers the skeleton of the genera Ragadinia
and Phymaplectia to be built of "grands tetraclones verruques",
identical with those in Plinthosella. It is mostly for this reason that
the genus Ragadinia is assigned by this author to the Plinthosellidae.
In addition, she justifies this assignment by the fact that the phyllotriaenes in Ragadinia resemble, to a greater extent, the discotriaenes
and are similar to the dermal plates of Plinthosella squamosa.
In"all the species examined of the genus Ragadinia, the lumpiness
of the desmas is fine as in the genera of the Discodermiidae, whereas,
in Plinthosellidae and Acrochordoriia, the desmas have coarse lumps.
Dermal plates in Plinthosella are acrepidal, while the phyllotriaenes
in Raqadinia, however strongly differentiated, have the rhabdomes
and cladomes whose structure is clearly derived from triaenes.
Furthermore, the presence in situ of many sterrasters, found in all
examined specimens and species of the genus Ragadhiia, allow one
to assign this genus to the Discodermiidae.
3. According to Lagneau-Herenger, in the Tetraxonia, except for the
Dicranocladina, the dichotriaenes occur together with the smooth
parenchymal megascleres, while the phyllotriaenes - with the lumpy
megascleres.
On the basis of the investigation of the spiculation in Phyllodermia magna n.sp. (p. 55), in P. kempkeii Wagner (1963, p . 188) and in
Ragadinia galloprovincionalis Moret (Herenger, 1942 a), it has been
proven that, next to the dermal phyllotriaenes, like those occurring on
the entire sponge, also dermal dichotriaenes may be present within
the limits of the stem. Such forms should, however, be considered as
young ones and not as separate species.
4. A different character of dermal desmas in the representatives of
Tetracladina which have oblong, prominent ribs allowed us to state
that, next to the Hallirhoa costata with dichotriaenes, there exists
a homeomorphic form of Phyllodermia costata n.sp. which has dermal
phyllotriaenes. Consequently, this species has been assigned to the
Discodermiidae and Hallirho.a costata with dichotriaenes has been
left within the Phymatellidae.
5. The taxonomic position of the suborder Helocladina Lagneau-Herenger is so far an unsolved problem. A doubt whether or not its
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desmas belong to tetraxial ones is caused by the shape of heloclones.
' Der m al orthodichotriaenes, found in the genera Carterella and Pachycothon which contain typical parenchymal heloclones, allows one to
assign the suborder Helocladina to the Tetraxonia and a firm connection by the zygose and a formation into a network seems to indicate that they belong to the Tetralithistida.
6. Moret (1925,) assigned his genus Inodia to the Megacladina of the
family Dorydermidae. In the investigated Inodia sp., heloclones,
situated near the outer surface, are similar - in their manner
of connection and their morphology to megaclones, On the
other hand, in I. elisabethae Moret, a presence of megascleres, morphologically similar to heloclones which occur in Heloraphinia of the
family Isoraphiniidae, has been stated in the internal part of the
parenchymal skeleton. Considering the phenomenon of the spicule
modification in the skeleton of the external part and the similarity
of the Inodia spicules to heloclones, the genus Inodia has been transferred from the Dorydermidae to the Isoraphiniidae, assigned, after
Schrammen, to the Helomorina.
7. The morphology of the water system is a character, common for the
subfamilies Doryderminae and Homalodordnae Schrammen. Genera,
belonging to these subfamilies, differ from each other not only in
the type megaclones, but also in their arrangement in the network, in
the type of dermal spicules, in the presence or absence of the bundles
of comitalia, in the structure and distribution of ostia, as well as in
the type of microseleres.
The differences, mentioned above, fuMy justify the advancement of
the subfamilies in question to the level of families Dorydermidae, with
its typical genus Doryderma Zittel, and Homalodoridae, with the genus
Homalodora Schrammen.
In the present paper, the genera Doryderma, Brochodora and Pachypoterion with the microscleres which are only of the microxea t ype, as
well as microrhabds and single microcalthrops, have been assigned to the
family Dorydermidae. The genus Pachypoterion, attributed by many investigators to the Heterostiniidae and, in Poland, represented by P . biedai n.sp., has a stripe-like system of megaclones surrounding the prosopyles, pleuralia having a long rhabdome, numerous microxeas and microrhabds as in Brochodora. For these reasons, the genus Pachypoterion
has been excluded from the Heterostiniidae and assigned to the Brochodoridae, while the genera Homalodora and Amphiplectella which, in
addition to microxeas and microstrongyles, have sphaerasters and single
sterrasters, have been included in the family Homalodoridae.
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SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

Class Demospongia Sallas, 1875
Order Tetraxonia Schultze, 1877
Suborder Tetractinellida Marshall, 1888, emend. Moret, 1925
Family Geodiidae Gray, 1867
Genus Geodia Lamarck, 1815
(Type species: Geodia gibberosa Lamarck, 1815)

According to Lendenfeld (1903, p. 105), this genus is characterized
by the 'p r esen ce of the triaene type megascleres and their derivatives.
Different in length, they occur in association with the sterraster type
microscleres. In the taxonomy of Recent sponges, the following characters
are taken into account: body shape, morphology of the water system,
composition and dimensions of particular skeleton elements.
The fossil species attrrbuted hesitatingly to this genus, Geod ia?
clavata, G.? coronata and G.? wrighti, erected by Hinde (1883) and
G. gigantea, G. communis and G. gracilis, erected by Pacta, were based
only on isolated spicules which occur in the Cretaceous sediments. All
of them should be considered indeterminate species.

Geodia sp.
(PI. I, Figs. 1 a-c, 2; Text-fig. 3)

Material. - Three specimens, preserved only in fragments (Sp , II/729,
A, B, C), but having a very well visible skeleton, consisting of naturally
arranged spicules. Each specimen is differently shaped which, in part,
is related with a different degree of secondary deformation. Specimen A
IS shaped like a flat, elongated plate; specimen B, irregularly conical,
with a part of the central cavity preserved; specimen C makes UIp
a shapeless fragment. The outer surface of specimens A and B is flat;
pores and canals invisible.
Description. - Dermal skeleton is built of concentrated amphioxea
about 0.3 mm, long and of orthodichotriaenes with their cladomes pointing
towards the outer surface. Olads (in specimen B) arcuate; cladome 0.15
to 0.21 mm. in span. In specimen A, ellipsoidal or reniform sterrasters
0.09-0.195 mm. long and 0.09-0.15 mm. wide are scattered in great
abundance between megascleres. Their surface is slightly rough.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of megasoleres, obliquely disposed and
grouped in numerous, large bundles. Dimensions and composition of
megascleres are different. Amphioxeas to 5 mm. long and 0.03 to 9.21 mm.
thick predominate among them. Protriaenes and prodichotriaenes are
marked by a long, to 2.5 mm., rhabdome and very short, pointed clads
0.15 mm. Iong. In most protriaenes, ciadome is broken off. Thread-like,
straight amphioxeas are situated between solid megascleres.
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Comparison. - Specimens investigated are, in their spiculation,
similar to the representatives of the families Stellettidae Sollas and
Geodiidae Gray. In the morphology of parenchymal megascleres, they
are most similar to Stolleya ornatissima Schram. (Schrammen, 1910,
p. 51). According to SOllas (1888, p. 183) and Lendenfeld (1903 , p. 33),
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Fig. 3. - Geodia sp. , Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; megascleres of the parenchymal
skeleton, a prodichotriaenes, b protriaenes, c amphioxeas and oxeas, d dermal
orthodichotriaenes (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. III729B) ; X 16.

the Recent genera, assigned to the Stellettidae, have microscleres of the
euaster, spiraster or amphiaster type but never of the sterraster type,
while in the Geodiidae, there are only the sterraster type microscleres.
The presence of sterrasters in the specimens investigated, as well as the
predominance of amphioxeas, allow one to attribute them to the Geodiidae. The lack of mesotriaenes and parenchymal anatriaenes excludes the
possibility of the specimens under study being congeneric with Geodiopsis
Schrammen, while the character of megascleres and the presence of
sterrasters allow one to assign them to the genus Geodia Lamarck.
The Polish specimens differ from Recent species of the genus Geodia
in the arrangement and dimensions of spicules. They resemble to the
greatest extent G. ramodigitata Carter (1880, p. 133) from which they
differ, however, in the Iack of anatriaenes and strongylasters.
Occurrence. - Poland : Zbyczyce, marls of the Lower Campanian.
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Family Pachastrellidae Sollas, 1886, emend. Schrammen, 1910
Genus Propachastrella Schrammen, 1910
(Type species: Pachastrella primae va Zittel, 1878)

Propachastrella primaeva (Zittel, 1878)
(PI. II , Figs. 1-2 a , b ; Text-fig. 4)
1877-78 . PachastreHa primae va Zittel ; K. Zittel, Beitrage zur Systematik..., p. 7,

PI. 1, Fig. 4.
1933. Propacha streHa primaeva (Zittel) ; F . Bieda, Gqbki..., p. 24.

Material. Eight fragments of walls and one almost complete
specimen with very well-preserved original system of megascleres.
Dimensions (in mm.):
H eight
Largest fragment (Sp , 11/1422)

50

I Thickr.ess of wall
I

8

Description. - Fragments irregular in shape; one specimen (Pi. II,
Fig. 1) cup-shaped and with a broad stem, marked off by a contraction.
Pores indistinct. Water canals short and tortuous, poorly preserved,
sometimes, forming oval cavities 0.5 mm. in diameter.
Dermal skeleton consists of small orthodichotriaenes, loosely d isposed
and apt to fall out during preparation ; cladomes 0.35 to 1.2 mm. in size.
Parenchymal skeleton contains ch elothrops with a variable morpholog y. Principal type of spicules derives from calthrop. Chelothrops are

Fig. 4. Propachastrella primaeva (Zittel), Lower Campanian, Zbyc zyc e , success ive
development stages of m egacleres: a microcalthrop, X 7,0; b calthrops, X 20;
c- h ch elothrops, X 20 ; i comitalia and triaene, X 12 ; j amphioxeas, k dermal
or todichotriaenes , X 12 (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. 11/700).
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either slightly hooked on each other or overlap each other with their
rays. The variation of megascleres is observed in their size, shape, length
and termination of rays. Beside solid chelothrops 0.15 mm. thick in the
middle of a spicule, small calthrops with 0.1 mm. long rays occur in the
spaces of the meshwork. The ontogenetic development of chelothrops
progressed from a smalt calthrop, through an irregular elongation and
bending of rays and transformations in their ends, up to solid chelothrops,
The length of rays in a chelothrop varies from 0.9 to 2 mm.; usually,
it has one longer and pointed or split clad. Many amphioxeas and oxeas
different in length and thickness (from 0.5 to 3.0 mm.), single orthodichotriaenes with rhabdome to 1.5 mm. long and cladome 0.75 rom. in
span, as well as few triaenes are disposed between chelothrops.
The microxea type of microscleres 0.024 mm. Iong and microstrongyles
0.012 mm. in size are abundantly scattered among megascleres. Microcalthrops and sterrasters are also met with.
Comparison. - Propachastrella primaeva (Zittel) differs from the
representatives of the genus Pachastrella, both Recent and fossil, mostly
in the morphology of megascleres, In Pachastrella plana Hinde (1883,
p. 27), parenchyma'! megascleres are calthrops with rounded rays which
are almost straight and differ from each other only in length. On the
other hand, according to Schrammen (1924, p. 45), in large forms of
Propachastrella primaeva, triaenes and not chelothrops predominate in
their parenchymal skeletons. In Polish specimens, it is the other way
around; the variation is shown in the Table 2.
Table 2
Variation of characters in Propachastrella primaeva (Zittel) from Germany and Poland

I

Chelothrop rays
(in mm .)
Country and age

longest

I
I

shortest

- -_

.

I

flat

of a child's
fist

I

flat

0.5 sq. m.

solid and big solid and big

cup-like

height =
= 50 mm.

Poland, Lower

I Campanian

i

Dermal I
Id ichotriaenes' l
cladome
I diameter

I

North-western
I Germany, Turonian
II Germany,
Upper Campanian

I

I

Size

Shape

_ ._~ --~-

-_.

I.2

2.0

I

I

I no data
0.05

. available
0.8 mm.

0.9 and
in calthrop, 0.35 -1.2 mm.
0.1
I
-

- ._-

-

-

-

According to Lendenfeld (1903, p. 71), the Recent representatives of
the family Pachastrellidae contain microxeas, euasters and spirasters.
Occurrence. - Poland: Lower Campanian marls of Witkowice, Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce. Single megaseleres, identical with those in
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P. primaeva have been found in the Cenomanian and Senonian of France
and in North-western Germany, here they are known from the Turonian
.of the Scaphiten geinitzi zone.
Suborder Tetralithistida Lagneau-Herenger, 1962
Superfamily Tetracladina Zittel, 1878
Family Phymatellidae Schrammen, 1910
Genus Phymatella Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Eudea intumescens Roemer. 1864)

Phymatella bulbosa Zittel, 1878
(PI. III, Fig. 7; Text-fig. 5)
1878. Phymatella Julbosa Zittel; K. Zittel. Studien...• p . 74. PI. 2, Fig. 1.
1910. Phymatella bulbosa Zittel; A. Schrammen. Die Kieselspongien..., p. 75, PI. 3.

Fig. Z; PI. 4, Fig. 8.
1925. Phymatella bulbosa Zittel; L . Moret. Contribution..., p . 148, PI. 13.

Material. - One complete, partially silicified, specimen with well'- pr eser v ed spicules on outer surface.
Dimension (in mm.) :
Lenght
Specimen Sp. 11/1020

45

Max. thickness

38

Description. - Bulbous in shape. Upper pole uneven, 'lower conical,
short, obtuse, without stem; few irregular swelhngs and depressions
occur on lateral surfaces. Oscula (about ten) ca. 3 mm. in diameter are
-disposed at different heights, surrounded by somewhat obscure, radial
canals 1-1.5 rom. wide. Small canals, 0.6-0.75 mm. long and bounded
by skeletal bands, meander between the swellings and depressions.

b

Fig. 5. - Phymatella bulbosa Zittel, Lower Campanian. Pniaki; a parenchymal
network. a 1 zygosP-, a2 tetraclone, b monaxon, c orthodichotriaene (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. 1111020); X 36.
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Inhalant pores irregular in outline and 0.21-0.6 mm. in diameter.
G eneral central cavity lacking.
Dermal skeleton, preserved at the lower pole, forms a layer, fairly
strongly transformed. Dependent cortex, on the upper part of the sponge,
consists of the clone bands and lumpy processes on the zygome. Cortical
bands, 0.35-0 .9 mm. wide, have desmas which are either modified as
a result of the ramification, or straight and elongated. Apical clad
absent or strongly shortened.
Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of smooth tetraclones
whose clones vary in length from 0.35 to 0.45 rom. Zygomes, strongly
tattered and lumpy, are situated 0.15-0.20 mm. from the middle of
spicule. Zygoses spherical; comitalia in the form of long-shafted
protriaenes and oxeas.
Comparison. - The type of spicules, clones, arranged in bands, the
manner of connecting them with each other and the irregularly built
network justify, according to Moret's (1925, p. 143) definition, the
assignment of the specimen under study to the genus Phymatella Zittel.
In its shape and general morphology, our specimen is, to a greatest extent,
similar to the P. bulbosa Zittel specimen, described by Schrammen
(I.e., 1910, PI. 3, Fig. 2). According to this author, the exhalant cavities
in P. bulbosa from the Campanian of Germany constitute sinuses, of the
central cavity. However, Schrammen's description and illustrations are
inadequate. He does not mention the existence of lateral oscula,
distinctly visible in his Illustration. The irregular shape of our specimen
similar to that of P. bulbosa from Germany makes up a basis for assigning
it to this species. The lack of the general central cavity in
the Polish specimen and substituting it by exhalant cavities indicate its
similarity to P. irregularis n .sp., described below.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian marls; Germany :
Lower Senonian, Lower and Upper Campanian and, on Rugen Island;
Maastrichtian.

Phymatella irregularis n.sp.
(PI. III, Figs. 5, 6; Text-fig. 6)
Holotypus: Pl. III, Fig. 5 (Z. Pal. Vi, Sp, II/31).
Stratum typicum: Lower Maastrichtian, marl.
Locus typicus: Gnatowice.
Derivatio nominis: irregularis Lat. irregularis

=

irregular, on account of its

irregular shape.

Diagnosis. - Irregular sponge, without stem and central cavity.
Peculiar bundles of oxeas and triaenes occur in the parenchymal network
and inside the canals.
Materia!. - Two specimens, one from the Lower Campanian of Skrajniwa, silicified and containing voids, left by tetraclones, and another'
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from the lower Maastrichtian of Gnatowice, containing a very well-preserved parenchymal and cortical network.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. 11/1525
Specimen Sp. I1/31

Height

Thickness

43

50
60 X 38

32

De scription. - Asymmetric sponge, irregularly subspherical, with
uneven surface; upper pole convex, Iower uneven with traces of very
short basal processes broken off. Central cavity lacking; ostia and inhalant
canals invisible; exhalant system consisting of cavities and short tubular
canals 0.45-0.6 mm. in diameter, wider than the meshwork spaces.
Dermal skeleton is bUJilt of independent cortex, consisting of crowded
and entangled flat rhizoidal elements and orthodichotriaenes with
a cladome ca. 0.2 rom. in span. This cortex covers the entire basal surface,
whereas, in the upper part of the sponge, it is invisible.
Parenchymal skeleton forms a rather loose network consisting of
smooth, here and there, slightly spiny tetraclones; zygome strongly
ramified . Clone length uneven, varying from 0.15 to 0.45 mm. In the

Fig. 6. - Phymatella irregularis n.sp., Lower Maastrichtian, Gnatowice ; a parenchymal tetraclones, b zygorne, c rhizoidal elements from cortex, d dermal orthodichotriaene (Z. Pal. UE. Sp. 11/3I) ; X 25.

network, desmas are sometimes arranged in rows; zygoses spherical or
oval, 2-2 .5 rom. in ' diameter,each formed by ca. 9 zygomes combined
together; clones in zygose are radially disposed; arrangement of clones
and shape of zygoses give the parenchymal network an aspect,
characteristic of the genus Phymatella Zittel. Comitahia, occurring in
bundles, in the form of long and very thin monaxons and triaenes,
arranged along canals.
Comparison. - The species of the genus Phymatella Zittel, so far
described, have a deep and wide central cavity. The species, described
above, differs from the remaining ones in the absence of the central
cavity. Both in its shape and a poorly developed exhalant system (Moret,
1925) it is similar to the oviform specimens of Ph. bulbosa from the
Senonian of France. It differs. however, in the [ack of the central cavity
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and the presence of the spicule bundles in canals. According to Moret,
the spongocoel of Ph. buLbosa from the Senonian of Saint-Cyr is irregular
and 4 mm. in diameter, that is the smallest diameter as compared with
other species of this genus. In its external aspect, Ph. irreguLaris n .sp.
resembles Jerea excavata "forme gLobosa" Lagneau-Herenger (1961,
PI. 131), from which, however, it differs substantial'ly in the morphology
of the desma network and in the system of exhalant canals. These
characters also differentiate the specimens under study from other
species of the genus PhymateHa and justify the erection of a new species.
The presence of the bundles of the monaxon spicules in the canals
of Ph. irreguLaris n.sp. makes this species similar to the genus Broehodora Schrammen, especially to B. ramosa (order Megacladina).
Occurrence. - Poland : Gnatowice, Lower Maastrichtian marl, and
Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian.
Genus Myrmeciophytum Schrammen, 1910
(Type species: St ellispongia verrucosum Roemer, 1864)

This monotypic genus has been assigned by Schrammen (1910) to the
Tetracladinidae and by Laubenfels (1955) - on the basis of star-like
concentrated postica - to the Astrocladidae Schrammen. The morphology
of tetraclones, their size and manner of connection makes Myrmeciophytum more similar to the representatives of the family Phymatellidae
than to the genus AstrocLadia Zittel, 187.8. On the basis of the structure
of the parenchymal and dermal spicules, I have assigned Myrmeciophy tum Schramanen to the family Phymatellidae. The stratigraphic range
of Myrmeciophytum is limited to the Lower Campanian.

Myrmeciophytum verrucosum (Roemer, 1864)
(PI. III. Fig. 1; Text-fig. 7)
1864. SteHispongia verrucosa Roemer ; A . F. Roemer, Die Spongitarien.... p . 50,

PI. 17. Fig. 5.
191'0. Myrmeciophytum verrucosum (Roemer) ; A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien...,

p . 81. PI. 4, Fig. 1. Text-PI. 4, fig. 3.
1919. Myrmeciophytum verrucosum (Roemer) ; Ph . D. O'Connell, The Schrammen
collection...; p . 1510.

MateriaL. Two well-preserved fragments.
visible, dermal dichotriaenes not numerous.

Skeleton distinctly

Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. II/1471a
Specimen Sp. II/1471b

Height

Diameter

35
80

12
18
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Description. - Sponge cylindrical in shape, tapering towards the
upper pole. Conical protuberances ca. 1-2 mm. high and 3-7 mm.
distant from each ether ooeur on the lateral surface; in the top part lacking. Water system indistinct except for the pores. Canals narrower
than the meshes of the skeletal network. Postica fine, star-like, disposed
on the protuberances. A characteristic aspect is given to the sponge
by this arrangement. There are two types ofpostica: either 6-8 of
them, oval and, sometimes, elongated, to 2.5 X 1 rom. in size, or radially
disposed around the central, round posticum, 1.25-1.5 mm. in diameter.
Ostia ca. 1-2 mm, in diameter, are irregularly scattered between the
protu.berances, the d istances between them amounting to 2-5 mm.
Aporhyses short, tubular, radially disposed n.ear the surface and indistinct
inside the wall,

----

Fig. 7. - Myrmeciophytum verrucosum (Roemer), Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce;
a parenchymal tetraclones, b a fragment of a dermal dichotriaene with clones'
broken off, c amphioxea, d a flattened monacrepid element (Z. Pal. UL Sp .
. I111471); X 62.

The only traces of the dermal skeleton preserved are, large
prodichotriaenes with the cladome span to 0.18 mm. and with rhabdome
0.018 mm. thick, as welt as ortodichotriaenes with the cladome span of
0.24 mm. Numerous, scattered microxeas are observed in the parenchymal
network.
Parenchymal skeleton forms a loose network consisting of smooth
tetraclones with slightly ramified zygome. Clones 0.18-0.3 mm. long
and 0.06 mm. thick; zygomes, surrounding postica are strongly tattered;
zygoses globular, small and - wi thin limits of the . groups of postica forming longer or shorter septa between canals. Numerous oxeas
different in length and amphioxeas, as well as single monaxons, occur
on the surface of the sponge and in the meshes of the parenchymal
network.

Comparison. - The specimens investigated differ from M. verrucosum from germany (whose diameter amounts to 20-25 mm.) in their
smaller thickness and in the distribution of pores. In German specimens,
ostia, 0.5-2 mm. in diameter, are disposed 0.5-2 mm. apart, while in
our specimens, these distances amount to 2-5 mm. In its externals,
3 Acta Palaeontolog lca nr

lIee
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M. verrucosum is similar to Astrocladia subramosa and Prokaliapsis danubica Wagner (1963, p. 195), from which, however, it differs fundamentally in the structure of skeleton having no swellings on clones.

Occurrence. - Poland: Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian; North-western
Germany: Misburg and Oberg, Lower Campanian.
Genus Thecosiphonia Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Limnorea nobitis Roemer, 1864)

Thecosiphonia gracilis n.sp.
(PI. IX, Fig. 2; Text-fig. 8)
Holotypus: Pl. IX, Fig. 2 (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II/1565).
Stratum typicum : Lower Campanian, clayey marl.
Locus typicus: Zbyczyce.
Derivatio nominis: gracilis -

Lat. gracilis

=

sli m , after fine shape of the stipe.

Diagnosis. - A bushy Thecosiphonia with fine stipes, irregularly
divided and covered with cortex. Parenchymal tetraclones finer and
smaller than in T . ramosa Schrammen.
Material. - One, fairly well-preserved, silicified specimen.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Specimen (Sp. II /1565)

OV2r

80

I Thickness of stipes
!

3--15

Description. - A bundle-like group of 'lo ng stipes. Single stipes
irregular in shape, different in thickness and length, irregularly ramified.
Lower part of bundle consisting of 5, upper - of 20 stipes. Top parts
fragile, conical, not many of them preserved. Surface of stipes flat and
smooth. Aporhyse grooves long, winding, 0.6-0.75 mm. in diameter.
Postica and ostia invisible.
Dermal skeleton forms a compact layer, covering the surface of
stipes and consisting of very fragile rhizoidal elements and fragile

Fig. 8. - The cosiphonia gracilis n.sp., Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; a a r r angemen t
of tetraclones in the parenchymal network, b dermal dichotriaenes (Z. Pal. DE.
Sp. II11565) ; X 38.2.
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ortodichotriaenes with cladome 0.6 mm. in span. In the lower part of the
bundle it forms a common theca.
Parenchymal skeleton in the form of a dense network, consisting of
smooth, fairdy fragile and regular tetraclones 0.12 to 0.18 mm. long.
Zygomes slightly ramified. In the network, oval meshes 0.75 mm. in
diameter are isolated through which aporhyses run. Widely scattered
oxeas occur in canals.
Comparison. - Single spicules 01' this species are, to the greatest
extent, similar to the desmas of Thecosiphonia postumus Schrammen
from Germany and to T. nobilis Moret from France. Their tetraclones
differ however, from those, figured by Schrammen (1910, PI. 4, Figs. 4
and 5) and Moret (1925, Fig. 62-2). in a general aspect and in longer
rays. In our specimen, tetraclones are finer, have thinner and longer
clones than the tetraolones of other species of the genus Thecosiphonia.
Similar is the case of the ortodichotriaenes. In the manner of grouping
stipes, OUT specimen resembles T. ramosa Schrammen from which, however, it considerably differs in the shape and size of stipes, as well as
in the diameter of postica, These differences justify the erection of a new
species.
Occurrence. ' - Poland: Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian.
Genus Aulaxinia Zittel, 1878
(Type species : Siphonocoelia sulcifera Roemer. 1'864)

Aulaxinia sulcifera (Roemer, 1864)
(PI. III. Figs. 2 and 3)
18·64. Siphonocoelia su l cif era Roemer; A.

F. Ro em er. Die Spongitarien.... p. 30.

PI. 11. Fig. 7.
sulcifera (Roemer) ; H. Nes-tler. Spongien.... pp. 24-25. PI. 4.
Figs. 5--8. Messtab. pp. 63-64 (here ea rlier synonymy).
1962. Aulaxinia su lc i f era (Roemer); L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution.... p. 127.
Text-PI. 20. Fig. 3.
1961. Aulaxinia

Material. - Two almost complete specimens, one of them with well-preserved skeleton (Sp. II/4 and 713).
Dimensions (in mm.) :
Height
Specimen Sp , 11/4

50

I Width of apex I Width of base I Max. thlc kness

I

5

I

10-12

I

20

Description. - A cucumber-shaped sponge with the upper pole
conical, with a slight depression at the top and, towards the base, somewhat narrowed. On the surface, regular, oblong Iurrows, 0.6-1 mm.
wide, separated by flat ribs 1-2 mm. wide. Both specimens investigated,
similar in size, without the central cavity. Two types of oval apertures
are distributed all over the surface: larger ones, corresponding to postica
3·
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and 0.6-0.75 mm. in diameter, are arranged in rows and situated in
furrows; smaller ones, corresponding to ostia and 0.2 to 0.3 mrn. in
diameter, are distributed on the ribs between the furrows. Aporhyses
and postica are equal in width; epirhyses are shorter and narrower than
aporhyses.
There is no separate dermal skeleton. It is only on the outer surface
that the network is condensed in the form of a layer 1 mrn. thick. This
is a dependent cortex.
Parenchymal skeleton, fairly dense and compact, consisting of smooth
tetraclones with a comparatively slightly ramified zygome: clones
0.18-0.24 mm. long; zygome stipes fragile with - Iumpy terminations;
rays of some tetraclones fairly elongated, slightly flattened and, within
the canals, arcuate.
Comparison. - The specimens investigated are, to the greatest extent,
similar to the specimens of A. sulciiera from Rugen Island. The lack of
the central cavity in Po'lish specimens makes up an only difference.
According to Nestler and Schrammen, the specimens having this cavity,
represent the mature stage, while those devoid of it - the young stage.
In the light of these views, our specimens would correspond to the young
stage. The characters, occurring in both A. sulcijera and A. faHax, that
is , in the lower part, irregular, winding furrows which, running upwards,
become, half-way the height of the sponge, parallel and regularly
arranged, are displayed by one of the Polish specimens (Z . Pal. DE.
Sp. II/4).
Tabl e

3

Comparison of dimensions (in mm .) of A . sulcife ra (Roemer) from Germany, Poland, France and
Spain

I Diameter

I
Country and age

Ostia

Width

Length of of postica
canals
and apochetes

Thickness

Height

of I
furrows

I

of
ribs

I

I Germany, RUgen

-

I

I

i Island, Maa str ichtian,

I the smallest specimen

0.1

0.293

1.5-2.0 I

Campanian, forma
typ ica Schram.
Poland, Lower
Ma astrichtian ,
young stage
France, Em scherian
Spain , Aptian

18

I
0.3 -1.0

-

100

-

I

--

I
-

70

I

without

-

-

I North-western Germany
I

59

-

I

zygome

0.2 -0.3 0.18 -0.24 0.6 -0.75
-

-

-

-

50

20

130

70

60

40

1-2

0.6 - 1.0

-

I

!

-

I

-
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Occurrence. - POlland: Przeslawice and Gnatowice, Lower Maastrichtian; Germany: Campanian and Maastrichtian; France: Emscherian,
Santonian, Campanian; Spain: Can Casayas Castellet, Aptian; Great
Britain: Upper Chalk.
Aulaxinia fallax Schrammen, 1910
1910-1912.

Aulaxinia faHax Schrammen; A . Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien ...,

p. 78, PI. 1, Fig. 4.
1961. Aulaxinia faHax Schrammen ; H. Nestler, Spongien..., p. 26, PI. 4, Figs . 9, 10;

PI. 5, Figs. 1-3; Messtabel, p. 64.

Material. - Two specimens, one of them without apex, another with
a well-preserved skeleton.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. II/20

Height

IMax. width

over ~O

I

ca. 25

Description. - Oviform sponge with lower pole rounded and turning
into a thick, excentrically situated stern. Furrows, 0.6-0.9 rom. in width,
run on the outer surface. Epirhyses are 0.2 mm. and aporhyses 0.6 mm.
wide. Their trace is difficult to determine. Ostia and postica oval,
different in size and irregularly disposed.
Dermal skeleton poorly preserved. Parenchymal skeleton very
compact near the surface,with small meshes of the network and
consisting of.smooth, fairly solid tetraclones; desmas, surrounding canals,
have three equal clones 0.15 mm. long, the fourth, elongated, clone
reaches 0.21 mm. in length; zygomes slightly ramified.
Comparison. - The specimens investigated probably represent young
stages. With regard to the size of tetraclones of the parenchymal skeleton,
Table 4
Comparison of A . fallax Schrammen from Germany and Poland (dimensions in mm.)
Country and age

Germany, RUgen Island ,
Maastrichtian

70-95

Poland, Lower Maastrichtian, young stage

25 -30

Germany, Lower
Campanian

Length
of clones

Height

0.27

I

Diameter of
ostia
0.6 at
the top,
0.82 at
the base

I

postica

1.8

I osculum I furr~ws
15

0.2 (diam. 0.6 (diam.
0.15-0.21 of epirlacking
of apohyses)
chetes)

-

I

-

1.0-2.0

Width

10-15

-

0.6

-- - -
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they are similar to Astrocladia subramosa Moret from which they differ
in larger dimensions of tetraclones and in their externals, particularly
in the arrangement and outline of postica .
Occurrence. - Poland: Gnatowice, Lower Maastrichtian ; Germany:
R ugen Island, Maastrichtian chalk; No rth-western Germany, calcareous
m arl, Lo wer Campanian.

Aula xinia ventricosa Schrammen, 1910
(PI. III, Fi g. 4; P I. XXIV, Fig. 1)

1910. Aul ax inia ve ntri cosa Schramm en ; A. Schramm en , Die K ieselspongi en ..., p . 79,

PI. 1, Fig. 5.
1962. A ulaxinia v en t ric osa Schrammen; L . Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution..., p. 128.

Material. - One complete, calcified specimen. Skeletal network
partially preserved.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Specimen Sp. 11/1296

IM ax. thickness I Thickness of the base
I

135

87

I

35

Des cription. - Conical sponge, narrowing down and t urni n g into
a stem. Central cavity deep, reaching down as far as the lower pole ;
w a lls t hick, pierced b y canals. Aporhyses in the lower part straight,
ar ou nd osculum winding and , in the walls running obliquely; ostia . and
postica oval, irregularly scattered.
Dermal skeleton in visible .
Parenchymal skeleton similarly built as that in A. sulcifera. Clones
0.09-0.15 rom. long.
Comparison. - Polish -specimen is very similar in its size and
morphology to the specimens from the Upper Campanian of North- w estern Germany , described b y Schraromen. It differs from A. sulcifera,
A. fallax and A. ventricosa in its irregular and poorly visible furrows
and d isarranged pores. It results from the comparison of the dimensions
T able 5
Comparison of dimensions (in mm.) of A. ventri cosa Schrammen from Germany, Poland
and Spain
Size
Country and age
,
North-western Germany,
iu pper Campan ian
( Oland, Lower Camp an ian
Spain, Aptian

I

heigh t

I

width

Length
of clones

D iameter of
ostia

I

postica

I osculum

I

100

70

135

87

60

50

-

0.09 -0.15

-

0.2 - \.0

-

0.5 -1.5

0.3

0.75-0.9

35 x 10

-

10

-
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of desmas of different species of the genus Aulaxinia that the smallest
tetraclones are those in A. ventricosa from Poland.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; North-western
Germany: Misburg, Upper Campanian; Spain: Mas de Artis and Can
Casayas, Aptian.
Genus Callopegma Zittel, 1878
(Type species Callopegma acaule Zittel. 1878)

Callopegma acaule Zittel, 1878
(PI. I . Fig. 5; Text-fig. 9)
1878. Callopegma acaule Zittel ; K. Z Lttel . Studien.... II. p. 139. PI. 2. Fig. 6; PI. 8,

Fig. 5 (1878b) .
1961. Callopegma acaule Zittel ; H. Nestler. Spongien..., pp. 18-19. PI. 2. Fig. 8;

Messtabel. p. 63 (earlier synonymy).

Material. -

Thirteen fairly well-preserved specimens.

Dimensions (in mm.):
Largest specimen (Sp . 11/1015)
Smallest specimen (Sp, 11/832)

Height

I Max. thickness

40

35
19

19

Description. - Spherical, hemispherical or bowl-shaped sponges;
upper pole obliquely flattened or concave; lower pole rounded or
obtusely conical, without processes and traces of the attachment place.
Central cavity shallow, variable in width, with internal margins furrowed by irregular canals. Ostia small, scarcely visible, irregularly distributed
below the place of maximum thickness and, in the upper part, invisible.
Canals not isolated. Probably, they were narrower than the meshes of
the skeletal network.

"Fig. 9. - Callopegma acaule Zittel. Lower Campanian, Pniaki; a parenchymal
ietraclones combined into a network, b zygose, c broken off clone (Z. Pal. UL
Sp.1II1'290) ; X 50.
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Parenchymal skeleton fairly loose,oonsisting of smooth tetraclones
with clones 0.3 mm. long and 0.03 mm. thick; zygomes tattered, zygoses
spherical. Numerous oxeas and amphioxeas scattered all over the outer
surface of walls. Probably, they belong to the dermal skeleton. The
occurrence of fairly numerous elliptical sterrasters mostly 0.02 mm. in
diameter in the meshes of the network has been stated on the surface
of three specimens. The manner of their arrangement allows one to
assume that they belonged to the investigated specimens.
Table 6
Variation of Callopegma acaule Zittel
Size and age of specim ens from the
Campanian of Poland
,

I

Smallest specimen (Sp. 1I/832)
Middle-sized specimen (Sp. 1l/70/5)
Largest specimen (Sp. 11/1610)

Shape

I

I

Paragaster

I

spherical
hemi spherical
bowl- shaped

I

I

Length of clones (in mm .)

lack ing
small
shallow

0.18 -0.3
0 .15 -0.21
ca 0 .3

Table 7
Comparison of dimen sion s (in mm .) of Callopegma acaule Zittel from Poland and Germany
- /-

Size
Country and age
Height

IThickness

Length
of clones

Ostia

Postica

Paragaster

,

I

German y. RUgen Island .
Maastrichtian
(according to Nestler . 1961)

100

100

,"

North-western Germ any
(according to Schrammen ,
1910): Lower Campanian

20 -30

I

0.21 - 0.675.
at the
lacking
base. 0.35

i
1.0

bowl-shaped

I no data I onl
present
y at
50 -60

I

I

available

the bottom

3 -5

bowl-shaped

as above

as abo ve

as above

as above

I

as above

I

I

Upper Campanian

100

thick

-

19-45

Poland. Lower Campanian
I

19 -35

0.3

small

"

-

- -

Variation is mainly found in the shape, si ze of the sponge and
development of the cen tr al cavity. Comparing the investigated specimens
with each other, one may distinguish certain groups of forms different
with regard to their ontogenetic age.
Callopegm a ficoideum Hinde, 1883
(PI. I . Figs. 3 a n d 4)
1883. CaHopegma ficoideum Hinde ; J. G. Hinde, Ca t alog ...• pp. 61-62. PI. 11, Fig. 4.
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Material. chalcedony.

Twenty nine si'1icified specimens; desmas embedded in

Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Spherical specimens
Pear-shaped specimen (Sp . II/1014)

30-42
20-32

I
I

Thickness Thickness of stem
18-30
28-3 2

3-4
3-4

Description. - Spherical or pear-shaped sponges with fragile stems ;
in pear-shaped ones, the upper pole slightly filattened with a small
depression in the middle. Outer surface flat, pierced by irregularly
distributed pores. Large postica (1-2 mm. in diameter), substituting osculum, are situated mostly in the upper part of the sponge and connected
with the subdermal exhalant cavities which contain, on their bottom,
2-4 apopyles each. The majority of ostia, ca. 0.5 mm, in diameter, occur
in the lower part of the sponge. Central cavity not individualized. Wide
cavities, varying in size and shape, are situated inside wa'lls, Epirhyses
scarcely distinguishable from aporhyses,
Dermal skeleton consisting of cortex and ortodichotriaenes; in the
region of the upper pole and in the basal part, on the stem, cortex forms
a (secondarily calcified) layer 0.15 mm. thick in which rhizoidal elements
are visible; fragile ortodichotriaenes with clads 0.45 mm. long are
embedded between them.
Parenchymal skeleton compact. Particular desmas and their arrangement display the clone lengths varying between 0.15 and 0.3 mm.; the
rays of some desmas are elongated and reach 0.33 mm.; within the range
of canals, tetraclones are disposed in rows and their clones are parallel
to each other ; zygomes strongly ramified; zygoses form lumps which do
notxiisplay any compact structure; numerous scattered oxeas and amphioxeas and, very often, elldptical sterrasters 0.15-0.24 mm in diameter, occur on the surface of the sponge.
Comparison. - The specimens investigated differ ·fr om those of this
same species from England, described by Hinde (1883) in the distribution
of their eanats. In English specimens, aporhyses, 1.8 mm. dn diameter,
opening at the top of the sponge, are wider than lateral canals (0.8 mm.
wide). Aporhyses and epirhyses have not been separately analyzed by
Hinde who has only settled the dimensions of canals. Writing "lateral",
he probably meant "inhalant" and, writing "vertical", he meant "exhalant". Postica are grouped, dn the investigated specimens, rather in the
upper part of the sponge and not exactly at its top as Hinde ascertains.
On the other hand, in the lower part, there are only ostia. It seems that
this character might be considered a diagnostic one for the subspecies
which, however, in this paper, is not distinguished on account of the
scarcity of the material avajlable, The investigated specimens of C. fico-
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ideum differ from C. acaule in the presence of stem and absence of
central cavity, as well as in the structure of the multioscular water system.
Two specimens (Sp . II/1236 and 1234) are pierced clean through by
a tubular canal, 5 and 7 mm. in diameter, disposed obliquely to the body
axis. This canal - of unknown origin - is similar to that, recorded in
calcareous sponges of the genus Porosphaera globularis (Phillips) (Hurcewicz, 1960).
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Pniaki, Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian, marl: England: Croydon, Guildford, Surrey, Upper Chalk.
Genus Turonia Michelin, 1847
(Type species: Turonia variabilis Michelin, 1847)

Turonia variabilis Michelin, 1847
(Pl. VIII, Figs. 1 a, b)
1847. Turonia variabilis Michelin; H . Michelin, Iconographie..., p. 125, PI. 35, Fig. 8
(fide Schrammen, 1910).
1925. Turonia variabUis Michelin ; L. Moret, Contribution . . ., p. 152, PI. 12, Fig. 10

(here earlier synonymy).

Material. - One complete specimen with its sides covered with a continous layer of a compact cortex, Dermal and .parench ymal skeletons
well-preserved ; marginalia strongly damaged.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Length
Specimen (Sp . I1/381)

60

Cross section
in place of max.
circum ference

Diameter
of stem
roots

x

2

50

40

Description. - Sponge oonical, in cross section oval. Upper pole
strongly convex with irregular protuberances; lower pole, making up
an apex of the cone, provided with short roots. Lateral surface transversely corrugated. The width of folds varying from 1.5 to 5 mm. Ostia
invisible, postica not preserved. The aporhyses outlets clearly visible and
irr egular ly scattered between the protuberances of the upper part. Central cavity lacking. Aporhyses are not oontinuous in trace, they are tortuous and extending near the margins of the cavities.
Cortical skeleton covers the entire sponge. Next to very small ortodichotriaenes with a 0.06 rom. cladome there are many large ortodichotriaeneswith a 0.75 rom. c1adome. The thickness of the cortical Iayer at
the base amounts toea. 0.18 mm., while that of fragments, preserved at
the top - to ca. 0.3 mm. Rhizoidal skeletal elements very fine and numerous, arranged in layers. Ends of two basal roots rounded and ful'ly
oovered with cortex. Strongly modified triaenes, with their cladome
pointed downwards, are vertically embedded in two broken off roots
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under cortex. The remadns of broken off marginalia are visible at the top
around exhalant canals.
Parenchymal skeleton 'com p act , consisting of fairly thick and smooth
tetraelones with almost equal clones. The length of clone varies in particular desmas within limits of 0.15 and 0.27 mm. Zygomes short, tattered,
extended; zygoses compact, flattened. Fairly numerous sterrasters ellipsoidal to spherical in shape and 0.12-0.24 rom. in diameter, as well as
many microamphioxeas, m icrostrongyles and a few microscleres of the
style and torne type have been washed out from the sediment which
fills up the meshes of network on the upper pole.
Comparison. - Morphology of the parenchymal and cortical skeletons is characteristic of the genus Turonia Micheldn, The investigated
specimens do not differ from those of T. variabilis from the Senonian
of France.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian marl; France: Senonian of the Paris Basin; Germany: Lower and Upper Campanian.

Turonia aff. variabiZis Michelin, 1847
(PI. VIII, Fig. 2; text-Jig. 10)

Material. - Four almost complete specimens without apical parts and
two fragments .
Dimensions (in mm.):
Smallest specimen (Sp, 11/127)
Largest specimen (Sp. 11/28)

Height

Thickness

10

45 x 50
110-120

40

Description. - Bowl-like forms, provided with a short stem or many
short, blunt processes, concentricalty arranged. On the lower, uneven
side, there are growth zones, marked by distinct swellings. Upper part,
mostly poorly preserved, convex and either with processes or smooth
and concave. Central cavity lacking. Ostia invisible: aporhyses short,
tortuous and tubular, 0.6-1.0 mm. in diameter, considerably narrower
than the meshes of the skeletal network.
Dermal skeleton consisting of cortical, densely entangled, flat, rhizoidal elements and ortodichotriaenes. The thickness of the cortical layer
comes to ca. 0.2-0.3 mm. Dermal orthoddchotriaenes are Iarger than
parenchymal ones; their clades are ca. 0.45 mm. long. Cortex compact
and preserved only on the lower side where it forms a fairly thick layer.
Parenchymal skeleton not very dense and firm with irregular mesh€s, formed of tetraelones with clones varying in length within limits of
0.2 and 0.45 mm. The terminal part of clones spiny, mostly dichotomously divided into shorter or longer stipes. Zygomes ramified, zygoses
fairly loose, perforated. Usually, three zygomes are connected together
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in a zygome. Comitalia embedded in the network meshes make up di-

chotriaenes with clads and rhabdome 0.15 mm. long; there are also numerous amphioxeas variable in length, very thin oxeas and single protriaenes.

Fig . 10. Turonia aff. variabilis Michelin, Upper Maastrichtian, Janowiec;
a parenchymal tetraclones, b rhizoidal elements from the cortex, C dermal orthodichotriaenes; comitalia, d protriaenes , e amphioxeas and oxeas (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. II/62); X 35.

Variation. - Differences in size, shape and arrangement of basal
processes and swellings are displayed by particular specimens with a similar structure of skeleton.
Comparison. - Polish specimens are very similar to those of T. variabilis from Germany, figured by Schrammen (1910, PI. 3, Figs. 8 and 9).
They differ from some of them in the lack of mammillary or digital
swellings on the upper surface. The fragments of the parenchymal network, preserved in the upper part of our specimens may only testify to
the presence of protuberances and not processes. The presence of dichotrdaenes which, in the canals of some specimens, form a transverse partition is a character, never mentioned by former authors, but which may
be a specific one.
Occurrence. - Poland: the Upper Campanian marl in the Miech6w
Highland; the Lower Maastrichtian, horizon "t" at Piotrawin on the
Vistula River.
Genus Kozlowskispongia n.gen.
(Type species : Kozlowskispongia bulbosa n .sp .)
Derivatio nominis: Kozlowskispongia -

in honour of Professor Roman Ko-

zlowski.

Diagnosis. - Sponges, consisting of empty, bulbous protuberances.
developed as a result of undulation of a plate. Water system poorly developed; central cavity lacking; ostia and postica different in size. Skeletal network not very dose, formed by smooth tetraclones. Dermal
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skeleton covers protuberances with a continuous layer. Dermal ortodichotriaenes fairly large.
Comparison. - Kozlowskispongia is a monotypic genus, resembling
.some species of Polyjerea Fromentel. It differs, however, from this genus
in the morphology of the water system and in the manner of its general
growth. The species of Polyjerea are composed by solid individuals coalescent one to another by their surfaces or by the superficial zone. In
Polyjerea, each individual has its separate water-exhalant system. In
Kozlowskispongia, on the contrary - the system of protuberances is
'm or phological'l y indivisible ; these protuberances are not independent
like separate individuals. The presence of smooth parenchymal tetraclones and dermal ortodichotriaenes allow one to assign Kozlowskispongia n.gen, to the family Phymatellidae Schrammen in the vicinity of the
genus Jerea Lamouroux whose single desmas are similar in form.

Kozlowskispongia bulbosa n.sp.
(PI. II, Fig. 3; PI. VII, Figs. 1 a, b)
Hoiotupus: PI. VII, Figs. 1 a, b (Z. Pal. UL. Sp. 11/93/94) .

Stratum typicum: Upper Campanian, clayey marl facies.
Locus typicus: Kocie Doly, near Miech6w railway station.
Derivatio nominis : bu~bosa - Lat. bu~bosus = bulbous.

Diagnosis. - An assemblage of hemispherical empty protuberances,
developing from an undulated plate. Water canal short, piercing the wall
almost clean through and situated alternately. Postica clearly outlined,
uniformly distributed all over the entire surface. Dermal ortodichotriaenes 'l ar ge, parenchymal tetraclones smooth, zygome ramified.
Material. - Four, par-tially calcified or limonitized. specimens; isolated tetraelones well-preserved; single dermal ortodichotriaenes.
Description. - Formless sponges, consisting of bulbous protuberances
directed either upwards or downwards; upper ones hemispherical, 1520 mm. high, lower ones varying in height from 10 to 22 rom. and 20 mm.
in diameter. Wall thickness amounts to 3 mm. Funnel-like cavities are
disposed between protuberances. Exhalant pores 0.3-0.45 mm. in diameter best-preserved on apexes of hemispherical protuberances and
fairly widely scattered. Canals and postica equal in width; ostia considerably smaller than postica and indistinctly outlined on the surface.
Dermal skeleton consisting of relatively Iarge ortodichotriaenes with
a cladome 0.5 mm. in span.
Parenchymal skeleton not very compact, consisting offairly irregular,
smooth tetraxones; zygomes strongly tattered; zygoses large, oval, perforated ; clones varying in 'l ength , dichotomously divided near the middle
of spicules at various distances. Length of spicules varying between 0.15
and 0.45 mm. and, frequently, smaller than that of the zygome " act ines" ,
Occurrence. - Poland: Miech6w, Upper Campanian.
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Genus Jerea Lamouroux, 1821
(Type species: Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux, 1821)

Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux, 1821
(PI. IV, Figs. 1-3)
1878. Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux; K . Zittel, Studien . . ., p. 145.
1958. J erea pyriformis Lamoureux: S. Defretin-Lefranc, Contribution . .., p. 103,
PI. 16, Figs, 5-6 (earlier synonymy).
1963. Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux: W . Wagner, Die Schwammfauna ". ", p . 177.

Material. - Three almost complete, probably young individuals, silicified and with partially preserved skeleton.
Dimensions (in mm.) :

Smallest specimen (Sp . II/382)
Medium specimen (Sp . II/1624.
Largest specimen (Sp. II/373)

Height

Max.
thickness

Thickness
of apex

35
44
6j

16
23
40

8
10
10-15

I Thickness
of stem
.6
10
20

Description, - Macelike or fusiform shape, slender, sometimes, irregular; upper pole rounded, slightly concave or flat; lower pole narrowed and passing into a fairly thick and short stem. Outer surface flat,
after destruction of the cortex, slightly furrowed; furrows, 0.6 mm. wide,
in the upper part of the body elongated and dn the lower part, sometimes, radially disposed. Central cavity 'l a ck in g. Aporhyse diameter larger than the meshes of the parenchymal network, that is 0.75-0.90 mm.
Postica, concentrated on the apex, rounded and 0.45-0.75 mm. wide;
sometimes, slightly elongated, measuring 1.5 X 0.45 mm . around the
'ap ex margin. Ostia fine , on the cortex, dnvisible: prosopyles, uncovered
after the destruction of the cortex, are 0.25-0.3 mm. in diameter.
Dermal skeleton, covering the entire sponge, consists of the independent cortex, built of acrepidal, rhizoidal, serrated platelike elements,
arranged in a tilelike manner and of ortodichotriaenes with a cladome
0.3 mm. in span. After the destruction of the cortex, subdermal inhalant cavities and short epirhyses are uncovered.
Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of tetraclones with short,
smooth, split clones; zygomes relatively slightly ramified and spiny;
clones 0.15-0.03 rom. long and about 0.06 mm. thick; owing to the ratio
of the thickness to the length of clones, tetraclones 'look solid. Canal meshes are distinctly visible in the network. A few sterrasters, which need
not necessarily be part of this sponge, have been found on the surface of
one (Sp. 1I/382) specimen.
Variation is observed in the size and shape of the body. One of the
specimens (PI. IV , Fig. 1) is elongated and without a bulgy swelling
characteristic of J. pyriformis. In general, it is similar to Jerea clavata
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Moret but it is considerably smaller and has smaller postica (0.75 and
1.5 X 0.45 mm. and not 2 rom. like in J. clavata from France). Its
spiculation and water system are identical with those in J. pyriformis.
Comparison. - Polish specimens are considerably smaller than J. pyriformis from France, described by Moret (1925) and Defretin-Lefranc
(1958-1960). According to the authors, mentioned above, the tetraclones
of J. pyriformis are "large" (dimensions are not given), while in Polish
specimen from the Lower Campanian, they are rather middle-sized,
their clones reaching 0.15 and, sometimes, only 0.03 mm. J. pyriformis
resembles J. clavata which, however, differs in its elongated shape,
solidity of the exhalant system and thickness of stem. Specimens which,
in the present paper, are assigned to J. pyriformis, are undoubtedly
young individuals. In two cases (specimens Sp. II/1623 and 1624),
2-3 mm. hugh processes, corresponding to the earliest stages of budding
individuals, have been found on the lateral wall. The structure of the
apexes of these buds is similar to that of the apex of the mother sponge,
that is they are porous, furrowed, their postica are 0.45 mm. in diameter
and clones are 0.09 nun. long.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; France: Senonian; North-western Germany: Cenomanian and Lower Turonian;
England: Vaches Noires, Craie.
Genus Siphonia Par'kinson, 1822, emend. Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Siphonia koenigi Mantell, 1822)

Two groups of species, the group of S. pyriformis Goldfuss and the
group of S. koenigi Mantell are distinguished within this genus by Moret
(1925) . According to Moret (1925,), Defretin-Lefranc (1958-1960) and
Lagneau-Herenger (1962), the first group is strongly differentiated. They
ascertain that the forms, assigned by former authors to S. incrassata,
S. micropora, S. ficus, S. turipa, S. tubulosa and S. coronata, are only
intraspecific varieties of one, broadly understood, species of S. pyriformis.
However, on the basis of the investigation of the abundant matertal of
sponges of this group from the Lower Campanian of the Nida Basin,
I am inclined to retain the majority of the species, erected by former
authors. Characters in which these species differ from each other are
given in Table 8.

Siphonia tulipa Zittel, 1878
(PI. IV, Fig. 4)
1878. Siphonia tuZipa Zi1:ltel; K. Zittel, Studien . . ., p . 145, PI. 9, Fig. 5.
1883. Siphonia tuZipa Zittel; J . G. Hinde, Catalogue . . ., p. 64, PI. 13, fig . 2.
1962. Siphonia tuZipa Zittel; L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution . . ., p. 133, Text-

-PI. 20, Fig. 8.
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Table 8
Comparison of Siphonia tulipa, S . pyriformis, S. ficus and S. tubulosa (dimensions in mm .)

I

Name

Shape

I

I

Stem

Ostia

I

I

Siphonia tulipa

oval

S. pyriformis

spherical

distinct 0.45 -0.6
no stem
0.5

S. ficus

pyriform

thick

S. tubulosa

oviformcylindrical

short,
thick,
ramified

Osculum

I
5 -10

-

1.0
variable
in size,
0.5 -1.0 x
1.5 -3.0

0.5

I

Postica

Clones

8

0.1 -0.2
0.09 -0.3

10-18

-

--

I invariable
width

2-3.

0.5-3.0

I

0.25 -0.3

-- --

Material; - Sixteen silicified specimens, of this number, two with
a well-preserved skeleton.
Description. - Body ova'! or spherical in shape with rounded top
part; a distinct stem visible on the lower pole; many oval ostia
ca 0.45-0.6 nun. in diameter irregularly scattered aU over the surface.
Central cavity situated in the middle, in some specimens, tubular
5-10 mm. in diameter and ca. 15 mm. deep, in others, shallow and in
the form of a depression with mildly rounded margins furrowed by
aporhyses 0.8-1.0 mm. in diameter; postica are visible on the walls and
on the bottom of the cavity.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of smooth tetraclones with
0,1-1.2 mm. long clones; zygomes short, tattered; zygoses in the form
of small nodes. Dermal spicules have not been recorded.
Ontogenetic variation of S. tulipa concerns the size of particular
individuals and structure of their water system. Now and then, some of
Table 9
Comparison of characters of Siphonia tulipa from Spain, England and Poland (dimensions in mm.)

Country and age

Spain, Aptian
(ace. to LagneauHerenger, 1962)

Shape
of
specimen

Length

Width

Diameter

Diameter of

Thickness
of
clones

I Length
of
clones

I

ost ia

I
Iosculum I
I

tuliplike

England, Upper
Green Sand

tuliplike

Poland, Lower
Campanian

oval,
spherical

I
-

-

21-105 13-46
25-40

22 -40

10
-

2 -4
(of
stem)

I
-

-

0.1
--

0.135

0.052

0.1 -0.2

1

-

-

3
- -

-

0.45 -0.6 0.5 -10
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them have the central cavity and their ostia, uniform in diameter,are
regularly scattered. In other specimens, in addition to the cavity and
ostia, there are accessory inhalant cavities, probably subdermal, loosely
distributed all over the surface. Eight spherical specimens, mounted on
a slender stem, without the paragaster but with many postica, have
also been assigned tin the present paper to S. tulipa. Since their parenchymal skeleton has identical structure with that of specimens provided
with the central cavity, they probably represent a young stage of
S . tulipa.
Occurrence . - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian marl; France:
Senonian of the Paris Basin. and Cenomanian of Pas de Calais; England:
Blackdown, Warminster, Upper Green Sand.

Siphonia pyriformis Goldfuss, 1833
(PI. IV, Fig. 5)
1833. Siphonia pyriformis Goldfuss; A . Goldfuss, Petrefacta . . ., p . 16, PI. 6, Fig.7A.
pyriformis forma tulip a; S . Defretin-Lef'ranc, Contributiom . .•.,
p. 108, PI. 18, Fig. 1; Text-fig. 9.
1962. Siphonia pyriformis forma tulipa; L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution ...,
p . 132 (earlier synonymy).
1958. Siphonia

Material. - Five si:licified specimens with spicules embedded in
chalcedony.
Description. - Sponges globular in shape, 24 X 35 rom. in cross
section, without either a stem, or any trace of the attachment place;
osculum, 8 mm. in diameter, is situated on the upper pole; central cavity
tubular, 23 mm. deep; postica, 1 mm. in diameter, verticillately disposed
on the paragaster wall; ostia, 0.5 mm. in cross section, densely distributed
all over the surface and, through short canals, connected with subdermal
cavities.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of tetraclones with uneven clads
0.09-0.3 mm, long; in different specimens, the lengths of clads are
different.
Comparison. - An ovoid specimen without a stem (50 rom. long and
40 rom. thick) and having a rudimentary rib-like protuberances is
assigned by Defretin-Lefranc (1958-60) to S. pyriformis forma tulipa.
On the other . hand, specimens with a well-developed stem and with
furrows around the osculum are assigned to this species by Moret (1925).
Polish specimens differ from both Moret's specimens, in the Iack of
stem and globular shape, and from those, described by Defretin-Lefranc,
in the lack of furrows and ribs, in a sma'ller osculum (8 and not 12 mm.)
and in narrower ostia (0.5 and not 0.7-1.{) mm.). With regard to
morphology, our specimens of S. pyriformis are, to the greatest extent,
4 Acta Palaeontologica nr 11.66
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similar to S. tulipa. The lack of a stem in the former, different shape
and character of tetraclones, are features which differ these two species
from each other. To S. pyriformis, I assign globular sponges, without
a stem and with tetraclones whose clones are uneven in length and,
to S . tulipa - the ovoid ones, mounted on a separate stem more or Iess
thick and long and with regular tetraclones whose clones are almost
equal in length. The specimens from the Aptian of Spain, described by
Lagneau-Herenger (1962), slightly differ, mostly in size, from our
specimens. According to Defretin-Lefranc, the specimen of S . pyriformis
from the Cenomanian (zone of Chlamys asper) with riblike protuberances
makes up a transition to the genus Hallirhoa Lamouroux.
Occurrence. - Poland: Opole, Cenomanian, Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Spain: Can Casanyas, Aptian and Albian; England: Blockdown
and Warminster, Albian and, more abundant, in Cenomanian; France:
Pas de Calais, Cenomanian (zone of Chlamys asper) , Paris Basin, Turonian, vicinities of Nice, Senonian, and Charantes, Campanian.

Siphonia ficus Goldfuss, 1833
(PI. IV, Fig. 6)
1833. Siphonia ficus Goldfuss ; A . Goldfuss, Petrefacta . . ., p. 221, PI. 65, Fig. 14.
1925. Siphonia pyriformis forma fi cu s; L . Moret, Contribution . .., p . 167, Fig. 65.
1943. Siphonia pyriformis forma ficu s; J . Lachasse, Contribution . . ., pp. 43-66.

Material. - Three siilicified specimens with a stem only preserved
and without spiculation.
Description. - Sponge pyriform, slightly tapering downwards and
passing into a fairly thick stem; osculum 10-18 mm. in diameter, oval,
with sharp margins, more or less elevated, sometimes, deflated,
surrounded by radiate furrows different in Iength and width; ostia
0.5 mm. in diameter, regularly scattered all over the surface; central
cavity conical, reaching almost as far as the stem, cavity bottom rounded,
walls 8-15 mm. thick. On the wall of the paragaster, postica elliptical,
0.5 X 1.0 mm. to 1.5 X 3.0 mm. in diameter, regularly verticillate and
disposed in vertical rows.
Comparison. - S. ficus is very similar to S . tulipa but has a differently
shaped central cavity, a different oscular margin and a different manner
of the development of stem.
Occurrence. - Poland : Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Czechoslovakia:
Cenomanian and Senonian; France: Turonian of the Paris Basin, Senonian
of the vicinities of Nice, Lower Campanian of Menregue; England: Dover,
Cenomanian; North-western Germany: Sudmerberg, Glentorf, Lower
Campanian.
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Siphonia tubulosa (Roemer, 1841)
(PI. V. Figs. 1 and 2; PI. VI. Figs. 1 and 2; Text-fig. 11)
1841. Scyphia tubulosa Roemer; A. F. Roemer. Die Versteinerungen.... p . 8. PI. 3.
Fig. 10.
1889. Siphonia ovalis Griepenkerl ; A. F. Roemer. ibid., p. 20, PI. 3, Figs. 3 a-b.
1910-1912. Siphonia tubulosa (Roemer); A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien...•
p. 93, PI. 2, Figs. 6-8.
1925. Siphonia pyriformis Goldfuss forma tubulosa (Roemer); L . Moret, Contribution.... p. 168. PI. 12, Figs. 3.

Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smallest specimen (Sp . 1I/2J57b)
Medium specimen (Sp , 1I/2.57a)
Largest specimen (Sp. 11/386)

80
120
190

Thickness
60
90
100 X 75

I Thickness
I Thickness
of base
of stem roots
I

28
20
70 X50

10-19

The dimensions, specified above, pertain to fragments which
approximately make up a half of the sponge. Their real size was,
therefore, twice as much.
Description. - A single sponge, large, ovoid-cylindrical in shape,
much bigger in height than in width; lower pole gradually narrowing
and pa ssing into one or two short, solid stems; outer surface flat, strongly
porous; ostia oval, variable in size, Irregular Iy and rather d ensely
distributed at 1-4 mm. dn t er v als ; in different specimens, diameter of
ostia varies from 0.5 to 3 mm.; ostia mostly wider in the upper part of

Fig. 11. - Siphonia tubulosa (Roemer). Lower Campanian. Zbyczyce ; a parenchymal
tetraclones, b rhizoidal cortical elements, c dermal ortodichotriaenes, d comitalia
of amphioxea (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. 11/386); X 30.

the sponge than in the lower. Water system well-developed; central
cavity large, tubular, tapering downwards, in different specimens
variable in depth and in diameter (sometimes 15 to 12 X 50 mm.) ; walls
20--40 mm, thick, pierced by tubular canals 1.5-2 mm. in diameter;
exhalant system complex in structure; in the upper part of the sponge,
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aporhyses are situated near the sponge axis and, in the waIls, they run
obliquely upwards at an angle of almost 45°. Postica 2-3 mm, wide,
situated on the paragastral surface and arranged dn irregular rows;
sometimes, in addition to aporhyses, there are irregularly shaped large
cavities, celled by Reid (1963, p. 220), "cavedials", 10-12 mm. wide; the
bottom of the central cavity variable, rounded or tetramerous with
a protuberance in the middle; epirhyses short, equal in width, formed
by the combination of a few prosodial canals.
Dermal skeleton consisting of fragile ortodichotriaenes with a cladome
diameter of 36 mm. and with clads relatively thin as compared with the
parenchyma'! tetraclones; rhizoidal dermal plates also are visible.
Parenchymal skeleton dense and compact? consisting of fairly solid,
smooth desmas; clones relatively short, at the ends mostly dichotomically
ramified; clone length fluctuates between 0.25 and 0.3 mm. and thickness
amounts to 0.06 mm.; zygomes averagely tattered and not very widely
open. Large canal meshes distinctly visible in the network; on the surface,
the network forms bands which surround the pores; comitatia, abundantly
occurring in the network meshes and in canals, consist of thin amphioxeas
varying in 'l ength and of microscleres. Large, ca. 15 mm. long, amphioxeas,
arranged 'longit udin all y on the surface of the paragaster. Numerous
microxeas, varying in length, and microstrongyles ca. 0.16 mm. long are
also present.
Table 10
Comparison of the representatives of Siphon ia tubulosa (Roemer) from Poland, Germany
and France (dimensions in mm .)

Country and age

Poland, Lower
Campanian

D iameter of

Height Thickness
of speof
cimen
specimen

ostium

posticum

ortodichotriaene

12x50

0.5 -3.0

2 -3

0.36

I 10-30

0.5 -1.5

1-2

central
cavity

Ii 15 to
1 160 - 380 120-200

I

North-western
Germany, Cam- ,
pan ian (ace. to I
Schrammen,1910) to 500
Emsche- I
r ian (ace . to
Moret, 1925)

250

0.25 -0.3

!

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
70

35

II
1

.

I

-~rance,

Germany (ace.
to Gripenkerl,
1888-1889)

Length
of
clones

110 - 120

70

I

I
I

8 -10

-

I

I
-

20
I

I

-
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Comparison. - It results from Schramrnen's (1910, p. 93), Moret's
(1925, p . 168) and Wagner's (1963, p. 178) descriptions that S. tubulosa
is characterized by a variable size and diameter of the elements of the
water system. This is depicted by Table W.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian;
Germany: Turonian and Senonian; France: vicinities of Nice and Villentrois, Emscherian.
Family Discodermiidae Schrammen, 1910
The genera, assigned to the famity Discodermiidae are characterized
by the presence of parenchymal desmas, mainly those with fine lumps
with a slight admixture of smooth ones, as well as of dermal phyllotriaenes of variable morphology which are differently transformed up
to the discotriaenes. Sometimes, small, derme'l dichotriaenes may also
occur as is the case in Ragadinia galloprovincialis Lagneau-Herenger,
Pseudojerea kempei Wagner and Phylloderma magna n .sp. Our statement
that microscleres of the sterraster type occur in all investigated
specimens, belonging to the Discodermiidae, allows one to supplement
the diagnosis of this family and, at the same time, it confirms the
assignment of fossil species to the Discodermiidae.
Genus Discodermia Bocage, 1869
(Type species: Discodermia polydiscus Bocage, 1869)

On the basis of the morphology of tetracrepid parenchymal and
dermal desmas, as well as microseleres such as, microamphioxeas and
microrhabds, shaped like short cylinders or eggs, this genus has been
assigned by Lendenfeld (1903,) to the Theonellidae Lendenfeld. According
to Schrammen (1924, p. 48), the genus Discodermia, as understood by
zoologists, is an artificia'l group of a few Recent heterogeneous tetracladine sponges. Lendenfeld (1903) assigned to Discodermia 10 species,
containing parenchymal desmas with dermal discotriaenes and with
small microscleres similar to amphioxeas and "oviform or cylindrical"
microrhabds (I.e., p. 128).
In the investigated specimens of D. galloprovincialis fromthe Lower
Campanian of Poland, the presence has been stated of only sterrasters,
without microxeas. In conformity with Lendenfeld's view, Schrammen
and Moret believe that microxeas and microstrongyles are known only
in Recent Discodermia. On the other hand, Defretin-Lefranc (1958-1960),
Lachasse (1943) and Lagneau-Herenger (1962) do not mention this
subject. The excluding of the genus Discodermia from the family
Theonellidae, done by Schrammen (1910) on the basis of megascleres and
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erecting a separate family Discodermiidae is confirmed in the light of
the present study.
Occurrence . - From the Cretaceous up to the present-day times.

Discodermia cf. galloprovincialis Moret, 1925
1925. Discod ermia gaHoprovincialis Moret; L. Moret, Contribution..., p. 177, PI. 6.

Fig. 1; PI. 7, Fig. 3; PI. 15, Figs. 1-2; Text-fig. 69-I.

Material. - Three silicified specimens with skeletons embedded in
chalcedony.
Dimensions (in mm.) :
Height
of colony
Specimen Sp. II/285

50

Height of T hiCk ness of
individ ual
individual
ca. 30

I
I

35-40

Description. - An assemblage of indistinctly marked off, almost
globular individuals with a common base. Upper pole rounded; on the
apex of some individuals (probably, young ones), postica form a conical
prominence. Lower pole blunt, short, with 12 mm. thick and about 10 mm.
long processes. Outer surface smooth, after the destruction of cortex rough, covered with short canals and pores. Water system in the
specimens investigated differently developed. Some of them have a wide
and deep - to 12 mm. (Sp. II/284) - central cavity with numerous
postica on the walls, some others - probably young ones - have no
paragaster which is replaced by a bundle of aporhyses. In all specimens,
the inhalant system lis invisible.
Dermal skeleton formed of two types of phyllotriaenes, those,
flattened, situated in the inferior part of the cortex and those, cut out,
with narrow clones, disposed in the outer part of cortex.
Parenchymal skeleton dense, consisting of tetraclones with a strongly
ramified zygome. Inside the walls, desmas are mostly smooth, while
near the surface - lumpy. Some tetraclones, situated on the surface,
have a reduced apical ray; zygoses form a lacelike twist. Numerous
elliptical sterrasters with their diameters varying within limits from
0.006 XO.009 mm. to 0.015 XO.024 mm. (specimen Sp. II/285) and
globular ones 0.018 mm. in diameter are situated in the meshes of the
parenchymal network. Their number is variable.
Comparison. - The colonial specimens from France, consisting of
2-22 individuals, have a narrow and deep central cavity, whereas our
sp ecimens from the Lower Campanian have a shallow and broad central
cavity which, sometimes, may be replaced by aporhyses. Ostia, 1/ 3 mm.
in d iameter and 1 mm. distant from each other, are visible on the
specimens of D. galloprovincialis from France. Polish and French
specimens are similar to each other in size and shape. According to
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Moret, in the forms from the Santonian of Saint-Cyr, where D. galloprovincialis ds very common, the surface of phyllotriaenes is 'l um py
which has never been recorded in Polish specimens. In view of the
differences mentioned above, the conspecificity of the specimens
described in this paper with the species, erected by Moret is not certain.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian
marl; France: Saint-Cyr, Santonian.

Genus Phyllodermia Schrammen, 1924
(Type species: Discodermia antiqua Schrammen, 1901)

Phyllodermia magna n .sp.
(PI. XI, Figs. 1 a , b ; Text-fig. 12)
Holotypus: PI. XI, Figs. 1 a, b (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1295).
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian marl.
Locus typicus : Skrajniwa near Koniecpol.
Derivatio nominis: magna - Lat. magnus = great.

Diagnosis. - This is a solid Phyllodermia, with an irregular upper
pole, having a few concavities in which postica are irregularly crowded.
Ostia on the cortex invisible; dermal phyllotriaenes deeply cut out;
parenchymal tetraclones in the form of fine lumps ; numerous sterrasters
varying in size.
Material. One complete specimen, silicified i nside and with
a 'p r eser v ed spiculation on the surface.
Description. - Sponge shaped Iike an irregular mace, mounted on
a distinctly isolated stem; upper pole irregular, 'With protuberances and
concavities varying in size and depth, the latter reaching 15-20 mm.
Lower 'Part conical, its surface flat. Aporhyses with 1 mm. lumen are
revealed in the transverse section of the stem. In the upper part, tubular
grooves, tortuous and variable in length, are visible on the surface of
the swelling. Prosopyles on 'l a ter a l watls just below the cortex are
irregular and ca. 0.15 mm. in diameter. Irregular postica are crowding
the concavities, in the top part.

Fig. 12. - Phyllodermia magna n.sp. , Lower Campanian , Skrajniwa ; a parenchymal
t etrac1ones, b a modified desma on the sponge surface, c dermal phyllotriaenes,
d microstrongyles (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1295); X 35.
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Dermal skeleton, consisting of deeply cut out phyllotriaenes with
a 0.45 nun. cladome span, of rhizoidal elements, as well as of elongated
and modified clones of the main skeleton. Dermalia form a cortex,
consisting of phyllotriaenes and, within Iimits of the stem, also of
dichotriaenes,
Parenchymal skeleton built of almost smooth or lumpy tetraclones,
the latter having fairl y small, globular 'l umps, loosely distributed on
clones or, less frequently, on zygomes, Tetraclones smooth, less abundant.
Loosely scattered microstrongyles 0.021 mm. long are situated in the
network. Numerous globular sterrasters, 0.018 and 0.024 mm. in diameter
and with a slightly rough surface, are visible on the bleached out surface
of the specimen. The smallest globular sterraster is 0.009 mm. in diameter.
More abundant are the elliptical ones whose dimensions are from 0.018 X
X O.012 mm. to 0.024 XO.022 mm.
Comparison. The tetraclones and phyllotriaenes of a type,
characteristic of the genus Phyllodermia Schrammen, have been figured
by Lagneau-Herenger (1962 , PI. 21, Fig. 1 b). The solidity, the different
structure of the top part and the arrangement of postica are a diagnostic
character, differentiating our species from other ones of this genus.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian.

Phyllodermia pulchra n .sp.
(PI. XII , Fig. 2, Text-fig. 13)
Holotypus : PI. XII , Fig. 2 (Z. Pal. DE. Sp, II/391).
Stra t um typicum: Lower Campanian marl.
L ocus typ icus : Skrajniwa.
D eri vat io nomin i s: pulchra - Lat. pu lc he r = beautiful.

Diagnosis. - Sponges irregularly conical with differently developed
lateral walls , one of them being convex, the other - flattened, and
extended in a fan-wise manner; central cavity lacking; cortex consisting
of sharp-edged, cut out phyllotriaenes; tetraclones lumpy; sterrasters
present.
Material. Three complete, silicified specimens with desmas
embedded in chalcedony.
Dimensions (in mm.):

I Thickness
of stem
I

Specimen Sp. II/395

Length

Maximum
thickness

50-55

34- 37

I

8-1 5

Description. - Shape irregular, resembling a pear, mounted on
a short, averagely thick stem ; upper pole fairly wide and rounded. On
one s ide, the sponge is convex, on the other flattened , extended in
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a fan-wise manner and with slightly flanged and rounded margins. Oval
prosopyles 0.75 mm. in diameter are visible under the destroyed cortex
on a rounded wall, Ostia on the cortex scarcely visible, equa'lling
0.03 mm.; they are situated between the phyllotriaene clones. In this wall,

Fig. 13. -

Phyllodermia pulchra n .sp .• Lower Campanian. Skrajniwa; a parenchymal
tetraclone, b dermal ph yllotriaene (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/391); X 40.

epirhyses run obliquely upwards. Tortuous, anastomosing grooves,
corresponding to subcortical aporhyses, are visible on the upper margins
of the fanlike wall. Their width is equal to that of prosopyles.
Dermal skeleton forms a compact silicified crust, built of phyllotriaenes with nne, deeply cut out and sharp-edged clads whose cladome
is ca. 0.5 mm. in span.
Parenchymal skeleton, distinctly visible in the inner part of the
sponge, consists of lumpy tetraclones. Inside the sponge, there are only
the cavities, left over by dissolved desmas. Globular sterrasters not
numerous, their diameter amounting to 0.009 mm., whereas elliptical
ones with cross sections, 0.009 X 0.012 , 0.012 X 0.015 and 0.015 X
X 0.021 mm. are more abundant.
Comparison. - Ph. pulchra n.sp. differs from other representatives
of the genus Phyllodermia in its spiculation and water s ystem. Its general
morphology corresponds to the diagnosis, given by Schrammen (1924,
p . 48). A different shape of the body and the morphology of the walls
differ it, however, from the described species of this genus and provide
a basis for erecting a new species.
Occurrence. - Poland : Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian.

Phyllodermia costata (Hinde) subsp. brevicostata (Michelin, 1847)
(PI. X. Fig. 1)
1821. Hallirhoa costata Lamouroux; J . Lamoureux, Exposition methodique.... p . 72,

PI. 78. Fig. 1 (fide L. Moret. 1925. p. 171).
1878. Hallirhoa costata Lamouroux; F. A . Quenstedt. Petrefactenkunde.... vol , 5,
p. 426. PI. 135. Fig. 14 (fide L . Moret. 1925. p. 171).
1878. Hallirhoa costata Lamouroux ; K. Zittel. Studien.... p. 143.
1883. Siphonia (Hallirhoa) costata (Lamoureux): J. G. Hinde. Catalogue.... p. 67.

PI. 14. Figs. la-e.
1883. Siphonia (HaHirhoa) costata forma brevicostata Michelin; J . G. Hinde,
Ibid., p . 68.
1925. Siphon ia (HaHirhoa) costata forma brevicostata Michelin ; L. Moret. Contribu-

tion.... p. 171, Fig. 66.
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Material. - Two silicified specimens with a well-preserved morphology of walls and of water system. Spiculation poorly visible but the
outlines of peculiar desmas are preserved.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Specimen Sp. II/1200

Diameter I Max. thiCk- [
(minus ribs) ness of ribs

Height
of ribs

I

13 -17

40

8 - 12

Description. - In transverse section, this sponge is irregularly quadrilateral with strongly protruding longitudinal ribs, asymmetrically
distributed. These ribs are formed at different heights in relation to
the 'low er pole. Their distances, widths and heights are not equal. Edges
of ribs are flattened and extended in a raillike manner. Upper pole
flatly truncated and with rounded margins, lower conically rounded,
with no trace of a stem. Central cavity tubular, 7-12 mm. in diameter,
centrally situated and reaching as far as the base. Osculum round in
outline, equal to the paragaster diameter. Water system complex,
well-developed. Epirhyses tubular, ca. 1 mm. in diameter, running
obliquely upwards between ribs. In the walls they join the aporhyses.
The wall between ribs is 10-20 mm. thick. The traces of aporhyses in
ribs and walls are different. Four to five aporhyses 'par a ll el to the central
cavity are visible in the transverse section of a rib, while, in the walls,
aporhyses run nearly perpendicularly to the paragaster surface and
are wider than those in ribs. Prosopyles are oval in outline and ca. 0.5 mm.
in diameter; ostia , 0.1 mm. in diameter, are visible on the cortex.
Dermal skeleton, covering the entire sponge, consists of phyllotrdaenes
with narrow clones and of rhizoidally cut out elements.
Parenchymal skeleton is, to a considerable extent, destroyed. Only
lumpy tetraclones, similar to those in other genera of the Discodermiidae,
are preserved.
Comparison. - Specimens from Poland differ from those from England
i n the lack of a long stem, in a smaller number of ribs and in a different
shape of their edges. Specimens of H. costata described by Hinde had
6-7 ribs with rounded ridges. Specimens, similar to Polish ones, without
stem, were called by Hinde, Hallirhoa costata forma brevicostata.
Specimens with both slightly and strongly protruding ribs also occur
in France. One of the specimens, described by Defretin-Lefranc (1958,
p . 109) as Hallirhoa costata, has distinct riblike processes only at its
base. Near the osculum they are scarcely outldned, Tetraclones of our
specimens are different from that, mentioned by Defretin-Lefranc. In
Polish and English specimens, tetraclones are lumpy, while in French
.o n es (visible in a transparent chalcedony), they are 'l a r ge and smooth.
This difference indicates that, despite the shape similarity, they should
be assigned to two different genera.
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Sponges with ribs and a deep paragaster, having a tetraxon skeleton,
have so far been identified as Siphonia (Hallirhoa) costata. Attention
has been drawn by Hinde to the lumpy tetraclones present in this species.
On the other hand, Moret (1925,p. 172) ascertains that dermal dichotriaenes occur in Siphonia (Hallirhoa) sexplicata Roemer but he does
not mention them, describing the species costata. Lumpy parenchymal
tetraclones with dermalphyllotriaenes, the same as in all Discodermiidae,
whose presence was discovered in my specimens, allow one to state that,
despite a similar shape, the specimens investigated do not represent the
genus Siphonia (Hallirhoa) Lamouroux (1821) but the genus Phyllodermia
Schrammen (1924), while S. (Hallirhoa) sexplicata Roemer, described
by Moret (1925, p. 172) must be considered a species, typical of the
genus Hallirhoa Lamx. of the Phymatellidae.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian marl; England:
Wiltshire and Norfolk, Upper Green Sand; France: Maine et Loire,
Senonian.
Genus Eustrobilus Schrammen, 1910
(Type species: Eustrobilus callosus Schrammen, 1910)

Eustrobilus callosus Schrammen, 1910
(PI. X, Figs. 2-3 a, b; Text-fig. 14)

1933. Eustrobilus callosus Schrammen; F. Bieda, Gabki.i., p. 19 (here earlier
synonymy).

1962. Eustrobilus callosus Schrammen; L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution..., p. 144.

Material. - Six complete specimens with the internal part silicified
and, in some fragments, with welt-preserved cortex; one of the specimens
consists of two individuals concrescent with their sides.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Smallest specimen (Sp . II/l'613)
Medium specimen (Sp, II/1534)
Largest specimen (Sp . II1724)

Height

Max.
thickness

Diameter
of apex

Thickness
of base

43
55
130

30
43 X30
75 X50

15
30
35 x55

11
20 x60

8

Description. - Sponge in the form of a bilaterally flattened mace,
mounted on a short, thick base. Upper part rounded with more or less
distinctly outlined triangular or oval top plane which is arcuate and
obliquely situated. Lower part, elliptical in cross section, makes up
a solid stem from below concave and on the sides provided with short
rootlike processes. Outer surface uneven, rough. Osculum situated in the
middle of the apical plane. Central cavity 6 X 15 mm. wide and more
than 45 mm. deep; aporhyses tortuous and anastomosing like canals,
uncovered on top of the sponge. The majority of postica destroyed, the
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preserved ones are oval ca. 1 rum. in diameter; apopyles on the paragaster
wall arranged in regular rows; prosopyles, confusedly scattered under
cortex, are 0.3 mm. in diameter. Ostia, 0.06 mm, in diameter, scarcely
visible on the cortex, are situated between phyllotriaenes; epirhyses
invisible.

Fi g. 14. - EustrobHus caHosus Schrammen, Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce ; a parenchym a l tetraclones from the superficial zone of the sponge, b dermal phyllotriaenes
(Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II1726) ; X 35.

Dermal skeleton covers the entire sponge and forms an independent
cortex, consisting of flat rhizoidal elements and phyllotriaenes, densely
arranged in layers. Some phyllotriaenes are more flattened and have
a lesser number of distinct clones, other ones have narrow and twisted
rays. Near the surface, numerous sterrasters are visible, embedded in
marl, surrounding them; elliptical sterrasters 0.009 XO.012, 0.015 XO.018
and 0.015 X 0.021 mm. thick are still more abundant, while single globular ones, 0.012 mm. in diameter, are met with very rarely. Less frequently ,
el lip tical sterrasters are also preserved in prosopyles.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of tetraclones, densely covered with
rodlike lumps. In addition, there are megarhizoclones. Elongated desmas
occur in canals. Internal skeletal network, dense and compact, containing
tetraclones with a more regular structure, fairly large and solid and with
the clone ends more 'l um p y and dichotomous; clones variable in length
(0.15 to 0.3 mm.) and thickness (0.06 to 0.09 mm.); clones of desmas connected through a slightly ramified zygome; zygoses small, lumpy, somewhat wider than the clone thickness. In the basal part, the lumps of desmas are more Ioosely ddstributed. In some tetraclones the apical ray is
reduced. In the basal part of the sponge, numerous microxeas 0.030.045 mm. long and sterrasters occur in the skeleton.
Variation is displayed in the size. Some specimens are large (to
130 mm.), some other - medium and pear-shaped. The specimen, consisting of two concrescent individuals (PI. X, Fig. 3a) us covered with
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a common cortex; each of these individuals has a separate, excentrically
disposed osculum and their aporhyses uncovered on the top are 0 .75~
1.2 mm. in diameter; central cavity single, narrow and more than 20 mm.
deep.
Table II
Comparison of characters of Eust robilus callosus Schrammen from Germany, Poland, France and
Spain

Country and age

He ight
(mm .)

Diameter
of
osculum
(mm .)

Ostia

Postica

50 -120

10-15

I

I

Tetraclones

Dermal
phyllotriaenes

fairly lar-

Germany, Campanian
(ace. to Schrammen, 1910)

ge.Tum-

present

py
Poland, Lower Campan an

I sx 15
43 - 130 I variable

France, Emscher ian (ace.
to Moret, 1925)

55

Spain, Aptian (ace. to
Lagneau-Herenger, 1962)

70

prosopyles 0.3
ostia 0.06

5-7
-

I

15

1

clones
0.15 -03
long

present

-

-

large ,
lumpy

present

-

-

-

-

Occurrence. - POlland: Witkowti.ce near Cracow and, within limits of
the Lelow Threshold, Zbyczyce, Pniaki, Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian
marls; Spain: Mes de Artis and Can Casanyas Castellet, Aptian; North-western Germany, Lower and Upper Campanian; France: vicinities of
Nice. Emscherian.
Eustrobilus extraneus n .sp.
(PI. IX; Figs. 1 a-c; Text-fig. 15)
Holotypus : PI. IX, Figs. 1 a-c (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1617).
Stratum ty picum: Lower Campanian, clayey marl facies .
Locus typicus: Pniaki, hamlet quarry near Lel6w.
.Derivatio nominis: extraneus - Lat. extraneus = strange.

Diagnosis. - Sponge, approaching in shape a deformed mace with
processes. The two sides are different, one is smooth, the other uneven.
Paragaster tubular, deep; water canals tortuous and running obliquely.
Material. - One complete, very well-preserved specimen.
Description. - Sponge asymmetrical in shape; stem short, irregular,
cylindrical; upper part, on one side smooth, triangular in outline with
rounded appexes and, on the other, uneven; convex along the axis. Upper
pole and Iateral protuberances are similar to each other in shape and
thickness; osculum, 6 mm. in diameter, oval, excentricalty situated on
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the ap ex, having sharp margins and surrounded by radial furrows. Below
osculum, two wide (12-15 mm.) processes, probably the remains of the
ba ses of broken off individuals occur on the convex side. Outer surface
smooth, covered with cortex. Central cavity tubular, with diameter
identical with that of osculum and passing only through the extended
part of the sponge. Aporhyses with a stem about 0.75 mm. in diameter.
At the apex, the canal diameter amounts to 0.6-0.75 mm. Epirhyses
sh ort and tortuous, varying in length, irregularly distributed.

Fi g . 15. - Eust robilus ex traneus n .sp. , Lower Campanian, Pniaki ; a a fragment
of the p arench ymal n etwork con sisti ng of lumpy t eraclones , b dermal phyllotrlaenes,
c amphio xeas (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II/16l7) ; X 46.

Dermalskeleton, covering the en t ir e sponge, consists of phyllotriaenes
with a short rhabdome and arranged in layers. Cladomes deeply cut out
and 1.5-2 mm. in span.
Parenchymal skeleton is built of fragile and fine-lumped tetraclones.
Lumps are ir r egular ly scattered alt over the surface of a tetra clone. On
the flatt ened side of the sponge, tetraclones are still finer; s ome of their
clones are ramified with invisible t erminations. Zygomes rather small,
hooklike. Length of clones varies within limits of 0.15 and 0.24 mm . and
their thickness amounts to 0.06 mm. On the outer surface of the sponge,
tetraclones are almost flat; the apical ray is either reduced, or considerably shortened. Fairly numerous oxeas, variable in Iength and, sometimes, also sterrasters occur in canals and pores. Elliptical sterrasters,
0.018 XO.021 and 0.018 XO.024 mm. in diameter, as well as , less frequently,
globular ones, 0.0125 mm. in diameter, occur under cortex.
Comparison. - In the s tructure of its parenchymal skeleton, E. extraneus n.sp. is, to the greatest extent,' similar to E. callosus Schrammen
from which it fundamentall y d iffers, however, in shape, lin structure of
the cortical skeleton and in the arrangement of exhalant canals. Its phyllotriaenes are, to a greater extent, cut out than those in E. callosus. Aporh yses run obliquely in relation to the paragaster and not horizontally
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as is the case in E. collosus. According to Schrammen (1910, p. 103), Moret (1925, p. 186) and Bieda (1933, p. 19), specimens of E. callosus may be
cylindrical or pear-shaped, whrle our specimen is spade-macelike in
shape, that is, different than other species of this genus.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian.
Genus Ragadinia Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Cupulospongia rimosa Roemer, 1864)

The taxonomic position of the genus Ragadinia has not so far been
clear. Schrammen (1920-1924), Moret (1925), Bieda (1933) and Defretin-Lefranc (1958) assign it to the Discodermiidae, while Lagneau-Herenger - to the Plinthosellidae. In the latter author's opinion, the lumpiness of desmas makes them more similar to the Plinthosellidae than to the
Discodermiidae. In all specimens of this genus, here investigated, such
desmas have a morphology of the Discodermiidae type and derma'! spicules are differentiated from dichotriaenes, through phyllotriaenes almost up to discotriaenes. These are not plates, as is the case in Plinthosella Zittel. Numerous sterrasters occur in all the species investigated
which also a:Ilows one to attribute this genus to the Discodermiidae and
not to the Plinthosellidae,
Occurrence. - Cenomanian through Campanian.

Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer, 1864)
(PI. XIII ; Fi gs. 1 a , b ; Text -fig. 16)
1864. Cupulospongia Timosa (Ro emer); A. F. Roem er, Spongitarien . . ., p. 51, PI. 17,

Fi g. 8.
1933. Ragadinia r imosa (Ro emer) ; F. Bieda, Gabki . . ., p. 18 (here earlier synony my).
1958. Ragadinia r i m osa (Roemer); S. Defretin-Lefranc, Contribution . . ., p. 113,

PI. 19, Fig. 1; Text-fig. 35.
1963. Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer) ; W. Wagner, Die S chwammfauna .. ., ·P. 100.

Material. - Thirty six differently sized, silicified or calcified fragments. Thirteen of them well-preserved, Spiculation very well-visible.
Dimensions (in mm.) :

Smallest specimen (Sp . II/1204)
Medium specimen (Sp. II/829)
Largest specimen (Sp . II /829A)

Height

Width

23
70

13
60

100

118

Thickness of walls

4
11
13

Description; -Sponge shaped Like an asymmetrically bent plate
wi th or wi t hout a stem. Stem blunt, bunglike in shape, sometimes flattened and coiled up in the form of a roll. Upper margin rounded. Wall
surface non-uniform. On the inner side, which is concave after the de-
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struction of cortex, conical protuberances and, less frequently, depressions with radially diverging furrows are recorded in some specimens;
in others, this surface is flat and covered with tortuous grooves. Outer
side convex, mostly covered with canals which are disposed in a fanwise-radial manner. Aporhyses tortuous, anastomosing, about 0.5 rom. in diameter, wider in marginal parts (0.75 mm.) and, to a greater extent, crowding the outer surface of the sponge. Postica are variously arranged,
eith er they are contracted in the center of starlike grooves, or situated
in slight depressions, or on top of protuberances. Prosopyles, 0.30.6 mm. in diameter, are irregularly scattered or situated on the bottom
of canals. Tortuous canals without any definite arrangement run inside
the walls.
Dermal skeleton forms a thin layer, covering the entire surface and
consisting of phyllotriaenes and sharp-edged, cut out, very fine, rhizo-

Fig. 16. - Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer), Lower
t etraclones, b dermal phyllotriaenes of the
triaenes of the inhalant surface d dermal
II/1612); X

Campanian, Bonarka ; a parenchymal
exhalant surface, c dermal phyllorhizoidal elements (Z. PaL Vi, Sp.
40.

idal elements. Phy1'lotriaenes of both surfaces are not identical: on the
outer surface, they are fine , strongly cut out and with a cladome 0.5 mm.
in span, on the inner - solid, more flattened, similar to discotriaenes
and with a cladome reaching 0.65 mm. In all specimens, numerous oval
sterrasters, variable in size and with diameters fluctuating between
0.009 XO.012 and 0.021 XO.030 mm. occur on the surface below the cortex, elliptical ones being more abundant and globular, 0.0045 to 0.009 mm.
in diameter, less so. Sterraster surface is rough.
Parenchymal skeleton makes Uip a dose, fairly dense network, consisting of fine-lumped or almost smooth tetraclones with a fairly ramifi ed zygome. Near the surface, tetraclones are more lumpy than within
the network; sometimes, smooth tetraclones predominate inside the
wal'l. The length of clones varies from 0.1 to 0.3 mm. Wider meshes, encircling tubular canals are distinctly visible dn the n etwork. Comitalia
are numerous. These are amphioxeas different in length-. Microscleres of
the sterraster type occur by ones on the surface of the network, surrounding canals.
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Variation is displayed in the size of individuals, their shape, thickness
of plate, relief of surface and manner of fastening to the substratum. In
R. rimosa from the "opoka" facies at Bonarka, sterrasters are smaller
than in the specimens of this species from the Lower Campanian of the
marly facies . Specimens, representing successive stages of growth, occur
in the Lower Campanian marls at Zbyczyce. The characters of R. rimosa
from Poland, cited below, indicate ontogenetic variation.
Tab I e 12
Variation of characters in Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer) from Poland (dimensions in mm).

I

Spicule measurements

Specimen measurements
Specimens
Z.PaI.UL Sp. II

I

i

1-

828
1215
1057
827

height

width

23
30
62
72

13
20
38

-

thickness
of walI

length .
of clones

4
5
8
10

0.09-0.15
ca. 0.21
0.18 -0.21
0.21-0.30

I

phylIotriaenes
outer
inner
surface I surface

-

0.36

-

0.36
0.45

0.50

-

I

Comparison. - The specimens of R. rimosa from "opoka" of Bonarka
are thin, fragile and mostly radially furrowed , their wall thickness varying from 4 to 8 mm., while those from clayey marls of the Lower
Campanian of Zbyczyce are more solid, their wall thickness amounts to
8-13 mm. and surface is irregular'ly furrowed. More or less the same
differences have been found in .this species, coming from the Lower and
Upper Campanian sediments, by Schrammen (1910) who maintains that
the specimens of R. rimosa from Bel. mucronata zone of North-western
Germany have thicker walls with wider grooves on both sides than the
specimens of this species from Actinocamax quadratus zone of Germany.
Specimens from the Lower Campanian of Poland differ from the West-European ones in their shape; specimens of R. rimosa from Hanover are
shaped like an ear, a bowl or a cup, while those from the Santonian of
Northern France - like a funnel or a cup. Polish specimens mostly resemble a flatly spread or tubularly folded leaf with an asymmetrically
indented side. Some of our specimens are identical in size with those of
the Cenomanian of France.
Occurence. - Poland: Zbyczyce, Bonarka, Miech6w, Skrajniwa and
Pniaki, Lower and Upper Campanian. In Germany, England, France and
Czechoslovakia, R. rimosa occurs from the Cenomanian to the Senonian
inclusively. In Cenomanian, this species occurs rarely. More frequently,
it may be met with in the Senonian, especially in the Santonian of
Southern France. In particular, it is richly represented in the Campanian
of Germany.
5 Acta P alaeontolog ica nr 1/66
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Ragadinia foraminifera n.sp.
(PI. XII, Figs. 1 a-c, Text-fig. 17)
Holotypus: PI. XII, Figs.
Stratum typicum: Lower
Locus typicus : Zbyczyce,
Derivatio nominis : Lat.

1 a-c (Z . Pal. UL Sp. II /1466).
Campanian, clayey marl.
a quarry in the fa-rest.
foramen after foramina, occurring on the outer

surface.

Diagnosis. - Sponge fanlike in shape with undulated margins; loosely
distributed thimble-shaped exhalant cavities occur on the inner surface.
Irregular processes are observed on the outer wall.
Material. - Three specimens of which one only (holotype) is complete.
Dimensions of holotype (in mm.) :

Specimen Sp. II/1466

Height

Thickness
of base

95

25

I Max. width I
of w all

I

60 (top)
10-12 (base)

I

Diameter
of stem
30 X 14

Description. - Sponge fan-shaped, mounted on a short, thick stem
limited by a necklike contraction; upper part of the sponge and its
margin unevenly wavy; oval, thimblelike cavities to 5 mm. deep and
2--4 rom. wide, loosely and irregularly distributed, occur on the internal,
concave surface. In addition to folds, two irregular processes, one of them
hook-shaped and turned upwards, are situated on the external side of
the holotype, The surface us almost smooth, slightly and irregularly
furrowed . Radia'lly disposed furrows are visible around some orifices.

Fig. 17. - Ragadinia foraminifera n.sp., Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce ; dermal
phyllotriaenes: a of the exhalant surface, b of the inhalant surface (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. II/1466); X 35.

Pores invisible. Very fine and short, tortuous and anastomosing canals
are revealed in the transverse section of the wall. The demarcation of
the inhalant and exhalant systems is indistinct.
Dermal skeleton forms cortex whose phyllotriaenes are more cut out
than those in R. rimosa but, like in the latter species, with surfaces
different from each other. There occur numerous elliptical sterrasters
with dimensions varying from 0.012 X 0.015 to 0.012 X 0.015 X 0.033 mm.
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Parenchymal skeleton, uncovered rin a few places, is built of fine-lumped tetraclones, identical with those in R. rimosa.
Comparison. - The s pecimens investigated approach R. rimosa from
which they differ, however, in their undulated margins and walls, as
well as in the presence of cavrities on the external wall. Like in R. rimosa,
the surfaces are not furrowed. The specimens of R. rimosa forma
elongata Schrammenalso have macelike processes but they are situated
on the margins and not on the lateral surface. Specimens of R. foraminifera n .sp. are Iarger in height than in width; their surfaces are also,
except for the cavities, smooth and pores invisible. The species R. doederleini Schrammen, slightly similar in its body shape, has distinctly
outlined pores, surrounded w ith canals and the ratio of the height to
the width . amounts, in the largest specimen from Germany (Oberg) ,
to 1 : 2.5 .
Occurrence. - Poland : Zbyczyce and Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian.
Family Astrocladiidae Schrammen, 1910
Genus Astrocladia Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Astrocladia ramosa Michelin, 1847)

Astrocladia subramosa (Roemer, 1864)
1864. Astrospongia subramosa Roemer; A . F. Roemer, Spongitarien .. ., p. 54, PI. 19,

Fig. 3.
1963. A strocladia subramosa (Roemer); W. Wagner, Die Schwammfauna . .., p . 186

(here earlier synonymy).

Material. - One stipe with very well-preserved postica and a network
of tetraclones.
Description. - This is a fragment of a cylindrical stdpe 23 mm. Iong
and 8 mm. thick. Outer surface even; upper pole rounded, lowerlacking; ostia round, 0.15-0.25 mm. in diameter, numerous and
irregularly scattered ; postica 0.3-0.4 mm. wide, irregularly disposed in
the apical part and radially - in the Iower part of the stipe. Canals
tubular, not very long, wider than the meshes of the skeletal network.
Parenchymal skeleton dense and compact, with irregular meshes of
the network, consisting of very fine and small tetraclones; the desmaclones ca . 0.06 mm. long and smooth; tattered zygomes form elongated,
fairly solid zygoses owing to which the network 'looks relatively compact.
Compar.ison. - The tetraclones of the specimen investigated correspond to those in A. subramosa from North-western Germany; the
radial arrangement of postica also testifies to this conspecificity. In
A. lerouxia Moret and A. induta Schrammen, postica are irregularly
scattered white in A. nitida Schrammen they form rows.
Occurrence. - Poland: Przeslawice, marly sediments of the Maastrichtian on the Proszowice Plateau. Germany: Oberg and Gelntorf, marly
5·
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limestone and glauconitic sandstone of the Lower Campanian, as well
as the Upper Campanian marls at Misburg. France: vicinities of
Saint-Cyr, Santonian.
Family Phymaraphiniidae Schrammen, 1910
Genus Prokaliapsis Schrammen, 1901
(Type species: Rhagadinia clavata Hinde, 1883)

Prokaliapsis clavata (Hinde, 1883)
(PI. XXIII, Figs. 2-4, Text-fig. 18)
1883. Rhagadinia clavata Hinde ; J. G. Hinde, Catalogue ..., p. 84, PI. 19, Fig. 4 a-c.
1901. ProkaUaps is cyUndrica (Hinde) ; A. Schrammen, Neue Kieselschwamme .. ., p. 8,

PI. 1, Fig. 5 ; PI. 4-1.
1910-1912. ProkaUapsis clavata (Hinde); A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien . ..,

p. 108, PI. 8, Figs 9-12, Text-PI. 6-1.
1925. Prokaliapsis clavata (Hinde) ; L . Moret, Contribution ... , p. 193, Fig. 72-2.

Material. - Five specimens with the preserved cortex; parenchymal ·
skeleton visible near the surface; water system poorly preserved.
Description. - Sponges cylindrical, straight or slightly bent, mostly
with a lateral process ; upper pole conical with a small cavity at the top,
surrounded by fine furrows. Outer surface covered with cortex, smooth,
after the destruction of cortex, either porous, or slightly furrowed
longitudinally. Canal system indistinct; subcortical inhalant pores,
0.3-0.6 mm. in diameter, loosely and irregularly distributed; postica
grouped on the apex.
Dermal skeleton forms a thin layer, consisting of phyllotriaenes with
fine, narrow and deeply cut out tetraclones, protruding over the outer

Fi g . 18. - P rokaliapsis clavata (Hinde), Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce ; a parenchymal
tetraclones, b dermal phyllotriaenes (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. II/876) ; X 35.

surface; cladome span variable from 0.3 to 0.6 mm.
Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of tetraclones which, on
their rays, have a globular swel'ling, occurr-ing close to the surface of the
central part of desma ; apical clone transformed into a smal'l ball with
fin e ornamentation; the remaining section of clones behind the globular
swelling consists of lumps, arranged in rows; this part of clones is
either single or forked; zygomes slightly ramified ; clone length varies
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from 0.15 to 0.3 mm. The arrangement of zygoses is stellate. Amphioxeas,
varying in lenght, occur as comitalia. The smallest specimen investigated
has, as compared with the remaining ones, almost capillary desmas,
its swellings and lumpiness being scarcely perceptible.
Comparison. - Polish specimens of the investigated species are
smaller than the West-European ones and differ from them dn shape
and in the lack of the central cavity.
Occurrence. - Poland: Zbyczyce and Pniaki, clayey marl of the
Lower ' Campanian. Germany: Campanian. France: Emscherian of the
vicinities of Nice. England: Wiltshire, Upper Chalk.

Prokaliapsis arborescens (Michelin, 1840)
(PI. XXIII, Fig. 1, Text-fig. 19)
18410-1847 . Jerea urborescens Michelin; H . Michelin, Iconographie..., pp. 13,6-137,

PI. 42, Figs. 2 a-b (fide L. Moret, 1925).
1925. Prokaliapsis arborescens (Michelin); L . Moret, Contribution..., p. 194; PI. 7,

Fig. 5; PI. 12, Fig. 15; PI. 14, Fig. 12; Text-fig. 72

Material. Two almost completely silicified specimens with
a preserved morphology of the surface and spiculation, as welt as
a cylindrical fragment of (probably) a stem.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Length
Specimen Sp. 11/1625
Specimen Sp. 11/1626
Specimen Sp. II /1604

60

40
65

D iameter of \ Diameter
of stem

I upper part
20 x 20
45 x 30

10
10
8

Description. - Sponges funnehl-shaped, with walls 5 mm. thick,
mounted on a thin stem; funnell margin rounded. On the cortex, ostia
are 0.06 mm. in diameter and, under the cortex the prosopyles vary from
0.45 to 0.6 mm. Epirhyses short, running towards subdermal cavedia
which are variable in size. In a cross section, 10 aporhyses, visible in
the stem, are 0.75-1.2 mm. in diameter.
Dermal skeleton consisting of phyllotriaenes, arranged in 'l ayers ; on
the inner surface, phyllotriaenes are large, fairly thick, with sharply
cut out margins and their cladome is 0.45 to 0.6 mm. in diameter, while
on the outer surface, they are finer, thinner, with narrower clones and
their cladome span varying within limits of 0.45 and 1.0 mm.
Parenchymal skeleton, in the marginal part of the funnel, consists
of non-uniform desmas: on the outer side, tetraclone rays are short,
0.09-0.1 mm., and ramifying just behind the sweliing, while, on the
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inner side, corresponding to the wall of the paragaster, clones are longer,
equalling 0.15 rom. In these desmas, the swelling is smaller and the part
of the clone behind the swelling consists of small globes. Zygomes are
slightl y ramified with hooklike terminations; their apical rayon both
surfaces is transformed into a tubercle. Megarhizoclones and oxeas also

~
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Fig. 19. - Prokaliapsis arborescen s (Michelin), Lower Campanian, Pniaki ; a parenchy m a l tetraclones, b a modified desma on the outer s u r fa ce, c dermal phyllotriaenes, d parenchymal megarhizoclone, e oxeas (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1625); X 35.

are present in the network. Nemerous sterrasters whose pertinence
to P. arborescens is not, however, certain, have been etched out from
the rock in which specimens are embedded.

Comparison. - P. arborescens has some characters common with
P. clavata. Like in P. clavata, the apical ray of its desmas is globular
and not pointed, as it has been observed by Moret in French specimens.
The shape of the body , furrowing of the surface and the trace of canals
are identical with those in typical specimens of P . arborescens (Michelin).
Generally speaking, Polish specimens are very close to those, descrdbed
b y Moret from France.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian marl; France: on
the secondary chalk bed at Montrichard and in the [umachelle of Miocene
of de Pauvrelay.
Genus Cycloclema Schrammen, 1910-1912
(Type species : Rhagadinia compressa Hinde, 1883)

Cycloclema compressa (Hinde, 1883)
(PI. XXI, Fi gs . 1 and 2, Text-fig. 20)
1883. Rhagadinia compressa H i nde; J . G. Hinde, Catalogue..., p. 82, PI. 19.
1958. C ycloclema compressa (Hinde) ; S. Defretin-Lefranc, Contribution..., p. 115,

PI. 19, Figs. 2-3, Text-fig. 37.
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Material. - Four specimens with calcified skeletons and two silicified
ones; canals hidden by sediment. Desmas well visible. Dermal skeleton
preserved in fragments only.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smaller spe cim en Sp . II/826
Larger specimen Sp. II/86

Diameter of
upper part

I

40
35

\

:~

I

Diameter
of steam

I

10

9

Description. - Sponges funnellike or earlike in shape. Opening angle
of the funnel is larger than its height; lower pole terminating in a stem;
funnel margin slightly Hanged and rounded, about 8 mm. thick. Wall
surface flat of slightly furrowed. Ostia oval, 0.75 to 1.5 mm. in diameter
(specimen Sp. II/1297), are situated at considerable distances from each
other. The depression of the funnel corresponds to the central cavity.
Dermal skeleton forms a not very thick Il ayer , consisting of flattened
and fairly deeply cut out phyliotriaenes, This skeleton covered the stem
and funnellike part from the outside. Solid amphioxeas, mostly broken,
are obliquely embedded in the meshes of the network.

d

Fig. 20. - Cydodema compressa (Hinde), Upper Campanian, Miech6w; a parenchymal tetraclones, b dermal phyllotriaenes, c amphioxeas, d large amphioxeas,
e rhizoidal elements (Z. Pal. tn, Sp, II/86/58); X 25.

Parenchymal skeleton, uncovered in the stem, not very compact,
consisting of tetraclones with an annular swelling near their middle.
Clones varying in length from 0.15 to 0.45 mm. Zygomes dichotomously
ramified. Tetraclones wdtlhou,t the zygose on one of the rays and
terminating in lumps or spines may be also found dn the network.
Zygoses formless and reticulate. Parenchymal skeleton of the funnellike
part forms a fairly loose network with oval meshes 0.6-1.2 mm. wide.
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On the outer sides, zygomes are arranged in bands. In the 'lower part of
the sponge, these bands are shorter, variable in trace and mostly disposed
across the stem where they mark off the furrows. In the upper part,
particularly on the rounded margins of the funnel , the bands are longer
and the direction of their arrangement is parallel to the height. No
furrows are recorded on the internal side of the funnel. In one specimen,
well-preserved apical clones are transformed into a tubercle, protruding
on the outside . In this specimen, tetraclones have, in some places, smooth
rays , devoid of rings.
Comparison. - The specimens of C. compressa investigated differ
from the West-European ones in a more shapely form. According to
Moret (1925) , C. compressa from Central France are more slender.
Table 13
Dimensions (in mm.) of the specimens of C. compressa from the Upper Cretaceous of Europe
and
I Country
age

Height

I France,
Ard enne s,
Cenomani an

90

Germany,
Campanian

100

France, on
: the secondary
bed

I

I
I
I

45 -110

I

of ost ia

I

Tetraclones

of postica

Zygornes

I
70

I
I

25

I

100

8 -12

I

40

7

I 1.0 -1.5
I
I

0.5

fairly
solid

1.0

0.6 -1.2 1

smaller than
ostia

I

I

I

Diameter

Thickness
of walls

Width

large

-

slightly
ramified

large

-

large

-

---

C. compressa displays a similarity to Prokaliapsis arborescens, shown
in its funnellike shape and in its dermal skeleton, consisting of phyllotriaenes. The morphology of tetraclones makes up a fundamental
difference. In C. compressa, the swelling On clones is annular, slightly
withdrawn from the spicule center and the rays are Ionger, while in
Prokaliapsis this swelling is globular, ornamented, situated close to the
center and mounted on short clones. In C. compressa, investigated during
our studies, like in the specimens, described by Hinde (1883) from
England the presence was stated of phyllotriaenes which were not
obs er v ed by Schrammen (1910-1912) and Moret (1925) in specimens
from Germany and France.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian and Miech6w,
Upper Campanian; France: Upper Cretaceous and the Miocene shellstone
on the secondary bed, MarIemont in the Ardennes, Cenomanian;
Germany: Lower and Upper Campanian; England: Oare, Huish Wi'ltshire,
Upper Chalk.
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Family Plinthosellidae Schrammen, 1910
Genus Plinthosella Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Plinthosella squamosa Zittel, 1878)

Plinthosella squamosa Zittel, 1878
1878, Plinthosella squ am osa Zittel; K. Zittel, Studien..., p. 89, PI. 2, Fig. 10; PI. 10,

Fi g. 5, Part 2 ; Beitrage.." p. 581.
1961. Plinthosella squ am osa Zittel; H . Nestler, Spongien..., P. 23, PI. 3, Figs. 4-7;
PI. 4, Figs. 1-4.
1961. Plinthosella squ am osa Zittel; M. Koltun, Spikuly kremnevych..., p. 66.

Material. -

Twenty eight not very well....preserved specimens.

Dimensions (in mm.) :
Smallest specimen (Sp . 11/297)
Largest specimen (Sp, II/2SO
Cenomanian specimen (Sp . 11/283)

Diameter
10 X 8 X 3
28 X 19

to 55 X 25 X 40

Description. - Sponges globular-oviform or Ienticular in shape. In
globular forms, poles are not differentiated, in hemiglobular, sometimes,
the upper pole is shaped like a conical protuberance. Surface smooth,
Central cavity lacking. Ostia and postica not marked off. Canals indistinct.
Dermal skeleton built of peculiar acrepidal plates, arranged 'like
tiles. These plates, variable in outline, are mostly quadrangular. Sometimes, they cover the entire surface, in other cases - only the lower
part of the sponge where they are arranged 'in Layers.
Parenchymal skeleton, in general poorly preserved, consisting of
tetramyrmeclones wdth their rays to 0.36 mm. long and 0.06-0 .12 mm.
thick. Apical ray reduced; zygomes terminating in a hooklike form.
Central part of desma covered with lumps, larger than those on clones,
where they are arranged in regular verticils.
Comparison. - Our specimens do not differ from those, described
from Germany and France.
Occurrence. - Poland: Wolbrom, Cenomanian; Komorowo, Miech6w,
Przeslawice, Muniakowice, Zbyczyce, Szczepanowice and Gnatowice Campanian; France: Emscherian and Cenomanian; Germany: Weissenberg, Turonian, Lower and Upper Campanian, Rugen Island, Maastrichtian; South of England : Wiltshire, Upper Chalk.
Plinthosella elegans n .sp.
(PI. XIII, Figs. 2 a-c; Text-fig. 21)
Holotypus : Pl. XIII, Figs, 2 a-c (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/1,013).
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian, clayey marl facies .
Locus typicus: Pniaki, hamlet quarry.
Derivatio nominis: eieqtms Lat. elegans = ornamental, after its

spicules.

ornamental
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Diagnosis. - Plinthosella in the form of an inverted cone with
a convex, uneven apica'l surface. Lower part with small processes. Lumps
in tetramyrmeclones regularly arranged in rows. Dermal plates present
only on lateral walls.
Material.
Three silicified specimens with a well-preserved
structure of the skeleton; the fourth specimen caloified, embedded in
marl.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Length

Diameter of
apex

Smallest specimen (Sp. II/1294)
Medium specimen (Sp , 1I/1202)
Largest specimen, holotype (Sp . II /1,013)

25

17
22 X 28

12

35

13

stem
3
3
4

Description. - Sponge shaped like an inverted .cone with a wide
apical part. Upper surface convex, uneven, oval in outline, with a rollerlike, oblong protuberance in the middle. Lower pole conical, terminating
in a blunt, short stem. Lateral surface somewhat undulated longitudinally.
with small, irregularly distributed processes. Central cavity lacking.
Ostia not marked off; postica 1.2-1.5 mm. wide, grouped on the upper
pole and situated i n small cavities, radially surrounded by grooves.
Dermal skeleton, covering the 'la teral surface, consists of acrepidal
plates and modified superficial desmas. Plates mostly rounded, arranged
in a tegular manner, in the basal part elongated and, in the upper part,
oval. In addition to plates, numerous vermiform, elongated desmas

Fig. 21. - PlinthoseHa el egans n .sp. , Lower Campanian, Pniaki; a parenchymal
tetraclones, a 1 parenchymal tetraclones - schematic drawing, b vermiform lumpy
cortical megascleres, c cortical megascleres, modified, sm oot h , c1 megascleres situated close to processes, d acrepidal dermal plates, e parenchymal network meshes
(Z . Pal. Vi. Sp. II!1r013) ; X 30.
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with either smooth or lumpy surface, occur in cortex; some of them
ramify; globular lumps are arranged on them in regular rows. Protruding
lateral processes are formed of the bundles of fine, elongated megascleres
which - in their shape - approach monaxons. These spicules, close
to processes, are transformed into vermiform, irregular, smooth desmas
which - in their shape - resemble flattened tetraclones. The length of
vermiform desmas fluctuates from 0.12 to 0.13 mm. They make up part
of the dependent cortex.
Parenchymal skeleton, fully uncovered on the apex, consists of large
tetramyrmedones. On the upper pole, these desmas have the apical
ray shortened and protruding on the outside. The remaining clones are
0.15 mm. thick and 0.3-0.4 mm. long. Zygoses are invisible. Large
marginal monaxons stuck around postica. Numerous, fine oxeas are
situated in the apex canals.
Comparison. - P. elegans n.sp. differs from P . squamosa mainly in
the structure of its cortical skeleton and in a slightly different body
shape. The new species approaches P. acanthodes Defretin-Lefranc from
which it differs, however, in the shape of plates, in the presence of vermiform desmas and monaxonic spicules in cortex, as well as in the regular arrangement of lumps on the surface of desmas. The new species
differs from P. squamosa Zittel in the arrangement of lumps which, in
P. squamosa are verticillate and, in P . elegans, are disposed in
rows on clones.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian.

Plinthosella sp.
(PI. XII, Fig. 3, Text-fig. 22)

Material. - One speoimen,almost complete, except for stem and coriex which are lacking. Desmas distinctly visible.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. II/457

Height

Diameter

15

35

Descriptions. - Sponge platelike in shape. Upper pole slightly concave with small prominences. A trace of a very thd:n stem, excentrically
situated on the lower, somewhat convex, pole. Wall surface flat, without
any traces of dermal plates, except for the stem within which they are
slightly discernible. In the specimen investigated, the water system is
better-developed than in P . squamosa Zittel and rather similar to that in
P . elegans n.sp. Tortuous canals run from the stem towards the margins.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of tetraclones similar to spicules of
P . elegans n .sp . Numerous monaxons, different in length and thickness,
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stick in the meshes of the network. Canal meshes are individualized in
the network. Aporhyses, short, 0.5-0.75 mm. in diameter.
Comparison. - Two distinct characters, the s h ap e and the w el'l-developed exhalant system, imply that the sponge in questions may

d

Fig. 22. - Plinthosella sp., Lower Campanian, Pniaki ; a acrepidal dermal plate,
b parench ymal t etramyrmeclones , c pinacid, d broken off monaxons variable in
size (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/457); X 30.

represent a new species. It may well be , however, that this is only a gerontic stage of P. eLegans. Scarcity of material does not allow one for
a more accurate determination.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian m arl.
Superfamily Helocladina Lagneau-Herenger, 1962
(= Helomorina Schrammen, 1910 )
Family Isoraphiniidae Schrammen, 1937
Genus Heloraph inia Schrammen, 1937
(Ty p e species : Helora ph in i a arborescens Sch rammen, 1937)

Heloraphinia chordata n .sp.
(PI. XXII, Fig . 9, Text-fig. 23)
Holot yp us : PI. XXII, Fi g. 9 (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II/1563) .
Stratum ty pi cum : Lower Campanian , clayey marl.
Locu s typicus: Pniaki near Le16w.
D eriv atio nom ini s: chordata - Lat. chorda = cord, on ac count of cordlike, elongated

desmas.

Diagnosis. - Cylindrical Heloraphin ia, variable in size, without the
central ca v it y. Inhalant s ystem indistinct. Heloclones concentrated in
irregular elongated strands. Dermal ortodichotriaenes loose:ly pinned dn
the parenchymal skeleton.
Mater ial. - Three specimens d evoid of the lower pole. Parenchymal
skeleton very w elt- pr es erved, dermal- only at the upper pole.
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Dimensions (in mm.):

Smaller specimen (Sp. 1I/1585)
Larger specimen, holotype (Sp, 11/1563)

Height

Thickness

over 50
over 100

10
22

Deseriptions.- Sponge, shaped Eke a slightly bent cylinder with either
smooth, or irregularly furrowed surface. Deeper furrows occur at both
ends of the sponge; these are subdermal aporhyses 0.45-1.0 mm, wide.
Ostia and epirhyses invisible. Exhalant canals, better visible in the internal part, are indistinct in outline and meandering between heloclone
strands. Postica not numerous, oval, disposed at the apex.

;...----

Fig. 23. - Heloraphinia chordata n .sp., Lower Campanian, Pniaki: a heloclones
surrounding fissural pores, b parenchymal network meshes, c zygose, d dermal'
dichotriaene (Z. Pal. uz, Sp. 11/990) ; X 40.

Dermal skeleton is represented only by loose and widely scattered
ortodichotriaenes with thick clones and variable cladome span.
Parenchytnal skeleton consisting of elongated, twisted and, sometimes,
forked heloclones, different in length and densely arranged in elongated
strands parallel to each other. These heloclonesare shaped like smooth,
not twisted sticks to 3 mm. long. Zygomes are slightly Battened, rounded or bluntly terminating and provided with a concave articular surface.
Single microscleres of the sterraster type 0.15 mm. in diameter occur
between heloclones.
Comparison. - Spicules of the investigated specimens are similar to
desmas of Isoraphinia Zittel and to ophirhabds of Ophiraphidites Schrammen (1910, p. 119, Pi. 7, Fig. 6). According to Moret (1925, p. 129, Fig. 51),
in Isoraphinia, heloclones are smooth, slightly twisted and forklike at
their terminations. In the investigated specimens, heloelones so terminating are visible only in a few places. Most spicules have bluntly terminat-
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ing zygomes, sm ooth and not .tw is t ed surface. Spicules of our specimen
differ from ophirhabds in being shorter, in a not so strong S-shaped deflection, in thicker zygomes and in the presence of lateral branches.
Their arrangement also is different. In the investigated specimen, like in
Isoraphinia, these spicules are arranged in strands and n et densely
crowded, like in Ophiraphidites. Like in Isoraphinia, irregular meshes
are formed li n the skeleton. Despite the simi'lar ity of spicules to those of
the genus Isoraphinia , I do not assign the investigated specimens to this
genus since the latter is characterized by the presence of the central
cavity which is absent from my specimens. The assumption that the cylindrical specimens may be fragments of a stem of indeterminate genus
is contradicted by the presence of the upper pole with postica, as well
as by the fact that heloclones do not display modifications,usual'ly displa yed in the structure of the stem skeleton. Our specimens have a form,
approaching that of Heloraphinia arborescens Schrammen (1937) from
the MaIm and their heloclones are identical with those in Heloraphinia
sp. described by Lagneau-Herenger from the Aptian of Spain (1962,
PI. 25-1). The new species differs from H. arborescens Schrammen in
its shape, dimensions and a smooth surface without any tubercles.
Occurrence . - Poland : Pniaki, Lower Campanian, clayey marl.
Genus Inodia Moret, 1925
(Type species : Inodia elisabethae Moret, 1925)

Inodia elisabethae Moret, 1925
1925. Inod ia elisabethae Moret ; L. Moret, Contribution..., p. 127, PI. 5, Fig. 5,
T ext-fig. 50.

Material. - Two fragments with very well-preserved spicules.

Specimen Sp. II /47a
Specimen Sp. II/47b

Height

Diameter

18
42

12 X 8
11 X 8

Description. - Stipes cylindrical in shape, almost uniform in thickness,
w ith poles not preserved; surface flat; pores invisible; prosopyles in the
form of fissures , varying in length from 0.3 to 0.5 rom. and in diameter
from 0.03 to 0.15 mm. Epirhyses and aporhyses indistinct.
Parenchymal skeleton looks like a bundle consisting of very thin,
elongated spicules, varying in length (to 2 mm.), with lateral, irregular
offshoots. Some desmas are straight, smooth, without offshoots, others
have very short offshoots with flat ends, unilateral'ly situated over the
entire length. Parenchymal network is - formed by t erminal offshoots
overlapping each other and b y the adherence of their flat zygome to the
epirhabd of the adjoining desma.
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Comparison. - The investigated specimens have spicules very simil. ar to those of [nad ia elisabethae, as well as -to the spicules, presented b y
Zittel as modified tetraclones in the stem of Phymatella tuberosa (Quenstedt) (Zittel, 1924, PI. 63, Fig. 65; 1878, II, PI. 8, Fig. 36). Over the entire length of one of the specimens (ca. 60 mm.), desmas do not display
d eformations which are usualty recorded in the stem skeleton. The conclusion that this is not a stem is confirmed by the specimen Sp. II/138/
/140 , described in the :p r esen t paper as [nadia sp., in which desmas are
thicker but their morphology is similar. For this reason, I assign the
investigated specimens, although they are incomplete, to [nadia elisabethae Moret.
Occurrence. - Poland; Przeslawice, Lower Maastrichtian;
Orne, Cenomanian.

France:

[nadia sp.
(PI. XXII, Fig. 10)

Material. - Three fragments, without poles, preserved in marl; etched
desmas on the surface. Arrangement of canals visible on the transverse
section.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. I1/13B/14Q

Height

Thickness

over 100

30

Description. - Cylindrical sponge, with a flat, longitudinally furrowed surface. Furrows varying in length and 0.75:-1.0 mm. wide. Prosopyles oval, 0.15-0.2 mm. in diameter, densely ddsposed in the desma openings between the furrows. Epirhyses of a size, equal to the width of
pores, situated obliquely in relation to aporhyses. In central part of the
sponge, aporhyses are tubular, 0.75-1.0 mm. in diameter concentrically
arranged.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of elongated heloclones, bent and
hookwise ramified at the ends; some lateral clones have £1attened or
bowllike zygomes. In the outer part of the network, heloclones are more
solid and less ramified than in the inner part. Length and thickness of
desmas and their clones are variable.

Comparison. - Although the arrangement and manner of connecting
heloclones in the investigated specimens are ddentical with those in
[nadia elisabethae Moret, their shape, more distinctly developed canal
system and greater dimensions of ostia and heloclones, seem to indicate
a different, probably new species. Inodia elisabethae is bushy and has
finer stipes, whereas the fragments investigated seem to be rather single,
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fairly solid individuals. Any closer determination is, however, made difficult by the scarcity of material.
Occurrence: - Poland: near Miech6w, Upper Campanian marl.
Genus Carterella Zittel, 1878
(Type species: Jerea cyLindrica Gumbel, 1878)

Carterella cf. cylindrica (Giimbel, 1878)
(plo XXII, Fig. 2, Text-fig. 24)

1878. Carterella cyLindrica (Gumbel) ; K. Zittel, Studien ..., II, pp. 99, 132, PI. 2,

Fig.

7:

1878. Cartereiia cylindrica (Gumbel); K. Zittel, Beitrage ..., p. 596.

Material. - Eight fragments without basa'l parts, with well-preserved
skeleton.
Dimensions of fragments (in mm.):
Specimens Sp. 11/1427 and Sp. 11/454

Height

Thickness

20-58

4-8

Description. - Branches cylindrical, non-uniform in thickness, sometimes, flattened, narrowing upwards. Prosopyles oval, indistinctly individualized, not numerous, distributed between heloclones. Outer surface of heloclones is :fllat. Exhalant system consisting either of one canal 3 X2.1 mm. in cross section, probably running throughout the entire
height of the sponge, or of a few narrower canals. Epirhyses short, radially arranged.
Dermal skeleton is represented only by ortodichotriaenes with a cladome span varying between 0.12 and 0.36 mm. and with arcuate clones.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of very fine heloclones which ramify
or have lateral actines with a flattened zygome and which are arranged

Fig. 24. - Carterella cf. cylindrica (Gumbel), Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; a parenchymal heloclones, b dermal orthodichotriaenes, c amphioxeas (Z. Pal. UE. Sp,
II/1427); X 35.
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in strands. Usua'lly, two heloclones form a knotty zygose. Length of heloclones varies from 1.5 to 2.1 rm:n. Numerous oxeas and amphioxeas
0.3-0 .45 mm. long are obliquely pinned in the parenchymal network.
Numerous microamphioxeas 0.09-0.15 mm. long, microstrongyles
0.15 mm. long and single sterrasters (3 in all) were stuck in the meshes
of the network.
A very thin, newly formed twig, 10 mm. long and, at the base, ca.
2 mm. wide runs close to the lateral surface in one of the specimens. No
visible change has been observed in the arrangement and structure of
heloclones in its closest envir6nment on the skeleton of the mother sponge. On the other ha-nd, in the twig, heloclones are threadlike, without
lateral offshoots but with their length approaching that of desmas in the
mother individual.
Comparison. - In their externals, the investigated specimens are
similar to the representatives of the genera Inodia and Isoraphinia from
which they differ in a fibroidal, and not rodlike, character of heloclones.
In the morphology of megascleres, they are to a greater extent, similar
to Carterella cylindrica in which, according to Zittel, spicules are large
and solid. As figured by Zittel (1878, PI. 2, Fig. 7), the specimens of C.
cylindrica are maceldke-cylindrical, white Polish specimens are cylindrical and their heloclones are smaller.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian;
Germany : Kelheim near Ragensbriick, Cenomanian.
Genus Pachycothon Schrammen, 1901
(Type species: Pa chycothon giganteum Schrammen, 1901)

Pachycothon giganteum Schrammen, 1901
~I.

XXII, Fig. I, Text-fig. 25)

1901. Pachycothon giganteum Schrammen; A. Schrammen, Neue Kieselschwam-

me . .., p . 12, PI. 3, Fig. 2; PI. 5, Fig. 3.
1933. Pachycothon giganteum Schrammen ; F . Bieda, Gqbki..., pp. 16-17 (here earlier

synonymy).

Material . - One almost complete specimen, 29 cylindrical fragments
and 8 flat specimens. Skeleton well-preserved.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Complete specimen (Sp. 11/811)

Lenght

Diameter
of upper
part

Thickness
of the calix
base

Thickness
of walls

100

65

48 x 30

3-18

Description. - Sponge variable in shape, flat, funnellike or earlike;
lower pole makes up a thick, long, cylindricat stem, terminating in short
(15 mm.), conical processes. Stem thickness varying from 8 to 30 mm.
6 Acta Palaeontologica nr 1/66
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Wall thickness variable. Surfaces of stem and of walls are different.
Elongated, tortuous and anastomosing furrows, varying in length and
width (0.24-1.2 mm.) run along the 'st em , while no such furrows occur
on flat specimens and on the upper part of the funneHike ones. Water

Fig. 25. Pachycothon giganteum Schrammen, Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce;
a heloclones of the parenchymal skeleton, b dermal orthodichotriaenes, c amphioxeas as comitalia (Z. Pal. tn, Sp. 11/1371); X 17.5.

system indistinct. Water canals tortuous, narrower than the meshes of
the network. Exhalant pores, preserved in the bottom of the funnellike
specimens, are 0.75 and 1.2 mm. in diameter and those on basal processes - 0.1 mm. Epirhyses very thin. Prosopyles considerably narrower
than the meshes of the skeletal network and equalling 0.2-0.5mm.
Dermal skeleton is represented only by ortodichotriaenes with clads
0.36-0 .6 mm. long. They occur both on the surface of flat parts and on
processes, where they are fairly loosely situated, pinned by ones. Some
of them have preserved their axial canals.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of large heloclones, variable in length
and width, straight, or, sometimes, bent, smooth but, in some places,
having swells and, in the central part, bowllike concavities or articular
humps. Terminal zygomes are bowlldke or spadelike in shape. Zygoses
form a thick knot, consisting of a small number of desmas; with microamphioxeas 0.035 mm. long preserved among them. In cylindrical specimens, heloclones are disposed in horizontal strands and, in flat specimens, the network is tangled, looser than in cylindrical ones and consisting of heloclones crossing each other. Meshes of this network are irregular, ca . 1.5 mm. in diameter. On the lower surface, the thickness of heloclones amounts to 0.75 mm., while on the upper one - to ca. 1.0 mm.,
the length fluctuating from 1.2 to 2.7 mm. Comitalia of the parenchymal
network are in the form of prodichotriaenes. The microscleres of the
following types have been washed out from the studied specimen: very
numerous microamphioxeas, variable in thickness and 0.09-0.2 mm.
'long; numerous microstrongyles 0.06-0.18 long ; microstyles 0.18 mm.
long; numerous elliptical sterrasters varying in diameter from 0.12 to
0.27 mm., larger ones being more numerous. Rhaxes, with smooth sur-
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face and ca. 0.09 mrn. in diameter occurred sporadically; single fine sigmas C-shaped or, sometimes, 'l ess bent and one sphearaster, fairly solid
and with loose, blunt rays, have also been found.
Comparison. - It has been shown by the investigated specimens that
their upper part was finer and hence - in the fossil state, it is mostly
preserved lin fragments only, while the lower, cylindrical part is solid.
The thickness of walls and the height of entire specimens, as well as
the skeleton morphology of Polish and West-European specimens of
P. giganteum are similar. According to Schrammen, P. giganteum may
reach a surface of 1/3 sq .m. In specimens of P. giganteum, described by
. Schramrnen (1910), Moret (1925) and Bieda (1933), the water system was
invisible. Some traces of small aporhyses were observed by Moret. The
specimens, investigated during our studies, allowed us to state that the
water canals in P. giganteum are narrower than the meshes of the skeletal network.
Occurrence. - Poland: Bonarka, Skrajniwa, Zbyczyce, Pniaki, Lower Campanian; France: vicinities of Nice, Emscherian; Germany: Turonian ("Scaphiten Planer") and Upper Senonian in the north-west part
of the country.
Superfamily Megacladina Lagneau-Herenger, 1962
(= Megamorina Zittel, 1878)
Family Dorydermidae Schrammen, 1924
Genus Brochodora Schramrnen, 1910, emend.
(Type species : Brochodora ramusculus Schrammen, 1910)

The subgenus Doryderma (Brochodora), erected by Schrammen, has
never been accurately enough characterized. Defretin-Lefranc (1958)
considers Brochodora Schrammen to be a synonym of Doryderma Zittel. It results from the analysis of particular species of Doryderma and
Brochodora that single cylindrical, pear-shaped and macelike forms are
characteristic of the genus Doryderma Zittel, while bushy ones, varying in thickness and length of branches, should be assigned to the genus
Brochodora Schrammen. In the genus Brochodora, the skeletal network
is built of short strands, consisting of megaclones. The meshes of the
network play the role of the inhalant pores (prosopyles); epirhyses are
short, aporhyses tubular and running along the stipes, Single, or grouped in bundles, protriaenes and monaxons, as well as fairly numerous
microscleres of the microxea, microrhabd and microdiactine type, are
stuck in the meshes of the network and in the water canals. The parenchymal network in Doryderma is, according to Zittel (1878), built of very
large, smooth megaclones, more or less bent, variable in length and
0.12-0 .18 mm. thick, whereas in Brochodora megaclones are 'l ess than
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0.12 mm. thick and thei.r length is more regular, varying from 1.0 to
2.0 mm.

The representatives of the genus Brochodora are often found in the
Upper Cretaceous sediments of Germany, France, U.S.S.H. and Poland.

Brochodora roemeri Hinde, 1883
(PI. XIV, Fig. I, Text-fig. 26)
Roemer, Die Spongitarien . . ., p. 56,
PI. 16, Fig. 1.
1883. Doryderma Roemeri Hinde; J . G . Hinde, Catalogue . .., p. 49, PI. 8, Fig. 3.
1933. Doryderma (Brochodora) Roemeri Hinde; F. Bieda Gabki ..., p . 13 (here
earlier synonymy) .
1943. Doryderma (Brochodora) Roemeri Hinde ; J. Lachasse, Contribution . . .,
pp. 1-42.
1864. Polyjerea dichotoma (Roemer); A. F.

Material. - Twenty six partially silicified branches with well-preserved skeletons:
Dimensions (in mm.):
ThIckness
of branches
Smallest specimen (Sp. II/1575)
Medium specimen (Sp. II/1084b)
Largest specimen (Sp. 11/737)

18
45
18-45

I

Thickness
of stipes

Height
of stipes

16

40
45
40-45

23
16

Description. - Branches cylindrical, fairly solid, non-uniform in length,
but uniform in diameter, bilaterally flattened, with apical surfaces
truncated or rounded. Lateral surface flat, densely covered with oval
pores, corresponding to prosopyles and Iimited by the megaclone strands.
Postica, situated on the apex, have a diameter which is equal to
aporhyses. Epirhyses short, radially disposed; aporhyses tubular,
1.2-1.8 mm. in diameter, grouped around the branch axis.
Dermal skeleton made up of fine pleuralia, consisting of oxeas,
amphioxeas, protriaenes and dichotriaenes, These spicules are either
stuck in prosopyles or, few of them, scattered over the surface. Very
numerous microaxeas and, less so, microrhabds and microcalthrops are
visible together with them.
Parenchymal skeleton, preserved in all specimens, contains thick and
solid megaclones, Considerably smaller, flattened and twisted desmas,
approaching in shape the typical megaclones, wind around them. The
thickness of megaclones amounts to ca. 0.12 mm. and the Iength - to
1.8 mm. They are arranged in strands, encircling the meshes of the
network, 3-4 of them in each strand. Zygomes of megaclones are
bowlIike in shape. Network meshes varying in width from 0.6 to 0.75 mm.
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Monaxons and protriaenes form large bundles, obliquely disposed in
canals. Protriaene cladomes fine. The number of spicules in a bundle
varying from a few to over 50. In prosopyles, bundles are larger;
filling out the entire canal lumen. Numerous, long, single spicules, both
uniaxal and protriaenes with small cl a domes, occur in aporhyses.

Fig. 26. - Brochodora roemeri (Hinde), Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce ; a arrangement
of megaclones around prosopyles, b protriaenes (comitalia), c oxeas from water
canals (comitalia), d embryonal megaclones, occasionally occurring in the network
(Z. Pal. UL Sp, I1/442); X 25.

Variation of the investigated specimens is displayed in the thickness
and length of branches, as well as in the level of the dichotomous division.
Longer branches are flattened on apexes and round at the base. Apical
terminations display a slight variety: there are truncated, flat or rounded
apexes.
Comparison. - Polish specimens of B . roemeri,compared with the
West-European ones, although approaching the latter in the thickness
of branches, have different diameters of pores and canals. In specimens
from France, described by Moret (1925), the diameters of epirhyses are
smaller (0.5 mm.) than in Polish ones (0.6-0.75 mm.); aporhyses of our
forms are 1.2-1.8 mm.and of French ones 1.0-1.5 mm. in diameter.
On the other hand, as compared with German ones, our specimens have
narrower pores and canals. The widest canals have been found in English
specimens, described by Hinde (1883). The diameters of their epirhyses
amount to 1.0-1.25 mm. and those of aporhyses - 2.0 mm. Like in
West-European specimens, the Iength of branches in our specimens is
not constant. German specimens, 25-40 mm. in diameter, reached to
500 mm in length.
Occurrence. - Poland: Bonarka, Skrajniwa, Zbyczyce, Podgaj , Mydlnikd Lower Campanian, and Podg6rze - on the secondary bed;
Germany: "Scaphiten Planer" zone, Lower and Upper Campanian;
France: vicinities of Nice - Senonian, and Saint-Cyr - Santonian;
Spain: Annot and Castelet, Aptian ; England: Wiltshire, Upper Chalk.
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Brochodora ramusculus Schrammen, 1910
(PI. XIV. Fig. 2)
1883. Doryderma rurnosurn (Mantell); J. G. Hinde. Catalogue ..., p . 48. PI. 8. Fig. 2A.
1910. Brochodora ramusculus n.sp.; A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien . . ., p . 59•

.P I. 18. Fig. 6.
1933. Doryderma (Brochodora) ramusculus Schrammen; F . Bieda, Gabki.i., p. 14,

PI. 3. Fig. 1 (here earlier synonymy).

Material- Seventy five branches, varying in length, from 10 to
65 mm., with a well-preserved spiculation.
Descripftion. - Bushy sponges, with fine, irregularly ramifying
branches. Ramification manner variable: sometimes, 2-3 branches at
a time occur in the same place. Branch apexes flattened or rounded.
Branch thickness varies from 5 to 15 mm., averaging 8 mm. Water
system not very distinct; epirhyses radially arranged, aporhyses grouped,
in the middle. Ostia not individualized. Prosopyles surrounded by
spicule strands. Postica situated on stipe apexes.
Dermal skeleton similar in structure to that in B. roemeri Hinde.
Very thin protriaenes have long (1 mm.) rhabdomes and short cladomes.
The surface of the sponge was probably covered with pleural spicules
as amphioxeas and protriaenes, pinned in the network.
Parenchymal skeleton less regular than in B. roemeri. Network
meshes smaller, almost identical in diameter, from 0.46 to 0.75 mm.,
averaging 0.6 mm. (specimen Sp. II/875). Megaclone length amounts to .
about 1 mm. and thickness varies from 0.03 to 0.06 mm., in thicker
branches being larger. Bundles of oxeas and long-shafted protriaenes
are visible in all stipes.
Comparison. - In the form and structure of the water system
B. ramusculus is, to a greater extent, similar to B. roemeri. Manner of
ramification, smaller dimensions of branches and arrangement of
megaclones within the network make up fundamental differences
between these two species. In B. ramusculus the network meshes
are encircled by single megaclones, while, in B. roemeri, megaclones
form small strands around the meshes.
The investigated branches of B. ramusculus are shorter than the
specimens of this species from North-western Germany and from France.
The largest of them, 90-140 mm. long and 15-20 mm, thick, have
been described by Moret (1925 , p. 122). Since the specimens, described
by Hinde (1883, p. 48) from the Upper Chalk of Oare and Wiltshire as
Doryderma ramosum, differ from B. ramusculus Schrammen only in
a larger thickness of megaclones, amounting to 0.157 mm. and not
0.03-0.06 mm., I consider them to be conspecific with B. ramusculus
(cf. synonymy).
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Ac cording to Schrammen (1910) and Moret (1925), B. ramusculus'
specimens have a form, similar to that of Homalodora ramosa and may
be easily confused. Both these species are bushy, with branches
approaching each other in size. According to these authors, they differ
only in the network which is denser in Homalodora. The investigated
specimens of both B. ramusculus and H. ramosa do not display such great
a similarity in shape as that, mentioned by Schrammen and Moret since
the development manner by ramification is quite different. Homalodora
ramosa is characterized by a more regular dichotomous arrangement of
branches, by the presence of an axial bundle of aporhyses 1.2 mm. in
diameter and by the lack of long-shafted protniaenes and oxeas in the
network meshes and in canals.
Occurren ce. - P oland : Zbyczyce, Pniaki, Bonarka, Pychowice, Witkowice - Lower Cam panian marl ; Germany : Lower and Upper Campanian; France: vicinities of Nice S en on ian , and Basses Alpes;
England: Upper Chalk. In Poland, this species also met with on the
secondary bed in the Miocene sediments in the vicinities of Cracow.

Brochodora latiramea n.sp.
(PI. XIV, Figs. 3 a, b)
Holotypus: PI. XIV, Figs. 3 a, b (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/888,889).
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian, clayey marl sediments.
Locus typicus: Zbyczyce,. a quarry on a forest hill.
Derivatio nominis: latiramea - Lat. latus = broad, ramus = branch.

Diagnosis. - Stipes triangular-fanlike in shape, bilaterally flattened.
Ramification takes place at one point only. Parenchymal network built
of fairly solid megaclones, arranged in a similar manner as in B. ra musculus but different in length and in convexity.
Material. - Five branches.
Dim ensions (in mm.):

Smallest specimen (Sp . II/SS9)
Medium specimen (Sp . II/Ba8)
Largest specimen (Sp . II/891)

Height

Thickness
of st em

25
35

3
8
8

40

I

T hick ness
of apex

Width
of apex

10
15
18

4

3
6

Description. - Sponges with branches cylindrical at the base, flattened
and fanwise extended upwards. Outer surface flat, without individualized
pores. Prosopyles (= network meshes) 0.45-0.75 mm. in diameter.
Exhalant canals not numerous, 0.75-1.0 mm. in diameter; in the lower
part of the branch, there are only three of them, situated in its middle.
Postica, situated on the apex, are not very distinct.
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Parenchymal skeleton consisting of solid megaclones arranged in the
network by ones and not in strands. Megaclone length non-uniform,
reaching 2 mm., and thickness - ca. 0.12 mm.; they are slightly convex
and have 3-4 clones terminating in a concave zygome. Bundles of oxeas
and protriaenes with very small cladomes are pinned in the meshes of
the network. Near megaclones and zygomes, there occur very numerous
microxeas, microrhabds and, less frequently, microactines. Their
dimensions vary from 0.012 t o 0.036 mm.
Comparison. B. latiramea n .sp. is similar to B. ramusculus
Schrammen from which it differs, however, in its considerably smaller
dimensions, in a different mann,er of ramification and, mainly, in
a fanlike, extended shape of stipes, as well as in a single and not
bandlike arrangement of megaclones in the network. B. roemeri forma
clavaeformis has been differentiated by Moret (1925) on the basis of
three specimens from Saint-Cyr which differ from the typical B. roemeri
only in a macelike distended stipe apex. Specimens from Poland differ
from B. roemeri and B. ramusculus to such an extent that they should
be considered representatives of another, separate species.
Occurrence. - Poland : Zb yczyce, Lower Campanian marl.
Genus Pachypoterion Hinde, 1883
(Type species : Pa chypoterion robustum Hinde, 1883)

According to Hinde (1883) , Schrammen (1910-1924) and Moret (1925) ,
sponges of the genus Pachypoterion are single, fairly solid, cuplike or
cylindrical, with thick walls, ample central cavity and with a water
system individualized with regard to the arrangement and dimensions
of pores and canals. Parenchymal mega clones are large and connected
b y zygose into a solid network. Dermal dichotriaenes have rhabdomes
with a variable length.
Pachypoterion has been assigned by Hinde (1883) to the family
Megamorina Zittel (1878). Schrammen (1910) Ieaves it within this family
but in the subfamrly Homalodorinae. In 1924, this author erected a new
family Dorydermidae in which he included Homalodorinae with Pachypoterion. Moret (1925) assigns the genus Pachypoterion to the Dorydermidae, while Laubenfels (1955) attributes this genus, as similar to
N ematinion Hinde, to the Pleromidae Sollas (1888).
In the present paper, it has been stated that in Pachypoterion biedai
n.sp. and in P. robustum Hinde, the megaclone system in the network
is bandlike, similar to that in the genus Doryderma which justifies the
assignment of the genus Pachypoterion to the famil y Dorydermidae (and
not to the Pleromidae Sollas) near the genus Brochodora.
Occurrence. - Cenomanian through Campanian.
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Pachypoterion biedai n.sp.
(PI. XV, Figs. 1 a-c, Text-fig. 27)
HoZotypus: PI. XV, Figs. 1 a-c (Z. Pal. UL Sp, II/I585).
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian.
Locus t y p ic u s: Pniaki, hamlet quarry.
D eri vatio nomini s: biedai - in honour of Professor F. Bieda.

Diagnosis. - Sponge cylindrical, extending upwards in a spadelike
manner. Prosopyles arranged in vertical, undulating rows. Central cavity
lacking. Pleural skeleton strongly developed.
Material. - Three specimens with broken off poles but with very
well-preserved skeleton and water system.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smaller specimen (Sp, II/1553)
Larger specimen (Sp, II/I583)

65
110

Thickness

I

I of upper part

I

~;

I

Diameter
of lower part
11 x 18
11 x 18

Description. - Sponge slim, elongated. Upper part slightly extended
in a spadelike manner, lower - clublike. Subpleural prosopyles oval
or round, 0,45-1.05 rom. in diameter, densely arranged in undulating
vertical rows. Epirhyses perpendicular to the surface, fairly short,
straight, radially arranged, about 0.2 mm. in diameter. Exhalant system
consisting of apopyles and aporhyses 1.15 mm. in diameter. The latter
form an axial bundle along the entire height of the body .
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of slightly convex, formless megaclones with Iair'ly long and uneven clones. Epirhabds are S-shaped or
vermiform, varying in length to 2 mm. and in thickness from ca. 0.09

Fig. 27. - Pa chypoterion biedai n.sp., Lower Campanian, Pniaki ; a pleural protriaenes and prodichotriaenes, b megaclones from the parenchymal networks on
the outer surface (Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/1585); X 15.
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to 0.75 mm. The network of this skeleton is dense and compact with
meshes Iongitudinally disposed and encircled by megaclone strands.
Dermal skeleton is formed of pleuralia which cover the surface with
a thick layer. These are protriaenes and prodichotriaenes with a 'lo ng
rhabdome, arranged densely and obliquely in the meshes of the parenchymal network. Cladomes of prodichotriaenes are small and uneven,
to 0.18 mm. 'i n span. Rhabdomes variable in thickness and length, some
of them are capillary, others - 0.07 mm. thick at the base of the cladome
and variable in length, coming to 2.4 mm. The prodichotriaene system
of both sides of the sponge is different : some groups of prodichotriaenes
are pointed with their cladomes downwards, while others - situated on
the convex side upwards. Numerous microxeas and microrhabds,
0.009-0.039 mm. long, occur on the outer surface near the pleuralia,
Comparison. - The structure of the parenchymal skeleton and the
. water system in Pachypoterion biedai n. sp. are most similar to the
structure of these parts in Pachypoterion robustum (Hinde, 1883, PI. IX,
Fig. 2, p. 52). According to Hinde, pores in P. robustum are arranged
regularly in a vertical direction, while, in the investigated species, the
vertical rows are slightly undulating. The pore diameter in both species
is similar: in English specimens, the inhalant pores are 0.5-0.9 mm.
and in P. biedai 0.45-1.05 mm. in diameter. There is also a small
difference in the thickness of megaclones which, in P, robustum, amounts
to 0.135 mm. and, in P. biedai, to 0.075-0.09 mm. A considerable
similarity in the morphology of the skeleton i n d icates the fact that both
these species are undoubtedly congeneric with Pachypoterion Hinde.
A cylindrical (and not cuplike) shape of the body, a lack of the central
cavity and a strongly developed pleural-dermal skeleton, differ this new
species from the remaining representatives of this genus.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian marl.
Family Homalodoridae Schrammen, 1924
Genus Homalodora Schrammen, 1910
(Type species : Spongia ramosa Mantell, 1822)

Sponges of this genus consist of processes, different in shape and
arrangement. A compact skeletal network is formed of mega clones,
arranged by ones and not in fibroidal bands. Inhalant pores, distinctly
individualized in the network, are irregularly scattered on lateral walls.
Central cavity 'l ack in g. Ortodichotriaenes and, less frequently , protriaenes
occur as d ermalia ; comitalia are hyelic of the amphioxea and oxea type,
different in size. Microscleres of the microxea type, as well as microstrongyles, microrhabds, sphaerasters and single sterrasters are also
present.
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Homalodora ramosa (Mantell, 1882)
(PI. XVII. Figs. 1 a. band 2)
1822. Spongia ramosa Mantell; G. A. Mantell. Fossils.... p. 162. PI. 15. Fig. 1.
1925. Doryderma (Homalodora) ramosa (Mantell); L. Moret. Contribution.... p. 123

(here earlier synonymy).

MateriaL -preserved.

Sixteen silicified specimens, of this number, 6 very weIl-

Dimensions (in mm.) :
Height
Smaller specimen (Sp , II/I072)
Larger specimen (Sp , II/I069)

90
95

Diameter
of apex

Thickness

6
12

12
18

I
I

Thickness
of branches
25- 30
36

Description. - Sponges in the form of digitate groups dichotomously
divided. These groups have the shape of an inverted pyramid, consisting
at the bottom mostly of 4 branches concrescent by their walls and, at
the top, of 8 such branches (Sp, II/1069 and 1072) . .T he branch apex
usually flattened, with a small cavity. Surface flat, covered with a network with ostia which vary in diameter a'i1d are irregularly scattered
1-3 mm. from each other; in the lower parts of branches, ostia,
0.6-0.75 rom. in diameter, are more densely grouped, while, in the
upper part, their diameter amounts to 0.45-0.6 mm. Central cavity
lacking. Aporhyses tubular, 0.6-1.2 rom. (Sp. II/723) 'in· diameter,
longitudinally va rr anged . Postica oval, with a diameter equal to the
width of aporhyses, open at the apex of the branch where their number
fluctuates between 17 and 41 (Sp. II/1117) .
Dermal skeleton has not been recorded.
Parenchymal skeleton fairly compact,consisting of arcuate megaclones
0.5-1.2 rnm, long and 0.06-0.12 mm. thick. Number of clones varying
from 4 to 9. Zygomes concave, bowllike. Epirhabds sometimes elongated,
twisted and smooth or fine-grained. Network meshes uneven, larger
of them, oval in shape, encircling canals. In addition to megaclones, there
are: single or sometimes fairly numerous oxeas, mioroxeas, 0.021 mm.
long (Sp. II/1117) and situated near the zygoses having more or less
pointed ends, microstrongyles variable in length, microrhabds, numerous
sphaerasters, 0.03-0.09 mm. in diameter, with a surface with protruding
ends of rays, as well as single sterrasters 0.18 rom in diameter.
Variation. - A considerable variation is displayed by the investigated
specimens. It results from the division, from the manner of concrescence,
as well as from the shape and thickness of branches. In particular
specimens of a similar size, the dichotomous division takes place at
different heights and, consequently, the Iength of branches is different.
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The individualization of branches may be complete or partial. Some
specimens form a compact entirety with walls only undulating and encircling the cavity which imitates the central cavity (PI. XVII, Fig. 1b);
others are concrescent only in some places and divided from each other
by fissural spaces.
Comparison. - Specimens of H. ramosa from Poland are smaller than
those from the Actinocamax quadratus zone and Bel. mucronata zone
of North-western Germany. The length branches in German specimens
varies from 50 to 250 mm. and diameter from 10 to 25 mm., their ostia
and postica also being wider (ostia, 0.5-1.0 rom. and postica 1.5-2.0 mm.).
Specimens from the Cenomanian of France, described by Moret (1925)
had few and smaller inhalant pores and a more compact skeleton.
According to Moret, ostia in these specimens are very small and postica,
numbering only 12-15, only 1 mm. in diameter.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Germany:
Lower and Upper Campanian; France : Cenomanian at Sablons and Orne,
Senonian at Meaulne; Czechoslovakia: Cenomanian; England: Upper Chalk
of Warminster and W.iltshire.

Homaiodori: tuberosa Schrammen, 1910
(Pl. XVIII, Figs. 2, 3 a-b and 4)
1910-1912. Homalodora tuberosa Schrammen; A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien...,
p . 60.

Material. skeleton.

Fiften strongly siilicified fragments 'wi t h poorly preserved

Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smallest specimen (Sp . II/IOn)
Medium specimen (Sp . II/IOn B)
Largest specimen (Sp . II/I073 A)

35
52
100

Ithickness
Max. I
length
40
55
90

20
40
45

Ribs
thickness

width

6

5
16
15

18
23

Description. - Sponge, shaped like an inverted cone, consisting of
short branches, with macelike terminations and concrescent over all
their length. Some branches become thicker and display the tendency
to ramify, others remain single. Five to six ribs occur in the upper part
of a branch. Branch apex flat or, as a result of being encircled by ribs,
protruding upwards - concave. Aporhyses tubular, over 1 mm. in
diameter, densely arranged in the middle. Beside aporhyses, there are
irregular cavities. Numerous postica, grouped in the middle of the branch
apex and, sometimes, also on rib tops, are about 0.75-1.2 mm. in
diameter. Ostia 0.6-0.9 mm. in diameter, mostly grouped between ribs.
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Parenchymal skeleton preserved only in fragments. Megaclones,
visible on the outer surface of the lower part of the sponge (Sp. II/709),
with fine-grained rhabds, while those in the upper part mostly smooth,
not very long, usually with 4 clones. In the 3-clone megaclones, clones
are split. The network of the inner 'Part consists of more elongated
megaclones. In one specimen (Sp. II1709), microscleres of the sterraster
type have been found, as well as numerous sphaerrasters, microxeas,
microstrongyles and mierostyles.
Comparison. - Specimens of H. tuberosa from Poland are less solid
than those, described by Schrammen (1912) from Germany, because
their rib thickness varies from 80 to 150 mm, Their postica are wider,
about 0.2 rom. Schrammen stated the presence of large dermal prodichotriaenes, white no such prodichotriaenes were recorded in Polish material.
Both in the structure of its water system and in the width of pores and
skeleton, H . tuberosa most closely resembles H. ramosa from which it
differes mainly in the shape of branches.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Germany: Misburg and Oberg, Lower and Upper Campanian.

Homalodora plana Schrammen, 1910
(PI. XIX, Figs. 1-5, Text-fig. 28)
1910-1912. Homalodora plana Schrammen ; A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien...,

p. 59, PI. 17, Figs. 3-4.
1924. Homalodora plana Schrammen; A. Schrammen, Ibid., III, p. 159, PI. 6, Fig. 9.

Material. - Twenty seven specimens well-preserved, except for
a stem which is mostly broken off. Skeletal network usually distinctly
visible. A young bud preserved on one specimen.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Smallest specimen (Sp, II/649)
Medium specimen (Sp. II/I07'9)
Largest specimen (Sp. II/375)

Height

Width

Thickness

35
64
80

32
55

16
18

70

32

Description. - Sponge strongly flattened and shaped like an isosceles
triangle, turned with its base upwards. Lower pole terminating in a stem
gradually passing ante the body. Apical surface narrow, horizontal,
densely covered with round postica, 0.9-1.35 mm. in diameter. Round
ostia, variable in diameter, situated 1.5-2.5 mm. from each other, more
densely grouped in the central part of walls than on the margins and on
the stem, occur on lateral walds, Diameter of ostia in middle-sized
specimens amounts, in the upper part of the wall, to 0.6-0.75 rom. and,
in the basal part, to 0.3-0.45 mm. Aporhyses tubular. with postica
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equal in diameter, run parallel to the surface along the entire he ight
of the sponge. They are limited by the skeletal network and the distance
between them amounts to ca. 0.15 mm. Numerous apopyles 0.2-0.3 mm.
in diameter. Epirhyses considerably shorter than aporhyses, straight

Fig. 28. - Homalodora plana Schrammen, Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce ; a paren-·
chymal megaclones isolated from the sponge surface, J oxeas from water canals .
(Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/1575); X 16.

tubular, with diameter identical with that of ostia, aoranged obliquely
towards the bottom part of the sponge. In one specimen (PI. XIV, Fig. 3)·
an oblong furrow, deepening upwards and separating a maceliko bud,
concrescent almost over its entire Iength with the flat mother individual,
runs somewhat above the basal part; it is only its apical part that remains
separated. Both dn the branch and in the flat mother individual postica
are different in diameter. In the branch it amounts to 0.75-1.2 mm. and,
in the mother part, to 0.9-1.35 mm. Dimensions of ostia and megaclones.
on both branches are approximately the same.
Dermal skeleton, preserved in a fragment of one specimen, consists
of dichotriaenes.
Parenchymal skeleton makes up a dense network whieh, particularly
around aporhyses and ostia, consists of megaclones varying in length
from 0.6 to 0.9 rom. and having 3-4 clones. Epirhabds elongated, about
0.06-0 .12 mm. thick. Megaclone system in the network irregular. Single
oxeas 01' bundles of them occur occasionally in postica.
Numerous microscleres of different size such as, microstrongyles,
microamphioxeas covered with very fine spines, microrhabds, sterrasters
(Sp. II/620) and very numerous sphaerrasters to 0.09 mm. in diameter
with ray t erminations protruding over the surface, have been washed
out of the specimens, preserved in marl.
Variation. - Specimens of H. plana from Poland vary in size, thickness
of individuals and width of pores. Two fundamental types which, as
a result of different body thickness differ in aspect may be separated.
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The first type (PI. XIX, Fig. 3) is represented by individuals 36-80 mm.
high with a 15-32 mm. thickness, the second (P~. XIX, Fig. 1) - by
flatter specimens, 55-80 mm. high and only 8-20 mm. thick.
Comparison. - Specimens of this species from Hanover described
by Schrammen (1912) approach flat forms from Poland, differing from
them only in smaller ostia whose size, in the specimens from Hanover,
amounts to 0.5 mm. and, in Polish ones, to 0.6-0.75 mm.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian;
Germany: Oberg and Misburg, Upper and Lower Campanian.

Homalodora pusilla Schrammen, 1910
(PI. XVII, Figs. 3 a , b)
1910-1912. Rornalodora pusilla Schrammen; A. Schrammen, Die Kiese1spongien...•

p. 60, PI. 17, Fig. 5.

Material.. -

One silicified specimen (Sp. 11/379).

Dimensions (in mm.):

Specimen Sp. II/379

Height

Max .
thickness

33

32

Diameter of
stem
15

ape x
23

x

13

Description. - Macelike sponge, gradually extending from the solid
stem. Apex truncated. slightly concave, densely covered with oval postica
1.0-1.5 mm. in diameter. Ostia 0.75 mm. wide, visible in the lower
part. Diameters of aporhyses, visible in transversa section through the
stem, reach 0.75-1.0 mm.
Comparison. - The investigated specimen differs from the representatives of H. ficus Schrammen, to which it is most similar, in a smaller
height of the apical section and in a less bulgy outline of the upper part
of the body. In addition, this specimen has a slightly concave apical surface. It is similar to the specimen of H. pusilla, figured by Schrammen,
although it differs from it in a smaller height and thickness.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Germany:
Oberg, Lower Campanian.
Homalodora ficus Schrammen, 1910
(PI. xx, Figs. 2 a, b)
1933. Doryderrna (Rornalodora) ficus Schrammen ; F . Bieda. Gabki.i ., p. 13, PI. 1.

Figs. 1-2 (here earlier synon ym y).

Material. - Four silicified specimens with a poorly preserved skelet on.
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Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smallest specimen (Sp , 1I/390A)
Medium specimen (Sp . 11/390)
Largest specimen (Sp, 11/629)

33
40
70

I

Max.
thickness

Thickness
of apex

32

23 x 13

15

15

20

40
40

X
X

30
30

40

X

Diameter
of stem

Description. - Pyriform sponge, lower pole oonical or terminating in
a thick stem; upper pole rounded with a flattened apex. In the upper
part, beginning with the thickest place, few, tortuous, not very long
superficial furrows are visible. Ostia, 0.6-1.0 mm, in diameter, equal in
size and uniforrnly distributed. From 15 to 22 ostia may be counted, in
different specimens, on an area of 1 sq. em. Postica, grouped on the apex,
are 1.0-1.5 mm. in diameter. Number of postica, in particular- specimens,
variable.
Parenchymal network f.airly loose,corlsisting of megaclcnes, ca.
1.0 mm. long and 0.09 mm. thick, slightly arcuate. Network meshes
formless, their size variable depending on the arrangement of spicules.
Megaclone system in the network irregular. Four to five elongated megaclones, with epirhabds pointing towards the pore lumen, are situated
around the individualized ostia. The epirhabd outline near the ostium
variable, slightly undulating. Near the stem (Sp, II/629), epirhabds of
megaclones are elongated in conformity with the sponge height. The general plan of the network structure similar to that in H. plana Schrammen.
Comparison. - H. ficus differs from H. plana and H. ramosa in its
bulgy shape and somewhat wider postica. This species is most similar to
H. pusilla Schrammen from Which it differs in the shape of the upper
part. As compared with the specimens of H . ficus from North-western
Germany, Polish specimens are more solid.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Germany: Lower and Upper Campanian.
Homalodora skrainivensis n.sp.
(PI. XVIII, Figs. 1 a, b, Text-fig . 29)
Holotypus: PI. XVIII , Figs. 1 a, b (Z. Pal. VE. Sp. 11/384).
Stratum typicum : Lower Campanian, marl facies'.
Locus typicu s: Skrajniwa near Koniecpol.
D erivatio nominis: skrainivens is - after locality of occurrence, Skrajniwa.

Diagnosis. - Homalodora consisting of short, bulbous branches with
conical prominences on the upper surface. Stem short, conical. Aporhyses forming bundles. Postica grouped on apexes of prominences. Megaclones smaller than in H. ramosa (Mantell).
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Material. - Six silicified specimens with well-preserved shape and
structure. Skeleton f,ragments visible on the surface.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Smaller specimen (Sp . II/385)
Larger specimen (Sp . II/384)

H ei ght

Thickness

50

85
85

ca. 80

, Thickness I Diameter
Iof branches of stem
8
I :~ I 18

Description. - Tripartite sponge with bulbous, drregular branches
which are also tripartite. Lower pole makes up a conical stem. Branches
are not fully individualized but concrescent by their internal walls. External wall flat, covered with ostia, ca . 0.75 mm. lin diameter, which are
loosely scattered an over its surface. Upper side of each branch uneven,
conically convex or humped. Postica, 1.0-1.35 mm. in diameter, situated on flattened prominences, form oval groups, 8-10 mm. distant from

Fig. 29. - Homalodora skrainivensis n.sp . Lower Campanian, Skrajniwa ; a megaclones from the outer surface of the sponge, b dermal orthodichotriaenes (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. I1/385) ; X 20.

each other. It may be concluded from the distribution of postica that,
foflowing the deflection of branches from the main stem, aporhyses formed arcuate bundles bent outwards. In the stem, postica are ca. 1.0 mm.
in diameter (specimen Sp. II/384).
Dermal skeleton, preserved in fragments on the upper surface, consists of ortodichotriaenes with cladomes different in span. Dichotriaene
clads are to 0.3 mm. long.
Parenchymal skeleton contains megaclones somewhat smaller than
those in other species of this genus; they are provided with 4-6 clones
which, sometimes, ramify. Around clones, megaclones are, here and
there, arranged in strands. Megaclone length varies from 0.6 to 0.75 mm.
(specimen Sp. II/385). Few sphaerrasters, almost uniform in size, 0.06 mm.
in diameter, have been washed out.
7 Acta Palaeontologica nr 1/66
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Comparison. - H. skrainivensis n..sp. approaches H. tuberose: In
H. tuberosa, branches growing up verticalty, are macelike in shape and
have oblong ribs round about, while, in H. skrainivensis, they are shaped
like bulbous, arcuate buds sharp-edged in outline. In H . tuberosa, aporhyses are grouped in the central pad of the sponge and, in H. skrainivensis, they form bundles.
Occurrence. - Poland : Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian marl.
Homalodora polonica n.sp.
(PI. XVI, Figs. 1 a-c, 2; Text-fig. 30)
Holotypus: PI. XVI, Figs. 1 a-c (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. I1/743).
Stratum typicum : Lower Campanian.
Locus typicus: Pniaki, hamlet quarry.
Derivatio nominis: polonica - after the country where it was first identified.

Diagnosis. - Macelike sponge, single or consisting of a few 'lobes,
each macelike in outline. In both the lower and upper part, ostia are different in size . Aporhyses are arranged in bundles.
Material. - Seven specimens from marls. Skeleton partially prepared.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Smallest specimen (Sp . 11/732)
Medium specimen (Sp, 11/743)
Largest specimen (Sp, 11/1475)

60
70

ca. 80

Max.
thickness

Diameter
of stem

25

3-4

ca. 35
40

8
12

Description. - Single Homalodora, not very high, forming groups and
not branching. Shape macelike, beginning with a conical stem, gradually extending upwards. Apex mildly rounded, in the middle flat, densely co-

Fi g . 30. - Homalodora p ol on ic a n .sp. Lower Campanian, Pniaki ; a parenchymal
network around ostium, b isolated m ega clones, c amphioxeas (Z. Pal. DE. Sp.
I1/743); X 25.
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vered with postica. The pore diameter the smallest among representatives of Homalodora. Outer surface flat. Ostia variable in size, uniformly
distributed, near the stem, 0.3-0.45 mm. in diameter, while in the upper
part - 0.5-0.6 mm. Aporhyses tubular, more loosely arranged in the
stem than on the apex; concluding from the arrangement of postica, they
form dense bundles. Po stica varying in diameter from 0.5 to 0.9 mm.
Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of small, slightly twisted,
megaclones. Megaclones, adjoining ostia, are elongated (to 1.2 mm.),
while those, situated between the pores in the network, are shorter and
more convex. Very thin protriaenes and oxeas, varying in length, occur
in postica on the apex. Several types of microsoleres have been washed
out from four specimens. These are: numerous microamphioxeas (ca.
0.024 mm. long), microstrongyles (0.012 mm.), still more abundant sphaerrasters with protruding end of rays and varying in diameter from 0.03
to 0.15 mm., occasionally met with elfiptical sterrasters, 0.021 mm. in
diameter and with a rough surface, as well as smooth, bean-shaped
rhaxes.
Variations. - One of the specimen consists of two branches which
allows one to assume that H. polonica represents sponges, forming groups
of branches. Three other specimens (Sp. II/743, 744, 1121) display
a growth variation, progressing from a single macelike form to that consisting of branches, connected close to the stem.
Comparison. - H. polonica n.sp. primarily differs from all other
known species of this genus in a different (macelike) shape. Like H. ramosa and H. plana, the new species has ostia which are different in the
'lower and in the upper part and its megaclones are most similar to those
of H. ramosa, except for their epirhabd which is less bent.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki, Lower Campanian.

Homalodora breviramosa n.sp.
(PI. xx, Fig. 1)
Holotypus: PI. XX, Fig. 1 (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. II/1114) .
Stratum typicum : Lower Campanian, marly facies .
Locus typicus·: Pniaki, hamlet quarry.
Derivatio nomi~is: breviramosa - Lat. ramosus = branchy, brevis

= short, aft-

er the shape of branches.

Diagnosis. - Homalodora consisting of short, cylindrical, thick branches, irregularly grouped and with flatly truncated apexes; ostia oval, v ariable in size ; megaclones with spadelike, strongly elongated zygomes.
Material. - Two silicified specimens with well-preserved shape and,
in one of them, also skeleton.
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Dimensions (in mm.):
I

Height
Specimen (Sp . II /lIl4)
Specimen (Sp. II/1547)

I Thickness

55
63

I

40
23

I Number I Length
of branches

of branch

Thickness
of branch

7

12
22

23 X 9
25 X 8

3

I
I
Description. - Sponges consisting of short, cylindrical, sometimes,
bilaterally flattened branches uniform in length, ramifying ·fr om a thick
stem. Number of branches variable; their apexes are flat, densely covered
with postica 1.2 mm. in diameter; ostia varying in size, oval, 0.6-0.9 mm.
in diameter, more densely grouped within the limits of the stem than on
branches. Concluding from the arrangement of postica, visible in the
cross section through the stem, aporhyses were tubular and ran vertically.
Parenchymal skeleton forms a not very dense network, consisting of
fairly variable megaclones with 3-4 clones and spadelike, strongly
elongated zygoses. On the outer surface, mega clones are 1.5 mm. long.
Amphioxeas, variable in length, occur as comitalia and pleuralia(?).
Single ortodichotriaenes with their rhabdome directed outwards, as well
as microxeas may be observed in the meshes of the network.
Comparison. - H. breviramosa n.sp. differs from the species of the
genus Homalodora, described in the present paper, in the shape and irregular grouping of branches, in a different, oval, outline of ostia, as
well as in the presence of pleuralia. It is most similar to H. ramosa (Mantell), primarily in the manner of ramification, in a considerably smaller
length of branches and in a larger diameter of ostia.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa and Pniaki, Lower Campanian.

Family Pleromidae Sollas, 1888
Genus Propleroma Moret, 1925
(Type species : Propleroma regnardi Moret, 1925)

Propleroma campanica n.sp,
(PI. XX, Figs. 3, Text-fig. 31)
Holotypus: PI. XX, Fig . 3 (Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/899) .
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian, clayey marl facies .
Locus typicus: Zbyczyce near Lel6w.
Derivatio nominis: campanica - after the Campanian stage .

Diagnosis. - Bushy Propleroma, consisting of fine branches, concrescent along their walls. Pores invisible, water canals not very distinct.
De rmal dichotriaenes arranged by ones.
Material. - Two silicified specimens without basal parts but with
a well-preserved shape and skeleton.
Description. - Bushy sponges, consisting of branches, concrescent
al on g their walls in which neither the skeleton, nor water system are
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demarcated. Length of investigated branches amounts to ca . 30 mrn. and
their thickness varies, maximum being 10 X7 mm.; fine apexes are
sharply pointed; surface flat, pores invisible. Water system not very
distinct. A centralty situated bundle of exhalant canals, 1 mm. in diameter, is visible in transverse section; inhalant canals short, perpendicular to the surface.

Fig. 31. - Propleroma campanica n .sp ., Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; a isolated
parenchymal megaclones, b megaclones from the network on the outer surface,
c amphioxeas variable in length, d dermal dichotriaenes (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. II /899); X 20.

Dermal skeleton preserved only in the form of dichotriaenes with
a cladome span, varying from 0.12 to 0.5 mm., producing no compact
cortical skeleton but separately arranged in layers. Maybe, these were
pleuralia.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of megaclones with epirhabds mo stIy elongated, more or 'l ess arcuate, smooth, varying in length from 1.2 to
2.0 mm. and in thickness from 0.03 to 0.12 mm., with clones relatively
short and variable in length, sometimes, split and distributed on the
inside of the epirhabd; number of clones varies from 2 to 4. On the outer
surface, megaclones are, sometimes, flattened; their epirhabd is short
and clones are situated near each other. Small amphioxeas, oxeas 2 mm.
long and ortodichotriaenes w ith long rhabdomes are pinned in the meshes
of the network. Here and there, the network is condensed and embryonal
megaclones, differing only in smaller dimensions and smaller number
of their clones, occur in it; they have the form of a small rod with one
offshoot which makes up a rudimentary clone. Microxeas and occasionally, elliptical sterrasters, to 0.21 mm. in diameter, have been washed out
from the network close to the surface.
Comparison . - Propleroma campanica n.sp. differs from P. regnardi
Moret from France in the lack of pores, in more solid desmas and in the
lack of distinctly individualized aporhyses, P. campanica n.sp. have dermal spicules and comitalia whose presence in P. regnardi has not been
mentioned by Moret. Desmas of P. campanica n.sp. are more similar to
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those of the Recent species Pleroma turbinatus Sollas (Moret, 1925,
p. 119) of Fiji Islands.
Oc currence. - Poland: Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian.
Family Heterostiniidae Schrammen, 1924
Genus Heterostinia Zittel, 1878
(Type sp ecie s: Polypoth ecia obliqua Bennett, 1831)

Heterostinia obliqua (Bennett, 1831)
(PI. XXI , Fi gs . 3 a , b; T ext-fig. 32)
1831. Polypothecia obliqua Bennett ; W. Bennett, Catalogue . . ., PI. 8, Fig. 1 (fide

F . Bieda, 1933).
1962. Heterostinia obliqua (Bennett); L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution . .., p. 161,

Text-PI. 2'5, Fig. 2.

Material. - Eight almost complete specimens and 37 fragments with
a well-visible skeleton.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Specimen Sp. 1I/14
Specimen Sp. 1I/1382'

90
110

Thickness

Diameter
of stem

40

9

70

10

Thickness
of wall
6
8

Description. - Sponge considerably variable in shape: bowllike, funnellike, sometimes, rolled like a leaf, asymmetrical, provided with a stem
or a few processes. Wall margins rounded, surface smooth; pores, usual-

Fig. 32. - Heterostinia obliqua (Benett), Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; a arrangement of megaclones in the parenchymal network, b megaclones isolated from the
outer surface, c embryonal? desmas, occasionally occurring near parenchymal
megac1ones, d dermal orthodichotriaenes, e oxeas (Z. Pal. UJ:.. Sp. II/885) ; X 22.
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ly, not individualized; not very distinct, tortuous, small canals, somewhat more distinctly individualized only in the stem, run in the walls.
Dermal skeleton is represented only by few large ortodichotriaenes
pinned in by ones. They are more numerous on the outer than inner side
(Sp. II/402, 422 and 883); they also occur on the stem. Cladome span variable but more than 0.6 mm.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of large, thick megaclones with a variable number of clones, different in length and degree of convexity.
The three-ray megaclones are predominating but the 2-clone, arcuate and,
less frequently, many-clone ones, elongated and vermiculate in shape,
may also be met with. The length .of megaclones varies fr om 1.0 t o
1.85 mm. and thickness - from 0.12 to 1.135 mm. The external side of
the epirhabd is fine-grained. The skeletal network is not identical on
both sides : on the external side, it is denser, consisting of shorter and
less solid megaclones; on the internal side, it is looser and consisting of
Iarge and solid megaclones. Flattened, much smaller and ramified elements occur around megaclones, arranged by ones or in groups. Amphioxeas, variable in length (to 2.0 mm.) occur as comitalia. Microstrongyles
and microamphioxeas have been washed out from the outer surface of
one specimen (Sp. II/420) , while a few euasters, variable in size - from
the sediment, fil:ling the spaces between megaclones (specimen Sp. III
11382) .

Comparison. - According to Schrammen (1910), in the specimens of
this species, described from Spain and from other West-European countr ies , ostia have a diameter, varying from 0.3 to 0.5 mm. and, according
to Lagneau-Herenger (1912), amounting to 0.5 mm. In one of m y better
preserved specimens (Sp. II/887) , the prosopyles have a diameter of
0.75 rom. In flat specimens from Poland, mega clones are fairly variable,
smooth and their clones are longer than those in Iunnellike specimens.
Similar mega clones have been observed by Nestler (1961) in flat form
from Rugen Island. The presence of the oxyaster type microscleres and
euasters, 30-40 I.L in size, has also been stated by this author in H. obliqua.
Occurrence. - Poland: Bonarka, Zbyczyce, Pniaki, Skrajniwa - Lower Campanian marl; Germany: Oberg and Misburg, Lower and Upper
Campanian; France: Cenomanian, Santonian and Senonian of Saint-Cyr,
Mont Richard, Gorbio and Paris Basin; Spain: Aptian and Cenomanian;
England: Flamborough and Warminster, Upper Chalk.
Heterostinia conica (Schrammen, 1901)
(PI. XXIV, Figs. 2 a-b; Text-fig. 33)
1901. Astroderma conica Schrammen ; A. Schrammen, Neue Kieselschwamrne . . .,

p. 14, PI. 1, Fig. 9.

Material. - Two specimens with a preserved shape and skeleton.
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Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
Specimen Sp. II/1388

over 60

I Thickness

I

ca 50

Description. - Sponge cylindrical-macelike in shape; lower pole destro yed, upper - rounded. Ostia oval, 0.8-1.2 mm. in diameter, distribut. ed fairly uniformly all over the surface, 2-4 rom. distant from each
other. Central cavity lacking. Canals indistinct, poorly individualized
from the network. No canals are visible in 'lon git u di na l section; it is only
in the axial part that a vertical system of desmas is visible; between
them, there are small, elongated exhalant cavities, different in size and
outline.
Dermal skeleton not preserved. A few dermal ortodichotriaenes, pinned in the network, as well as few, solid protriaenes with a long rhabdome, found in the residue, have only been recorded.

Fig. 33. - Heterostima conica (Schrammen) , Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce; a isolated
parenchymal megaclones, b dermal dichotriaenes, c oxeas (comitalia) (Z. Pal UL
Sp. II11399) ; X 23.

Parenchymal skeleton compact, with formless network meshes, consists of relatively short and solid arcuate megaclones, similar to those in
H . obliqua. Clone ends strongly concave and fairly wide. Megaclone
epirhabd, on the external side, fine-grained. Megaclone length equalling
1.2 mm., arc chord 0.75 rom. and thickness ca. 0.185 mm. Many microxeas 0.15-0.18 mm. long and amphioxeas about 1 rom. long may be observed in the network meshes.
Comparison. - The specimens of H. conica differ from amblyproct
species (as H. obliqua, H. immanis and H. depressa) in their elongated,
cylindrical form without the central cavity. In the specimens of H. conica
from Germany, described by Schrammen (1901) as Astroderma conica,
pores are smaller than those in Polish specimens. The morphology of the
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network and of the water system of the specimens investigated is characteristic of the genus Heterostinia and, therefore, Astroderma conica
Schrammen is referred, in the present paper, to the genus Heterostinia.
Occurrence.:--- Poland: Zbyczyce, Lower 'Campanian, clayey marl
facies; Germany: Oberg, Bel. mucronata zone.

Heterostinia phytoniformis n.sp.
(PI. XXI, Fig. 4, PI. XXIV, Figs. 3 a-b; Text-fig. 34)
Holotypus: PI. XXI, Fig. 4 (Z. Pal. ue, Sp. II/No. 590).
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian.
Locus typicus: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce.
Derivatio nominis: phytoniformis - Lat. phytum = plant, forma

= shape, after

a plantlike shape.

Diagnosis. - Single Heterostinia, solid, elongated, not very wide,
slightly bent; walls thick, pores indistinct. Megaclones like those in
H. immanis.
Material. - 'I'hirteen incomplete, silicified specimens, making up
a Iower or upper part of sponges. Skeletal network distinctly visible.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Specimen Sp. II/590

Height

Width

110

40 X 25

Description. - Single sponge, irregular in shape, clublike, longitudinally concave, considerably larger in height than in width, falciform or
reniform in transverse section. Walls variable in thickness with different
aspects; margins more or less rounded, depending on the manner of
inflection: Upper pole either flat, or pointed (specimens Sp. II/591 , 592),

Fig. 34. - Heterostinia phytoniformis n.sp., Lower Campanian, Skrajniwa; a megaclones from the network on the outer surface, at parenchymal megaclones, b dermal
orthodichotriaenes, c small spicular elements in the parenchymal network (Z. Pal.
ue, Sp. II1849, 1418); X 23.
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lower - not individualized, forms only a slightly extended base. External side smooth or with 'l on git u din a l Iurrows and small r ollers. Inhalant canal system radial, epirhyses straight, tubular, slightly narrowing
to the inside, to 10 mm. long. Their diameter, near the surface, amounts
to 0.5 mm. Aporhyses do not run continuously; below the cortex, they are
t ortuous and, near the concave surface, more condensed. In the upper
part of the sponge, so m e of them reach 2-3 mm. in width. Postica
distinctly visible on the apex, 0.6-0.75 mm. in diameter.
Dermal skeleton , varying in thickness, consists of dichotriaenes with
0.15-0.6 mm. wide cladome and with a long rhabdome. In some specimens, clones are somewhat pointing forwards, Dichotriaenes pinned perpendicularly, by ones or, obliquely, in layers. On the surface of the
concave wall, the majority of dichotriaenes protrude over the surface of
the sponge.
Parenchymal skeleton, in particular specimens, not very uniform,
varies in density and size of meshes. Megaclone thickness variable. In
specimens with a rollerhike swelLing, resembling a concrescent branch,
megaclones are thin (0.09-0.1 mm.), while in bent, reniform specimens,
they are thick (0.12-0.18 mm.). Megaclone length is variable and reaches
0.3 mm. In some places, flat, rhizoidal elements 0.2-0.3 mm. long and
with very thin processes, occur on the surface. The prepared rnicroscleres represent a few types as , microamphioxeas ca . 0.012-0.027 mm. long,
microstrongyles, occasional microstyles and sterrasters variable in diameter, as wel:las a single oxyaster.
Comparison. - A similar general morphology and structure of the
skeleton testifies to the appurtenance of the investigated species to the
genus Heterostinia Zittel. However, the fundamental type of megaclones
in H. phytoniformis n.sp. is different than the megaclones in H. obliqua.
The megaclones of the species, described here, are solid and frequently
have a greater number of clones only near the surface, whereas , inside
the network, they display the similarity to the mega clones of H. immanis Schrammen (1910, :81. 2, Text-fig. 2). The manner of the arrangement of megaclones in the network approaches that in H.obliqua. The
investigated species differs from others of this genus in the elongated
shape, thickness of walls and lack of individualized pores.
Occurrence . - Poland: Skrajniwa and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian.
Superfamily Dicranocladina Schrammen, 1937 (= Corallistidae Sollas)
Family Acrochordoniidae Schrammen, 1901
Genus Acrochordonia Schrammen, 1901
(Type species: Acrochordonia ramosa Schrammen, 1901)

Acrochordonia cf . ramosa Schcamrnen, 1901
Material. - One complete, fairly well-preserved specimen; dermal
skeleton, visible in fragments, was subject to strong silicification.
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Dimensions (in mm.):
Length I
Specimen Sp. II /1461

30

I

Diameter
of apex

Thickness
of branching

Height
of branch

Thickness
of branch

19

25

15

12

Description. - Sponge, triangular in longitudinal section, consisting
of two concrescent individuals whose apexes are rounded. A common
lower pole is short and blunt. Outer surface even, slightly porous. Water
canal system indistinctjcanals short, tortuous and running irregularly.
Central cavity lacking. Ostia, 0.06 mm. in diameter, are loosely and non-uniformly distributed; on the inner side of the individuals, they are
more condensed.
Dermal skeleton probably covered the entire surface but, now, is
preserved only in fragments; it forms a dependent cortex which was
transformed during the fossalazation. Fine, dermal crtodichotriaenes
with a cladome measuring 0.15 mm. are visible,
Parenchymal skeleton, dense and compact, consisting of mammi.lliform tetramyrmeclones with clones ca. 0.2 mm. long; apical ray transformed into a tubercle; dicranoclones derivatives of tetramyrmeclones
are also recorded; the arrangement of lumps on desmas is variable, sometimes, ringlike and, if such is the case, lumps form 3-4 swellings, situated near each other; lump diameter fluctuates from 0.03 to 0.05 mm.,
the largest ones being situated on the outer side of the central part of
desma where they also occur in the largest number. Zygomes are forked
in a hooiklike manner.
Comparison. - Comparing with A. ramosa from Hanover and from
France, Polish specimens are smaller. According to Schrammen (1910),
German specimens were 15-40 mm. thick and French ones, as described
by Moret (1925), are 40 mm. high and 15 mm. in diameter. The morphology of the basal part of the specimen investigated approaches that in
A. ramosa, figured by Schramrnen (1910, PI. IV, Fig. 6). The upper part
of German specimens is bulbous, and of Polish - cylindrical. They also
differ in the number of processes, but are similar in the microstructures
of tetraclones. In German specimens, lumps are irregularly scattered
and do not form ringlike groups. In addition, Polish specimens differ
in not having the central cavity; Like in specimens from Saint-Cyr, described by Moret, their ostia are distributed on one only side of a branch.
Occurrence. - Poland: Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian clayey marl;
France: Saint-Cyr, Santonian; Germany: Oberg, Lower Campanian.
Acrochordonia bifurcata n.sp,
(PI. XX, Figs. 4---5, Text-fig. 35)
Holotypus: PI. XX, Figs. 4-5 (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 1I/1457) . .
Stratum typicum: Lower Campanian.
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Locu s typicu s: Zbyczyce, hamlet quarry.
D erivat io nomini s: bifurcata - Lat. bifurcatus = bifurcate, after a dichotomous

division of branches.

Material. - Six branches without basal parts, of this number, three
calcified and three silicified; parenchymal skeleton distinctiy visible;
cortical sk eleton destroyed to a considerable extent. Canals are n ot individ ualized,
Diagnosis. - A bushy Acrochordonia with branches, dichotomously
divided. Ostia and inhalant pores not individualized, postica, on the
branch apex, not very distinct. Water canals narrower than the meshes.
of the skeletal network.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Height
of branch
Smallest specimen (Sp. 11/1458)
Largest specimen (Sp . 11/1457)

40
50

Diameter
branches

I of

12-15
12

Description. - Cylindrical branches, dichotomously divided; branch
apexes rounded; surface even with slightly marked transverse contractions; exhalant pores visible only on apexes. Small postica are visible
in young branches and only a slight depression - on longer branches,
Only single canals preserved; they are shorter and narrower than the:
network meshes.

Fig. 35. A crochordonia bifurcata n.sp., Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce, a parenchymal dicranoclones, a, tetramyrmeclones, b dermal dichotriaenes, c oxeas
(comitalia) (Z. Pal. UL Sp . II/1458) ; X 35.

Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of fairly solid tetramyrmeclones; actines of some desmas dichotomously divided; Iength and thick.aess of clones variable. External side of desmas covered with lumps variable in height and width. Sometimes, these lumps form a compact bulk
or , some of them, are individualized. Internal side of desmas smooth,
apical clone is either reduced and replaced by a bundle of lumps, or
shortened and bristled up with fine [umps. Desmas are arranged in the
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network fairly regularly in a tierlike manner and include 'lower situated
spicules around apical lumps, thus forming a fairly dense network with
meshes, varying in size. In addition to tetramyrmeelones, there are diaranoclones, oxeas varying in thickness and length from 0.1 to 0.75 mm.,
as well as very fine dichotriaenes with their cladome pointed outwards
and pinned in the parenchymal network. Thick, solid amphioxeas, probably of a strange origin, are scattered on the surface, white other ones,
very thin,corresponding to comitalia are pinned in the network in the'
form of bundles. Preserved fine dichotriaenes belong to desmal spicules.
There are also numerous microxeas with sharply pointed end and
0.018 mm. long.
Comparison. - The new species [s most similar to A. ramosa Schrammen, both in shape and character of desmas and differs from it in
a distinctly displayed tendency to a dichotomous division of branches
and in their dimensions. In A. ramosa, branches are 15-40 mm. in diameter, while in A. bifurcata. n .sp. - 10-15 mm. in the thickest place.
Another difference consists in the size and arrangement of pores. In
A. ramosa, pores are grouped in depressions on the internal side of branches which is not observed in A. bifurcata n.sp, Besides, the new species
is similar to Pholidocladia dichotoma, its cortex containing discotriaenes,
and parenchymal skeleton has small tetraclones with a ringlike swelling
close to the desma center.
Occurrence. - Poland : Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian.

Acrochordonia regularis n.sp.
(PI. xx, Fig. 6, Text-fig. 36)
Holotypus: Pl. XX, Fig. 6 (Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/131).
Stratum typicum: Campanian, marly facies .
Locus typicus: Pniaki and Miech6w.
Derivatio nominis: regularis - after a regular shape of an individual.

Material. - Three well-preserved specimens, one of them complete,
except for a lacking stem.
Diagnosis. - Acrochordonia with a very regular macelike shape,
without the central cavity; exhalant system consisting of numerous, irregular cavities; canals short; tetraclones coarse-lumped and modified
into tripods and dicranoclones ; dermal dichotriaenes with a cladome span
of 0.5 mm.
Description . - Regular, macelike sponge with mildly rounded apex,
narrowing downwards and passing into a stem. Surface even, after destruction of cortex, densely covered with fine, irregular inhalant pores,
0.45-0.75 mm. in diameter, distributed between tetraclones. Prosoduses
Irregular, almost perpendicular to the surface, short, with diameter,
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equalling that of pores. Central cavity lacking. Exhalant cavities varying
in size from 3 to 7 mm. Exhalant canals invisible in the part extended in
a macelike manner, in the stem, they are tubular in shape and ca.
0.5 mm. in diameter. Fewpostica, ca . 2 mm. in diameter, are situated on
the apex.
Dermal skeleton contains large ortodichotriaenes, preserved only
around a supposed bud and on the stem. Clad length amounts to 0.20.3 mm., thickness - to 0.03-0.045 mm. and cladome span - to 0.5 mm.
Numerous oxeas O.l-ca. 0.5 mm. long are scattered all over the surfa-ce.

Fig. 36. - Acrochordonia regularis n .sp. , Lower Campanian, Pniaki. Schematic
drawings : a dicranoclones , b zygose, b, manner of connecting d esmas, c tetram yrmeclones, vertical view, d dermal orthodichotriaenes, e comitalia-oxeas, f morphology of lumps on desmas (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II/131); X 25,.

Parenchymal skeleton compact, consisting of very densely arranged
tetr.amynmeclomes, closely adhering to each other. Lumps varying in size,
are hemispherical in shape and there are 5-6 of them near the apical
ray. In the outer part of the body, clones are disposed at an acute angle,
while, inside, at an obtuse angle and tetraclones are low. On the lateral surface of some clones, tubercles are arranged i n one or several
elongated rows . Zygomes are hooklike or lumpy. Lumps on zygomas are
finer and irregularly scattered. Derivative desmas are of the tripod and
dicranoclone t ype. Microscleres of the microxea and microstrongyle
t ype, as well as single sterrasters 0.06-0.21 mm. in diameter have been
prepared out of the specimen No. 780.
Comparison. - A. regularis n .sp. differs from the repres entatives of
the genus A crochordonia, described from France and. Germany by
Schrammen (1910), Moret (1925) and Defretin-Lefranc (1958), in a very
r egular shape of the body. It is most similar t o A. ramosa Schrammen
which forms groups ' of cyilindrical or macelike individuals with processes. Besides the shape, it differs from A. ramosa in different morphology
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of its exhalant system, devoid of paragaster. In A. regularis, the widest
postica, ca. 2 mm. in diameter, are grouped on the apex and the smallest prosopyles, 0.45-0.75 mm. in diameter, are scattered all over the
surface, while, in A . ramosa, ostia are irregular, small and postica, 1 mm.
in diameter, are grouped in depressions, situated on the inner side of
the branches. On the other hand, A. regularis ri.sp, differs from A. auricula Schrarnmen which is earlike in shape, in the lack of the central cavity and in considerably larger postica. A. coilorhopalota Defretin-Lefranc has a large central cavity with osculum, situated below the apex
and inhalant pores small and densely arranged, Dermal dichotriaenes in
the latter species have a cladome 0.2 mm, in span, white those in A. regularis n.sp. - 0.6 mm.
Occurrence. - Poland: Miechow, Upper Campanian, Pniaki, Lower
Campanian.
Family Pachynionidae Zittel, 1878
Genus Pachynion Zittel, 1878
(Type species: J erea scripta Roemer, 1864)

Pachynion scriptum (Roemer, 1864)
(PI. XXIII, Figs. 6 a-b; Text-fig. 37)
1864. Jerea scripta Roemer; A. F . Roemer, Die Spongltarien ..., p . 34, Pl. 13, Fig. 1.
1933. Pachynion scriptum (Roemer) ;F. Bieda, Gabki . . ., pp. 12-13.
1962. Pachynion scriptum (Roemer); L. Lagneau-Herenger, Contribution ..., p. 166,

Text-PI. 26, Fig. 3.

Material. - Nine almost complete, wel'l ....preserved specimens, without
the stem. Cortex and dermal spicules have been destroyed during etching, dichotriaenes remained only at the stem of one specimen.
Dimensions (in mm.):
Diameter of

Smallest specimen (Sp. II/1584)
M edium sp ecimen (Sp . II /1593
Lar gest specimen (Sp. II/1614)
1)

Height

Thickness

35
60

18
21

100

3d

apex
15
ca. 15
38 x 25

stem
14
15
20

Description. - Specimen, shaped like a narrow mace, slightly tapering downwards with small transverse contractions. Upper pole flat; osculum oval, 6 mm. in diameter, surrounded by 10-13 mm. thick Ialls. Central cavity flattened, narrow, deep. Aporhyses tortuous, anastomosing
and Irregularly arranged in walls. In the lower part of the sponge, exhalant system consists of canals and cavities. In the central part of the
body, aporhyses, 0.45-0.6 mm. in diameter, are tortuous and their system is perpendicular to the outer wall and paragaster. In the apical part,
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near the osculum, aporhyses are elongated around the paragaster and,
running obliquely, reach its surface. Inhalant system almost invisible.
Prosopyles large, 0.75-1.2 mm. in diameter, irregularly scattered all
over the surface, are running to very fine, oval cavities, situated between
exhalant canals.

Fig. 37. Pachynion scriptum (Roemer) , Lower Campanian, Pniaki; a parenchymal
dicranoclones, b parenchymal tetramyrmeclones, c dermal dichotriaenes, d oxeas
(2. Pal. DE. Sp. II/1593); X 25.

Dermal skeleton, preserved in the basal part, consists of flattened desmas and dermal dichotriaenes with a cladome span of 0.2 mm. There
are also rhizoidal, flat, cut out elements the traces of which are only
visible.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of dicranoclones with clones varying
in length from 0.1 to 0.5 mm. Small, globular lumps are loosely distributed on clones. Zygomes ramified in a clawlike manner. Desmas, connected by zygomes, sometimes, form 'skeletal strands, distinctly visible
along canals. Parenchymal network dense and compact, with irregular
meshes. Single, small dichotriaenes and oxeas, as well as numerous microxeas (specimens Sp. II/1614 and 1593) are visible in the network.
Microamphioxeas 0.03-0.06 rom. long and, Iess frequently, sterrasters
with variable dimensions, have been etched out.
Comparison. - Specimens of P. scriptum from the vicinities of Witkowice, described by Bieda (1933), differ from our specimens in the arrangement of dicranoclones on the surface in short fibers. A similar arrangement is visible in the investigated specimens only within the range
of canals.
P. scriptum, numerously occurring in Germany, forms groups of more
than 7 branches, single individuals being very rarely met with. Specimens, described by Schrammen (1910-19121), differ from our specimens
in poorly developed canals and invisible pores. Specimens from the Aptian of Spain, described by Lagneau-Herenger (1962) have a skeleton,
built of large dicranoclones in which lumps are well-preserved and
separated, as well as of megarhizoclones and small, dermal dichotriaenes,
like in specimens, coming from the vicinities of Witkowice. P. scriptum
from Germany forms groups, having common cortex but separate water
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systems. According to Schrammen, particular individuals in such colonies,
have their upper part distinctly separated.
P. scriptum resembles P. cylindricum Schrammen in the presence of
single individuals and in a slender, cylindrical, slightly bent shape but
differs in parenchymal desmas which, in P. cylindricum Schrammen
(1910, p. 68), are larger than in P . scriptum. P. familare (Roemer, 1864)
considerably differs from P, scriptum in the occurrence of individuals,
grouped in clusters and concrescent So that their paragaster forms a small
orifice.
Investigating the specimens of the genus Pachynion from the vicinities of Witkow:ice, Bieda considers the species P . scriptum and P. cylindricum, described by Schrammen, to be phenotypical forms of the
species P. scriptum. The spicule measurements of both these species being unavailable, the supposition, mentioned above, can be neither confirmed, nor denied.
Occurrence. - Poland: Witkowice, Pniaki, Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian; Spain: Aptian sediments; France: Senonian; Germany: in the
"Scaphiten Planer" and "Cuvieni Planer" horizons and in the Upper
and Lower Campanian.
Family Phrissospongidae Lagneau-Herenger, 1962
Genus Phalangium Schrammen, 1910 (= Iouea Laubenfels, 1955)
(Type species:

Pha~angium

cyHndratum Schrammen, 1910)

Phalangium scytaliforme Schrammen, 1910
(PI. XXIII, Figs. 5 a , b, Text-fig. 38)
Pha~angium scytaliforme Schrammen; A. Schrammen, Die Kieselspongien..., p. 70, PI. 18, Fig. 1; Text-PI. 3.
1925. Pha~angium scytaliforme forma giganteum Moret; L . Moret, Contribution...,
p. 110, Text-fig. 38.

1910-1912.

Material. - Twenty specimens, in this number, 14 complete ones,
silicified and without the stem; spiculation distinctly visible in different
regions of the body.
Dimensions (in mm.):

Smallest specimen (Sp . 11/727)
Medium specimen (Sp. 11/1209)
Largest specimen (Sp. 11/1423)

Length

Max.
width

43
75
90

20
25
32

IofWi:ith
I Width
apex of base
18
ca . 16

8
9
12

Thickness
of wall

10

Description. - Sponge shaped like a formless cylinder tapering downwards; lower pole terminating in a short stem which, sometimes, has
a globular base; surface uneven, with small processes varying in size;
8 Acta PalaeOntologica nr 1/66
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central cavity narrow and deep, situated in the center; osculum 4 mm.
wide; canals narrower than the meshes of the skeletal network.
Dermal skeleton contains ortodichotriaenes with uneven cladomes;
clone length varies from 0.06 to 0.2 mm.

Fig. 38. - PhaLangium scytaHforme Schrammen, Lower Campanian, Zbyczyce;
a arrangement of dicranoclones in the parenchymal network, b fragments of
parenchymal tetramyrmeclones, c dermal ortodichotriaenes (Z. Pal. VI., Sp. II/1423);
X 25 .

Parenchymal skeleton forms a dense,compact network, consisting of
dicranoclones, densely covered with fairly large, gllobular Iumps,
distinctly individualized; apical ray, in the form of a small sphere,
protrudes over the outer surface among ortodichotriaenes. Dicranoclones
variable: regular and stocky, with a variable length and number of rays.
Very numerous microxeas, oxeas and, sometimes, protriaenes with a long
rhabdome, as well as dichotriaenes occur in the meshes of the network.
On the outer surface of one specimen (PI. XVII, Fig. 5a), two buds,
adhering to the mother individual, occur near the apex. They have
a skeleton, consisting of fine discranoclones and of smooth, irregularly
elongated fibers . Ortodichotriaenes also occur on their surface. Globular
lumps on the dicranoclones of the bud are similar in shape and arrangement to those in the mother individual.
Variation. - In P . scytaliforme, the ratio of the body width to height
is variable and, in this connection, sometimes, there occur either very
bulgy, or morecylindrical specimens, either with rounded, or flattened
apexes. Ostia have diameters varying from 0.45 to 0.75 mm. Likewise,
paragaster diameters varies between 2 and 10 mm. In one specimen
(Sp. II/1421), the system of dicranoclones, in Iateral walls, is radial, while,
near the apex and within the lower part, dicranoclones are pointed with
their apical tubercle upwards.
Comparison. - As compared with the specimens from France and
Germany, Polish specimens of Ph . scytaliforme are the sma:llest ones.
Desmas of our specimens are similar to dicranoclones, figured by
Schrammen (1910, Text-PI. 3, Fig. 2). The greatest simi'larity occurs
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between Ph. scytaliforme from Poland and Ph. cylindratum. Both these
species are similar in shape, size, morphology of the outer surface and
in the water system. According to Schrammen, they differ orrly "durch
gracileren Bau" and in the ratio of thickness to height. In Ph. cylindratum, this index is expressed by the figures, 1/5 to 1/4 : 1, while, in Ph.
scytaliforme - 1/3 : 1. Both these forms seem to represent only different
growth stages of the same species. Ph . scytaliforme is very similar to
Pachynion scriptum Roemer. The difference between them is s ho w n in
a different development of lumps on desmas. In the genus Pachynion,
lumps are fine and loosely scattered, whereas, in Phalangium, gl obular,
large and similar to those in the representatives of the family Plinthosellidae of the Tetracladina.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Podgaj, Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian, Iithological marl facies; Germany: Misburg, Upper Campanian,
France: vicinities of Nice, Emscherian.

Phalangium ramosum Moret, 1925
(PI. XXII, Figs . 3-7)
1925. Phalangium ramo sum Moret; L . Moret, Contribution..., p. 109, PI. 17, Fig. 1.

Material. - Eighty differently sized fragments of branches, mostly
si:Iicified; spiculation distinctly visible.
Dimensions (in mm.) :
Height
Smallest branch (Sp . II/825)
M edium branch (Sp . 11/1606)
Largest branch (Sp . 11/1435)

30
35
55

Thickness
of ap ex

Thickness of the
basal part of branch

4
5 x 10
15

3
3
8

Description. - Sponges ramified with cylindrical branches, variable
in thickness and length. Surface non-uniform, in some specimens, even,
in others, knotty with ringlike swellings; apical part, in the majority
of branches, rounded with a small concavity. An axial exhalant canal,
0.1-0.25 mm. in diameter, runs along the main stem; in thicker branches,
accessory, verticillate aporhyses are also visible. In thinner branches,
ostia and canals are invisible.
Dermal skeleton consists of ortodichotriaenes, distributed in layers .
These spicules are pinned in somewhat above the parenchymal network
and bound the subdermal cavities (specimen Sp. II/820) . Cladome span
amounts to 0.3 mm. and clad length in the largest ortodichotriaenes, t o 0.15 mm.
Parenchymal skeleton consists of dicranoclones (specimen Sp. II/813)
similar to those in Ph . scytaliforme and Ph. tubulifera. Fairly numerous
8·
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microamphioxeas, microstrongyles, 0.009-0.03 mm. Iong, rare tornes
0.03 and tylostyles 0.024 mm. long, as well as sterrasters 0.021 mm. in
diameter have been etched. out of some specimens.
Comparison. - Ph. ramosum distinctly differs from other species of
the genus Phalangium primarily in its irregular development of processes,
variable in size, and in a different manner of ramification.
In its externals, this species is very similar to Thamnospongia glabra
(Hinde, 1883, p . 79) but is different in the internal structure. Both these
species may be easily confused with each other since they have dichotriaenes in the cortex and a lumpy parenchymal skeleton. In Ph. ramo sum, this skeleton consists of dicranoclones, whereas in Th . glabra of lumpy tetraelones. In Ph. ramosum, an axial exhalant canal runs along
the body and, in the Th. glabra branches, these canals, narrower than the
network meshes, are in practice, invisible.
Occurrence. - Poland: Skrajniwa, Zbyczyce and Podgaj, Lower
Campanian; France: very numerous at Saint-Cyr, Santonian.

Phalangium tubuli/era Moret, 1925
(PI. XXII, Fig. 8)
1925. Phalangium tubulifera Moret ; L. Moret, Contribution..., p. 112.

Material. preserved.

Seven calcified specimens with the skeleton morphology

Dimensions (in mm.):

Smaller specimen (Sp . II/477)
Larger specimen (Sp. II/1432)

Height

Thickness

30

15
15

70

Diameter
of base

8 X4
8

Description. - Clublike sponge uniform in thickness. Upper part
slightly rounded. Surface even, with irregularly scattered ostia, 0.3 to
0.45 rom. in diameter. Central cavity Iacking. Aporhyses not very
distinct; postica, 0.6-0.8 rom. wide, situated on the apex.
Dermal skeleton consisting of densely arranged ortodichotriaenes
ca. 0.6 rom. in span.
Parenchymal skeleton consisting of dicranoclones similar to those in
Ph . ramosum. Numerous microamphioxeas, variable in length, less
abundant microamphistrongyles, microstyles, a few of them of the toxa
t ype and 0.033 mm. Iong, as well as occasionally occurring sterrasters,
0.018 mm. in diameter, have been etched out of the specimen
No. Sp. II/1430.
Comparison. - Polish specimens are smaller than French ones whose
height amounts to 80-90 mm. and thickness - to 30 mm. The lack of
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the central cavity and smaller dimensions differ the inv es tigated species
from Ph. scytaliforme Schrammen.
Occurrence. - Poland: Pniaki and Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian;
France: Senonian of the vicinities of Nice.
Palaeontological Laboratory
of the !Jod i University
!Jod i , December 1964
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Gi\BKI KRZEMIONKOWE Z GORNEJ KREDY POLSKI
CZE;SC 1. TETRAXONIA
Streszczen ie

Rozprawa stanowi pie rwsza cz~sc mo nograficznego opracowania gorn o- k re dow ych gabek krzemionkowych Polski i do tyczy Tetraxonia. Przewazajaca cz~sc
rna terialu stanowia okazy skrzemieniale, z dobrze zachowanym, chociai: zw ykle
f'r a gm en t ar y czn le, szkieletem. U wielu okaz6w w czasie fos ylizacji pierwotny
szkielet krzemionkowy ulegl wt6rnie kalcyfikacji. Nieliczne okazy zachowane sa
w oalosci, ze spikulami
pierwotnym stanie,

w
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W okazach przedstawicieli Geodia Lamarck, Propachastrella Zittel, u wszystkich gatunk6w rodziny Discodermiidae, u wielu z Megacladina oraz u Pachynion
scr·i p t u m (Roemer) stwierdzono ob~cnose dose licznych mikroskler6w, nalezacych
prawdopodobnie do tych gatunk6w.
Z opisanych dotychczas przez Biede (193'3) i oznaczonych przez autorke 124 gatunk6w gabek krzemionkowych, w pracy niniejszej opisano 62 gatunki nalezace do
14 rodzin, 29 rodzaj6w, w tym 19 nowych gatunk6w i 1 nowy rodzaj Kozlowsk ispongia.

Zbadany material pochodzi z margli kampanu Wyzyny Krakowskiej i Niecki
Nidzlanskle]. Stwierdzono, ze na jliczniej gabki wystepuja w nastepu jacych miejscowosciach:
Bonarka, na poludnie od Krakowa. Opoka krzemienista, okreslona przez Barczyka (1956) jako srodkowa cZE:se kampanu dolnego.
Witkowice, na p6lnoc od Krakowa. Szaro-ilasty margiel i bialy margiel z czertami, uznane przez Bukowego (1956) za dolny kampan.
Miech6w, par6w kolo stacji kolejowej. Bialo-szare margIe ilaste, z licznymi
rdzawymi plamkami. Skaly te, wedlug Kracha (1947), naleza do senonu. Natomiast,
zdaniem F. Huss (1963, MS) analiza otwornicowa pobranych pr6b wskazuje na
g6rny kampan,
W obrebie progu Lelowskiego, w Niecce Nidzianskie] , stwierdzono trzy wieksze wystepowania gabek:
Skra jniwa. Na

polach uprawnych, polozonych na sklonie kuesty, tuz przy
wysoczyznie, znajduja sie wychodnie bialych margli ilastych lub jasnoszarych
lupk6w czesciowo glaukonitowych, uznanych przez R6zyckiego (1938) za srodkowa
eZE:se kampanu dolnego. Zebrany w tych odkrywkach zespol gabek reprezentowany jest przez 16 rodzaj6w i 35 gatunk6w, gl6wnie z grupy Lithistida.
Zbyczyce. Margle jasnoszare, prawie biale, odsloniete w kilku odkrywkach
na wzg6rzu. Zdaniem R6:Zyckiego (1938) odpowiadaja one senonowi, a znaleziona
dawniej i obecnie makrofauna i mikrofauna pozwala je uznac za srodkowa cZE:sc
kampanu dolnego. Silnie skrzemieniale gabki rozmieszczone sa tu warstwowo .
Tworza one skupienia na glebokosci '0,5, i 1,0 m od powierzchnL W zespole gabek

,

dominujq Rhizocladina,
Pniaki. Na zboczu kuesty i czesciowo na je j wysoczyznie polozony jest kamieniolom. Odslaniaja sie tu w scianach, 1-8 m wysokosci, blalo-szare wapienie margliste gruboplytowe, 0 niejednolitym zabarwieniu, przewarstwione bardziej ilastymi
sm ugam i. Zawieraja one lawice gabek z grupy Rhizociadina i Megac1adina. Wedlug
Roz yckiego (1938) osady te stanowia srodkowa CZE:sc kampanu dolnego.

W niniejszym opracowaniu gabek przyjeto systernatyke podana przez Lagneau-Herenger (1962) , wprowadzajac pewne przegrupowania, a mianowicie :
1) Rodzaj Ragadinia zaliczono do rodziny Discodermiidae na podstawie podobnej drobnogruzelkowatei morfologii tetraklon6w parenchymalnych, filotrien6w
dermalnych i obecnosci licznych sterraster6w, charakterystycznych dla rodziny
Discodermiidae;
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2) Niekt6re gabki, dawniej zaliczane do Hallirhoa , rnaja ce szkielet parenchy-

malny zbudowany z gruzelkowatych tetraklon6w i fil ot r ien6w dermalnych, uznano
za nalezace do rodzaju Phyllodermia i, co za tym idzie, zaliczon e do rodziny Disco-

dermiidae;
3) Rodzaje CartereHa i Pachycothon zaliczono do T et ralithistida na podstawie
wystepowania dermalnych ortodichotrien6w QI"az t ypow ych

heloklon6w paren-

chymalnych, polaczonych w siee za pornoca zygozy ;
4) Na podstawie morfologii desm6w przeniesiono r odza j Inodia z rodziny Dorydermidae do Isoraphiniidae, zaliczonej przez Schramm en a (1937) do Helocladina
(=

Helomorina) ;

5) Podrodziny Doryderminae i Homalodorinae pod n lesi ono do rangi samodzielnych rodzin, odznaczajacych sill wielkoscia megaklon ow , ich sposobem ulozenia,

typem spikul dermalnych, obecnoscia i brakiem wiazek k omit a li i, rozmieszczeniem
i budowa osti6w, a takze typem mikroskler6w. Do H omalodoridae zaliczono rodzaje Homalodora i AmphilecteHa, zas do Dorydermid ae - rodzaje Doryderma,
Brochodora i Pachypoterion.

Najszersze stratygraficzne rozprzestrzenienie w k r ed zie g6rnej Europy maja
gatunki : Propachastrella primaeva, Aulaxinia sulcifera , Siphonia tulipa, S. pyriformis, Eustrobilus caHosus, Plinthosella squamosa ,

B roe/ l od or a roemeri I Pachy-

nion scriptum.

W kampanie szerokie rozprzestrzenienie geograficzn e mialy rodzaje: Jerea,
Siphonia, Ragadinia oraz Isoraphinia. Gatunki Siphon i a t u lipa, S. pyriformis i Ragadinia rimosa znane sa z utwor6w g6rnej kredy Eu r opy iza ch odnie] i wschodniej.

DIAGNOZY NOWYCH JEDNOSTEK TAKSOl\;OMICZNYCH
Phymatella irregularis n .sp .

(PI. III, fig. 5, 6; tekst-fig. 6)
PhymateHa nieregularna, bez nozki i jamy para ga str a lne]. W sieci parenchy-

malnej i w swietle kana16w wystepuja charakteryst yc zn e peki oks6w i trien6w.
Thecosiphonia gracilis n.sp.

(PI. IX, fig . 2; tekst-fig. 8)
Thecosiphonia krzaczasta, 0 delikatnych galazkach dzi elacych sill nieregularnie

pokrytych korteksem, Tetraklony parenchymalne d elikatniejsze i mniejsze, anizeli u

T.

Tamosa Schrammen.

Rodzaj Kozlowsk ispongia n.gen.
Gatunek typowy: Kozlowskispongia bu l bo sa n.sp.
(PI. VII, fig. 1 a-b)
Gabki 0 pustych, bulwiastych wyrostkaeh, powstalych jako wypuklosci falistej
plytki. Aparat wodny slabo rozwiniety: brak typow ej ja my paragastralnei, ostia
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i apopory nier6wnej wielkosci, Siec szkieleto wa niezbyt gesta, utworzcna z gl a d kich tet ra k lon ow y ch desm6w; szkielet dermalny
ciagla warstwa wszystkie w yrostki,
Rodzaj monotypowy,

~

ortodichotrienami po krywa

PhyLlodermia magna n .sp,

(PI. XI , fig . 1 a-b ; tekst-fig. 12)
Phylloderm i a masywna, rnaczugowa ta ,

0

nieregularnym biegunie g6r ny m , zlek-

ka pobruzdzonym. Ostia na k orteksie ni ewidoczne, prosopyle

0

ni eregularnych

zarysac h . Filotri en y dermalne gle b ok o powy cinane, te traklon y p a re n chy m alne drobn ogruzelkowat e; Iiczn e st err aster y zm ie n n ej wielkoscl.
Phyllodermia pul ch ra n .sp .

(PI. XII ; fi g. 2; tekst-fig. 13)
Phyllode rmia

nieregularnie stozkowata,o odmiennie wyksztalcon ych scian-

k a ch bocznych, jedn ej wypuklej, drugi ej sp las zczonej i wachlarzowato rozszerzonej.
Jam y paragastralne] brak. Korteks zloz on y z filotrien6w ostrokanciast ych , p ow ycin a nych . T etraklony gruzelkowate. Ob ecne sa sterrast ery ,
Eu strobilus extraneus n .sp,

(PI. IX, fi g. 1 a-e ; tekst-fig. 15)
Eu strobilus o .charakterystycznym ks ztalcie zewnetrznyrn, zblizon yrn do zdeformowanej maczugi z dwu stron odmiennej, z wyrostkami. Paragaster ruro waty,
gleb ok i. Kanaly wodne krete, 0 skosnyrn przebiegu,
Ragadinia foraminifera n .sp .
(PI. XII, fig. 1 a-c; tekst-fig. 17)
Ragadinia ksztaltu wachlarzowatego ,

0

brzegu falistym . Na powierzchni we-

wne trzne] znajduja sie luzno rozmieszczone, naparstkowate wglebienia ekshalacyjne. Na sciance zewnetrznej znajduia sie nieregularne wyrostki.
Plinthosella elegans n.sp.

(PI. XIII, fig 2 a-c; tekst-fig. 21)
Pl.inthoseLla stozkowata, 0

nier6wnej plaszczyinie szczytowej i powierzchni

scianek bocznych. Czese dolna opatrzona wyrostkarni. Gruzelki w tetrarnyrmeklonach ulozone r egularnie, szeregowo. Plytki dermalne tylko na bocznych sciankach,
Heloraphinia ch or d at a n.sp.

(PI. XXII, fig. 9; tekst-fig. 23)
Heloraphinia walcowata, zmiennej wielkosei, bez jamy paragastralne]. System

inhalacyjny niewyrazny. Dermalne ortodichotrieny luzno wpiete w szkielet parenchymalny. Heloklony gesto ulozcne w nieregularne, podluzne pasemka.
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Brochodora latiramean.sp.

(PI. XIV, fig. 3 a-b)
Brochodora 0 galazkach trojkatnie wach1arzowatych, dwubocznie splaszczonych, Rozgalezienie nastepuje w jednym miejscu, Slec parenchymalna zbudowana

z megakloriow

dos~

masywnych, ulozonych podobnie [ak u B. ramusculus, Iecz

odmiennej dlugoscl i wypuklosci,
Pachypoterion biedai n .sp .

(PI. XV, fig. 1 a-c; tekst-fig. 27)
Pachypoterion ksztaltu cylindrycznego, rozszerzajacy sie lopatkowato ku g6rze.

Pory ulozone w faliste, pionowe szeregl. Brak jamy gastralnej, Silnie rozwiniety
szkielet pl euralny.
Homalodora skrainivensis n .sp.

(PI. XVIII, fig. 1 a-b; tekst-fig. 29)
Homalodora zlozcna z kr6tkich, bulwiastych odgatezien, ze stozkowatyrni wy-

nioslosciami na g6rnej powierzchni, Nozka kr6tka, stozkowata, Aporyzy ulozone
w wiazki. Apopory skupione na szczytach wynioslosci. Megaklony mniejsze anizeli
u H. ramosa.

H omalodora polonica n.sp.
(PI. XVI, fig. 1-2; tekst-fig. 30)
Homalodora wksztalcie maczugi, pojedynczej badz dwudzielnej . Ostia nier6w-

nej wielkosci w dolnej i g6rnej czesci gabki, Aporyzy ulozone w wiazki.
Homalodora breviramosa n.sp,

(PI. XX, fig. 1)
Homalodora zlozona z kr6tkich, grubych, walcowatych galazek, nieregularnie

skupionych,
klony

0

0

plasko scietych szczytach ; ostia owalne, zmiennej wielkosct: mega-

zygomach silnie lopatkowo wydluzonych.
Propleroma campanica n.sp,

(PI. XX, fig. 3; tekst-fig. 31)
Propleroma krzaczasta, zlozona z delikatnych galazek, zrosnietych wzdluz scianek, Pory sa niewidoczne, kanaly wodne niezbyt wyrazne, Dermalne dichotrieny
ulozone oddzielnie.

H eterostinia phytoniformis n.sp.

(PI. XXI, fig. 4; tekst-fig. 34)
Heterostinia masywna, pojedyncza, wydluzona, niezbyt szeroka, zlekka zgieta ;

scianki grube, pory niewyrazne, Megaklony jak u H. immanis Schrammen.
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Acrochordonia bifurcata n.sp.

(PI. XX, fig. 4-5)
Acrochordonia krzaczasta, 0 galazkach dzielacych sie dichotomicznie. Ostia nie

wyodrebnione. Kanaliki wodne wezsze niz oczka sieci szkieletowej.
Acrochordonia reqularis n.sp,
Acrochordonia 0 bardzo regularnym, maczugowatym ksztalcie, bez jamy paragastralnej. System ekshalacyjny zlozony z licznych nieregularnych proznl: kanaly
bardzo kr6tkie. Tetraklony grubogruzelkowate, dichotrieny 0 rozpietosci kladomu,

0,5 mm .

rEJIEHA rYPI.J;EBJPI

BEPXHEMEJIOBbIE KPEMHEBbIE rYBKH IIOJIbllIJ1

I. TETRAXONIA

~ACTb

HacTOH~aH

paoora

SlBJUIeTCH

nepaon

qaCThlO

MOHOI'Pa4>~ecKoro

113Y'leHI1R:

xpesnreasrx ry60K IIOJIhIIII1 J1 xacaerca Tetraxonia. rJIaBHYIO
'1aCTh MaTepl1aJIa CTaHOBHT oxperaenensre 06pa3I1;hI c XOpOIIIO coxpaaeuasrw, XOTH

BepXHeMeJIOBhIX

06hI'IHO ¢parMeHTapHhIM CKeJIeTOM.
nepBI1'1HhIif KpeMHeBhIt1 CKeJIeT

Y MHOrJ1X 06pa3I1;OB BO BpeMH ¢OCCI1JII13aI1;l1J1

nO~BeprHYJICH

BTOpl1'1HO KaJIhI1;mpJ1KaI1;J1I1.

HeMHorne :}K3eMTIJIHIphI coxpaaemsr I1;eJIl1KOM, 00 ClII1KYJIaMJ1 B

nepB~HoM

Y npeACTaBl1TeJIeif Geodia Lamarck, Propachastrella Zittel, y acex
MeMcTBa Discodermiidae, y MHOrl1X npencrannrenea Megacladina 11 y

scriptum (Roemer) KOHICTaorn1poBaiHO HaJI'I1'1!l1e ~OBOJIhHO
CKJIep, BepOHTHO

npI1Ha~JIe:lKa~I1X

H3 OlIHcaHHhlX
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BH~OB

~o

,CJ1X nop

KpeMeHHhIx ryfiox, B

STI1M

TOJIhKO'

,COCTOHHm l.
BJ1~OB

ce-

Pachynion

MHOrO'll1lCJIeHHhIX MMKPO-

BI1~aM.

Be~oM

(Bieda, 1933) 11

Ha0TOH~eM

onpezte.nearrstx aBTOpOM

paoore 'OlIJ1CaHO 62

xcanrax 14 ceMeifcTBaM, 29 ponau, B STOM ·19 HOBhIX

BI1~OB

J1

B'I1~a
O~J1H

npI1Ha~JIe

HOBhIM pozt

Kozlowskispongia.
H3Y'ieHHhIH MaTepJ1aJI
BhIIIIeHiHOCTl1 .J1

asrcrvrraror B

npOI1CXO~I1T

HiH~3HHCKOH MYJIh~hI.

cJIe~YIO~J1X

113 KaMnaHCKI1X MepreJIeH KpaKOBCKOH B03-

KOHCTaTl1pOBaHO, 'ITO HaJ160JIee o6'I1JIhHQ ry6Kl1

MecTHocTHX :

Bo-napKa, na ior OT KpaIWBa. KpeMHHcTaH orroxa, Bap'lJ1KOM (Barczyk. 1956)
9~~eJI6Ha

K8JK cpemraa '1aJCTh HJ1:lKHeKaMrraHCKioro apyca,

BUTKoBuu,e, na cenep OT KpaK'OBa. CepO-rJIHHMCThIH MepreJIh J1 6eJIhIH c xepTaMI1, KOTOphIX BeK ByKOBhI (Bukowy, 1956)

onpe~eJII1JI

KaK HJ1:lKHeKaMnaHCKI1H.

SILICEOUS SPONGES FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUS

MeXYB, oapall' OKOJIO JKeJIe3HO,D;0pOJKHOti
reJIH C 06HJIbHbIMH pJKaBbIMH nHTHbIWKaMH.
(Krach, 1947) K ceaoay.

'CTaH ~.
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Beno-cepsre rJIHHUCTble Mep-

3TH 06pa30BaHHH 3aqHCJIeHbI Kpaxosr

ITo MHeHHIO <1>. I'ycc (F. Huss, 1963, Heony6JIHKOBaHHaH pa-

,6oTa) aHaJIH3 no <popaMHHH<pepaM H3 ::lTHX OCa,D;KOB YKa3bIBaeT aa HX aepxaexasrnaHcKHti BeK .

B rrpezrenax JIeJIfuicKoro nopora. B HH,D;3HHiCKOti MyJIb,D;e KOHCTaTHpOBaHO TpH
60JIbWHe CKOnJIeHHH ry6oK:

C1CpaunuBa. Ha o6pa6aTbIBaeMbIX nOJIHX Ha CKJIOHe Ky3CTbI pH,D;OM c B03BbIWeHHOCTbIO naxO,D;H'I'CH oOIJaJKeHHH 6eJIbIX rmlHHCTbIX IMep r eJIeti MJLH JKe CBe.'I'JIOCepblx
crraanea qaCTM'IHO rJIaYKOHHTOBbIX, npmia,D;JIe:lKall\HX no <MHeBMIO PYJKHQKoro (Rozycki, 1938) K ope,D;Heti qaC11H HmKHero xasmaaa. Cobparraoe B 3'IU1X 06HalJKem1Hx
cooourecrao ry60K COCTOJiTH3 16 pO,D;OB H 35 BH,D;OB, rJIaBHbIM 06pa30M H3 rpynnsr
.L i t h i stid a .

36bL"tU'4e. CBeTJIO-Cepble, nO'lT.H 6eJIble MepreJIH B HeCKOJIbKHX 06HaJKeHHHX na
XOJIMe. ITo MHeHHIO PYJKHQKoro OCa,D;KH 3TH ceaoacxoro aexa, a Hati,D;eHHaH npencne
H B aacroamee BpeMH MaKpo- H MHKpO<pay:Ha YKa3bIBa:eT aa opezraroio QaCTb IHl1JKHero xasmaaa. OHJIbHO 'OK pe MeHeJIbIe ry6KH pa3Mell\eHbI anecs npOCJIotfHO B BH,D;e
CKOnJIeHHi1 na rJIy6JiHe 0,5 HIM non nOBepXHOCTbIO. B COOOll\eCTBe ry60K npeofinaAaIOT Rhizocladina.

II'lUt1Cu. Ha CKJIOHe Ky3CTbI 'H 'laCT.J1'IHiO aa ee ;a03BbIweHHOCTH HaXO,llHTCH xaMeHeJIOMHH. Ha ereaax 1-8 ~ BbICOKHX BH,lIHbl 06HaJKeHHH 6eJIO-Cepblx MepreJIHCTbIX,
TOJICTOCJIOHCTbIX J13B€lCTHHKOB, Heo,llHO~HOM oxpacxa, C npOCJIoi1KaMH 60JIee rJII1HHCTbIMH. B HHX HaxoAHTcH ry6KH H3 rpynn Rhizocladina H Megacladina. ITo MHeHHIO pYJKHQKoro (R6zycki, 1938) OCaP/KH 3TH npHHa,D;JIeJKaT K cpe~Hei1 QaCTH HMJKHero KaMIIaHa.

B HaCTOHll\ei1 patiore npHHHTo cHcTeMaTHKy Lagneau-Herenger (1962) HO BBe,D;eHO

CJIe,D;YIO~

rreperpynraapoaxn :

1) Pon Ragadinta 3aQHCJIeHO K ceMei1cTBy Discodermiidae na OCHOBaHHH CXO,ll'CT·Ba MeJIKO 6yropQaroi1 Mop<l>oJrorJ1H napeHXHMaJIblHbIX 'I'eTPaKJIOHOB, ,lIepMaJIbHbIX
<pHJIO'I'PJ13HOB H Ha.JlH'IHH MHIOmDC creppacrepoa, xapaxrepasrx ,lIJIH ,ceMeti CTBa Discodermiidae.

2) Hexoropsre ry6KH, rrpexcne 3a'lHCJIHeMble K pony HaHirhoa, HMeIOIQHe rrapeHXHMaJIbHbli1 CKeJIeT

nocrpoeaasra C 6yrOpQaTbIX TeTpaKJIOHOB H ,lIepMaJIbHbIX <pH-

JIOTpH3HOB, 3a'lHCJIeHO K pony Phyllodermia, a 3aTeM K ceMei1cTBy Discodermiidae.

3) Pozrsr Carterella H Pachycothon 3a'lHCJIeHO K Tetralithistida na OCHOBaHHH HaJIHQHH ,D;epMaJIbHbIX opro,llHXOTpH3HOIB, a TaKJKe ntnH'lHbIX reJrOKJIOHOB napenxxMaJIblHbIX, ,Coe ,llHHeHHbI X B peureracy IIpl'l IIOMOI.qJ1 3Hro3a.
4) Ha OCHOBaHHH MOp<pOJIOrHH ,lIecM nepeaemeno pozt Inodia H3 ceMeticTBa Do-

rydermidae K

CeMeHCTBy Isoraphiniidae, KQTOpyIO IIlpaMMeiH

(Schrammen, 1937)

'3 aq~CJIHJI K Helocladina (= Helomorina).

5) HO,DiceMeHcTBa Doryderminae M Homalodorinae nom.nneno B panr caMOCTOHTeJIbiHbIX ceMet1JCTB, OTJmQaIOIQHXCH pa3MepOM MeraKJIOHOB, cnocofiosr HX yJIOJKeHHH,
THnOM ,D;epMaJIbHbIX CnHKyJI, HaJIH'1l'leM H OTcYTCTBHeM ny-ncos KOMHTaJIl'li1, pacnpe-
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,ll,e JIeHH e M

H

CTpOeH H e M

OCl'Hi1, a

p ozn.r H cmaLodora

'IHCJI eHO

B r och od ora

JI

THn OM

M H KipOCKJIep.

a

K

K

H omalodoridae aa -

Dorydermidae p Oo,ll,bI

Doryderma,

P achypoteri on.

nmpoxoe crpar n rpa dm-re cx oe paon p ocrpaaena e

H UHOOJIe e

E aporrsr

OT JIO ]l{ e H J1HX

r axxce

AmphiLecteiia,

H

B

BepXHe MeJIOBbIX

P r op ach ast r eLLa prirnaeva, Aul axinia su l cife r a,

HMelOT BJ1,ll,b I:

Si phon ia tu lipa, S. pyr i for m i s, E u st r o bilu s caLLosu s, Plin t ho seLLa squ am osa, Brochod ora roe m eri
B

H

Pa chyni on scriptum.

K U M n UHCKJ1X

OCa ,ll,KUX

ump cx oe r eorpacbaxecaoe

ponsr : J er ea, Siphon ia , Ragadin i a

m is

J1

R agadin ia r imosa

H

I soraphinia .

p acrrpocrpasrenxe

J1MeJIJ1

Siphoni a t u lip a, S. pyrifor-

BH,ll,bI

J13BeCTHbI H 3 BepX HeMeJI OB b I X OT JI O:lK eHH i1 B OCTO'lHOi1 J1

sa-

n a,il,Hoi1 EBpOnbI.

,ll;JfAr H03bI HOBbIX TAKCOHOMWIECKJfX E,ll;JfHJfIJ:

Phymat eLLa ir regula ris n.

5, 6 ;

(lIJI . III, cPHr .

P hyrna t eLLa aeperynapaaa,
XHMUJIbHOi1 peIIIeTKe IH B

o e3

rrpoca ere

TeK cT -cPJ1r .

6)

naparacrpansnoa

HO:lKKJ1 J1
KaHa JIO B

sp .

nOJIOCTH . B

naxonarca x apaxrepnsre

n a p e H-'

nyqKH OKCOB

H T pH3H OB .

T h ecosiph on ia gracilis n .
(lIJI . IX, cPJ1r.

The cosi phonia
MJ1
y

l Ia p eH X J1M aJIbHbIe

Pozt Kozl ow sk i sp on gia

aeper vaapao

TeTpaKJIOHbI

p a3BeTBJIeHHbI-

OOJIe e

T OHKHe

'IeM

ry6K I1 C n y cTbIMH, KJIyoHeBH,ll,HbIM H

IIOJIOCTJ1,

OCT H H

rY'CTaH , COCTO/H.T H3

C 'Op T O,ll,H X OT p H 3 H a MH

H

a sr p ocraraa ,

B 0 3HHKIIIH MH K aK BblnYKJI OCTJ1

cJIa6 0 pa3 B J1Ta; HeT THflWIHCi1

a no no ps r pasrroro p a asrep a.

rJI a,ll,KHX ,

noxpsm a er

n . sp.

1 a, b)

B OJIHJ1C1'Ci1 nJIl1CTJ1HKI1. Jf.ppJ1raqH o H H aH CHCTeMa

p aracrpansaoa

n. gen .

K ozlow sk i spongia bulbosa

(l IJI. VII , cPHr.

P ozr

8)

Schr ammen.

TJ1f1YI'IHbIi1 BH,ll,:

He 'O'le H b

sp .

TeKCT-cPJ1r.

K)"CTOB H,ll,H aH ,C T OH K J1MJ1 B eTBHMlJ1,

J1 n OKpbITbIM J1 K opTeKCOM .

T. ramo sa

2;

TeT,paKJIOHOBbIX ,ll,e CM; ,ll,epMaJIbHblti

CnJI OllIHbIM CJIOeM

nee

na-

CKeJIeTHaH peIIIeTKa
CKeJIeT

BbIPOCTbI.

MOH o THnHbli1.

Phy llod ermia m ag na n.
(lIJI. XI , cPJ1r.

P h yLLodermia

M U CCH BHaH, B

B H ,ll,e

1

a,

b;

sp.

TeKcT -cPJ1r.

namun.r,

C

12)

ueperyna pasns

B ep x HHI"I

nOJIIOC O:\l

H U K OT Op OM BJ1,ll,H b I T OHKJ1,e 6 0P03,ll,KJ1. O CTJ1i1 aa x oprexce H e BJ1,ll,HO, np0 3 0nJ1JIbI H e -

p ery rrapm-tx
xn x aasnsre

o -rep r a ana.

,ll;epM a JI bHbIe

cP i1JIOTPJ13HbI r .nyfio xo

T eTpaKJIOHbI MeJIKo 6yr op'laT b le;

'IJ1BbIX p aanep oa .

M H Or O'lI1CJIeHHbIe

asrpeaaau sre,

napea-

creppacrepsr

J13MeH-
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Phyllodermia pulchra n. sp.

XII,

(TIJI .

Phyllodermia
CTeHKaMJ1,

Of\ROf!

Ilaparacrpam.aaa
p e3aHHbIX

qmr.

2;

rerocr-dnrr.

neperynapao KOHY'COBl1AH8JI,
BblrryKJIOf!,

<pl1 JIOTP11 3HOB.

C pa3JIl1qHO

,I1;Pyl'of! CIIJIIOll\eHHof!

IIOJIOCTb orcyrcrnyer ,
TeTpaKJIOHbI

13)

Koprexc

11

pa3B.I1TbIMJ1

aeepo obpasao

OOKOBbIMl1

pacurrrpeaaoa.

COCTOJ1T 113 oCTpoyrJIOBaTbIX BbI-

Crcppacrepsr

6yrOpQaTble.

IIpl1CyTCTByIOT.

EustrobiLus extraneus n . sp.
(TIJI.

Eustr obilu s

IX,

1

<pur .

xapaxrepaon BHeIIIHef! <pOpMbI, IIOX01Kl1f! na f\e<P0pl\il1pOBaHHYIO IIa-

Flaparac-cpansrraa

JIl1qy, paaayio C o6el1x CTOpOH, C BblpOCTaMl1.
rJIy6oKaSl .

15)

a-c; rexcr-rpnr.

xanansr

JiIppl1raI.\110HHble

113Bl1JIl1CTble 11

IIOJIOCTb Tpy6QaTaSl,

xocsre.

. Ragadinia foraminifera n. sp.
(TIJI.

XII,

Ragadinia aeepcofipaaaan ,
CBo6of\HO

qmr.

1

a-c; TeKcT-qmr.

'C .I13Bl1JIUCTbIM xpaesr. Ha BHyTpeHHef! IIoBepXHOCTl1

nanepcraoeanasre

paCIIOJI01KeHbI

17)

3KCraJISlI.\11<YHHble

yrJIy6JIeHl1Sl.

BHeIII-

HSlSlCTeHKa cHa61KeHa neperyJISlPHbIlVLl1 BblpOCTaMl1.

Plinthosella elegans n. sp.

XIII,

(TIJI.

Plinthos ella

xoaycoanzmaa

<pl1r.

2

a-c ; r excr-cbnr.

C aepoanoa Bepilll1HHof!

21)
IIJI,OCKOCTbIO' 11 nosepxao-

CTblO 60KOBbIX CTelfOK. Hl11KHSlSl QaCTb CHa61KeHa BblpOCTaMl1.
MeKJI OHaX

paCIIOJI01KeHbI

perynapno

pSlf\aMJ1.

,IJ;epMaJIbHble

Byropxrr

B rerpaaxp-

IlJIaerl1HKH

TOJIbKO

na

OOKOBbIX CTeHKax .

Heloraphinia ch or d at a n. sp.
(TIJI.

Heloraphinta
IIOJIOCTl1.

XXII,

Ql1JIl1Hf\pl1QeCKaSl,

<pl1r.

9;

rexcr-cpar .

1113 M e H Q l1B o f!

JiIHraJISlI.\110HHaSl CI1CT eMa nex erxaa .

23)

BeJIl1Ql1HbI,

,IJ;e pMaJIbHble

6 e3

naparacrpam.aoa

0PTOf\l1XOTP113HbI CBO-

50f\H O B OTKHyTbI B napeHXl1MaJIbHblf! CKeJIeT. r eJIOKJIOHbI r ycro YJI (\)KeHbI B ireperyJISl p H b l e Yf\JIl1HeHHble n OJIOCbI.

Brochodora latiramea n . sp ,
(TIJI .

B ro chodora

XIV,

<pl1r.

3

a,

b)

C TPeyrOJIblIO a eep ooopasasma BeTBSlMiM,

CIIJIIOll\eHHbIMl1

pOIIHO. BeTBJIeHl1e aacrynaer B Of\ HO M MeCTe. TIapeHXl1MaJIbI-IaSl peIIIeTK a
H3 M eraKJIOHOB f\OBOJIbHO MaCCl1BHbIX , YJIO:lKeHHbIX nOf\06HO TOMy KaK y

Iu s,

HO ee ,l\JIl1Ha 11 BbIIIYKJIOCTb

paaarrsnsre.

f\ByXCTOIIocTpO€1Ha

B. r am us cu -
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Pachypoterion biedai n. sp.

XV,

(TI JI .

Pachypoterion

cPl1r.

1

a-c ;

27)

TeKcT-cPl1r.

Q I1J1I1H .:lp H'-1eCKI1 W, paCWl1pHeTCH xaepxy B cPopMe JlOnaCTI1 . IIOPhI

YJIOJKeHhI 113BI1JII1CThIMI1 Be ;:YrI1 K a JI h H h I M I1 pH~aMI1. I'acrpamesaa nOJlOCTh OTCyTCTByeT.
IIJleBpaJIhHhI W CK e JI e T Cl l JI h H O ,p a 3 B I1T .

H om al od or a skrainivensis n. sp.

(IT., . XVIII ,
Homalodora
BhIweHHOCTSIMI1

cPl1r.

1

b;

a,

TeKCT-cPl1r.

29)

nOCTpoeH 3 113 K OpOTK.I1X KJIy6eHI1cThIX BeTBJleHiI1W, 'C KOHYCHhIMI1 B03na

nepx n e a

YJlOJKeHhI ny'iKaMI1.
HbI MeHhIIIe 'ieM y

n CB epXHOCTI1.

Arrori op sr cofipaaar

KopOTKaH

KOHycHaH

HOJKKa.

AnOXeThI

aa aepxyuncax B03BbIweHiHOCTeW . MeTaKJlO-

H. ra m osa.

Homalodora 1Jolonica n. sp ,

(I1JI. XVI,
Homalodora

cPl1r.

1-2;

30)

TeKCT-cPl1r.

B BH~e n aJIH l1 h I , e~l-1HI1'lHOW 11J111 JKe ~BOftHOj1. OCTl-1H pasnoro paa-

Mepa B HI1:lKiHeW l1 aepxn e n

'iaCT I1 ry6KI1 .

MI1KpOCKJlephI Tl'rna creppaerep, ccpepa-

c r e p, MI1KpoaMcPI10KC 11 ~ 1l ! K P OCT p O H r l1 J1 h .

Ho m al od o r a breviramosa n. sp.
(IIJI.

Homalodora

XX,

cPl1r.

1)

113 KOpOTK'I1X, TOJlCThIX, QI1JUf~pl1'ieCKI1X BeTBeW cxon-

nOCTPOe H 3

JleH H h I X neperyrmpao, C n JIOCKO cpe3aHHhIMI1 aepxyurxajaa; OC=
'iI1BhIX paasrepoa ; MeraKJI J HbI C 311rOMaMI1 CI1J1hHO

oaansrrsre,

113MeH-

JlOnac'I'HOB'I1~HO y~JlHHeHHhIMl1.

P ro p l er om a campani ca n. sp.

eIT" . XX,
Propleroma

KycTOBI1 ,1m a H.

CTeHOK. IIOPhI HeB~I1Mbl .
~I1XOTPl-13HhI

3;

cPl1r.

COC'I'OI1T

113

TeKCT-cPHr.
TOHKI1X

upp a r auacaa sre xaaansr

pacrroncacem.r

31)

BeTBew,

cpaCTaIOIQl1XCSI

B~OJlb

He O'ieHh 'ieTKI1e . ,ZJ;epMaJlhHhIe

o ·r~ eJI b HO .

He t e r ost i n i a phytonijormis n. sp.

(I1JI. XXI,
Heterostinia
c oruyraa ;

MaCC I1BH a H .

CTeHKl1

TOJLCTb l e .

cPl1r .

4; rexcr-rpar, 34)

e~I1HI1'lHaSI ,

nopsr

y~JlI1HeHHaH ,

He'ieTKl1e.

He

oxeas

MeraKJIOHbI

KaK

1lIl1pOKaSI,
y

H.

CJIerKa

immanis

Schrammen .

Acr och or d on i a bijurcata n. sp.
(IIJI .

A cro chordonia

XX,

cPl1r.

4-5)

K yc TO B II,Il HaH , C BeTBRMI1 ~I1XOTOMI1'feCKI1 p a3BeTBJIeHHbIMI1. OCTHI1

He Bbl~eJlSIIOTCSI. MpPl1ra U II OH Hble

x an ansr

yxce 'ieM neTJlI1 cxerreraoa peurenca .
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Acrochordonia regutaris n.sp.

(lIJI. XX, cP}lr. 6; rexcr-rpar. 36)
Acrochordonia O'leHb perYJIJIpHoi1: nanrrueofipaaaoa cP0PMbI, 6e3 naparacrpamsHOi1: nOJIOCTK

3~craJIJI~}I,oHHaJI

'CHCTeMa IIOCTpOeHa C MHornx HeperyJIJIpHbIX nycror :

KaHaJIbI O'leHb KopOTlU1e. TeTpaKJIOHbI xpyrmodyropaa-rste, ~}IX'OTP}l3HbI C KJIa~O
MOM 5 MM paasraxa.
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Plate I

Geodia sp .
(Zbyczyce , Lower Campanian)

Fi g. la. A fragment of sponge shaped like a flat, elongated plate (Z. Pal. U L
Sp. III729A) ; X i .
Fig. lb. A fragment of the parenchymal skeleton on the su r fa ce, bundles of amph ioxeas and protriaenes i n situ (Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/729A ) ; X 8.5.
Fig. lc. Sterrasters isolated from megascleres' network (Z. Pal. UL Sp, III729A);
X 65.
Fi g. 2. A fragment of the dermal s kelet on i n si t u : or ortodi chotriaenes , am
amphioxeas (Z. Pal. UL se, II/729B) ; X 16.
Callopegma Zittel
(Lower Campanian)

Fig. 3. Callopegma fico ideum Hinde ; Zby czyce (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 1I/1287 ); X 1.
Fi g. 4. Callopegma fico ideum Hinde; Zb yczyce (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 1I/1446 ) ; X 1.
Fig. 5. Callopegma acaule Zittel ; Pniaki (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 1I/1290); X 1.
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Plate II

PropachastreHa primaeva (Zittel)

(Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian)
Fig. 1. Cuplike specimen (Z. Pal. UI:. Sp. II/1422); X 1.
Fig. 2a. A fragment of the parenchymal network on the surface of the wall, with
a natural arrangement of chelotrops (Z. Pal. UI:. Sp. II/700); X 16.
Fig. 2b. Isolated microscleres: ms microstrongyles, mk microxeas, mt microcalthrops, st sterrasters (Z. Pal. UI:. Sp . III7DO); X 65.
Koztowskispongia butbosa n .sp ,

(Miech6w, Upper Campanian)
Fig. 3. A fragment of the parenchymal network (Z. Pal. UI:. Sp . II/93); X 20.
(See also PI. VII, fig . 1)

Plate III

Fi g. 1. Myrmeciophytum verrucosum (Roemer) , a fragment of sponge with postica;
Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. II/l471); X 1.
FIgs . 2, 3. Aulaxinia sulcifera (Roemer), young stage; Przeslawice (Fig. 2), Gnatowice (Fi g. 3), Lower Maastrichtian (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. II/4 and 715); X 1.
Fig. 4. Aulaxinia ventricosa Schrammen, a fragment of the parenchymal network,
isolated on the surface of the wall; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
VI.. Sp. II11296); X 3Q.
Fig. 5. Phymatella irregularis n .sp.; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VI..
Sp. II11252); XL
'
Fig. 6. Phymatella irregularis n .sp. , a fragment of the parenchymal network ; Gnatowice, Lower Maastrichtian (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. II /31) ; X 17.5.
Fig. 7. Phymatella bulbosa Zittel; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VI... Sp .
II11028); X 1.
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Plate

rv

Fig. 1. Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/382) ; X 1.
Fig. 2. Jerea pyriformis Lamouroux ; Pndaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/1623) ; X l.
Fig. 3a. Jerea pyriformis Lamoureux; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/1624); X l.
Fig.3b. Jerea pyriformis Lamoureux, a fragment of the parenchymal network ;
Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. 11/1624); X 20.
F ig . 4. Siphonia tuHpa Zittel ; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/1234) ; X l.
Fig. 5. Siphonia pyriformis Goldfluss; Skrajniwa , Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi.
Sp. II1230); X 1.
Fig 6. Siphonia ficus Goldfuss; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/382) ; X 1.

Plate V

Siphonia tubulosa (Roemer)
(Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian)

Fig. 1. A fragment of the sponge without the upper pole, lateral view (2. Pal.
UL Sp. II1386); X 0.5.
Fig. 2. Longitudinal section through the lower part of the sponge ; the bottom of
the central cavity, epirhyses and aporhyses visible (2. Pal. UL Sp. II/275)
Xl.
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Plate VI

Siphonia tubulosa (Roemer)
(Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian)

Fig. 1., A fragment of the lower. part of the sponge with a leukoncidal structure of
the water system ; large postica visible on the wall of the central cavity
(Z. Pal. U£, Sp. II1670); X 1.
Fig, 2. A fragment of the parenchymal network, encircling prosopyles (Z. Pal.
U£, Sp . II1387) ; X 20.

Plate VII

Kozlowskispongia bulbosa n.gen., n.sp.

(Miech6w, Upper Campanian)
Fig. la. Lateral view of the sponge (Z. Pal. UL Sp. I1/93); X 1.
Fig. lb. Isolated megascleres: or dermal ortodichotriaenes, tp parenchymal tetraclones, st sterraster type microsclere (Z. Pal. UL Sp. I1/93); X 60.
(See also PI. II, fig. 3)
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Plate VIII

Fig. 1a. Turonia variabilis Michelin ; Pniaki, . Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11/381); X 1.
Fig. lb. Turonia variabilis Michelin, isolated microscleres: st sterrasters. · tr . tornotes, ma microamphioxeas, sl style ; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Oz. Pal.
UL Sp. 11/381); X 65.
Fig. 2. Turonia aff. · variabilis Michelin, a fragment of the parenchymal network
consisting of tetraclones and ortodichotrtaenes in the walls of water canals;
Miechow, Upper Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp, 1I/127) ; X 17.

Plate IX

Fig. la. Eustrobilus extraneus n .sp ., viewed from the side of the wall without the
dermal skeleton; Pniaki, Lower .Campanian (Z. Pal. . ULSp. 11/1617); X L
Fig. lb. Eust'rbbilus extraneus n.sp., viewed from osculum; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z; Pal. UL Sp, 11/1617); X 1.
Fig. Ic, Eustrobilus extraneus n.sp., isolated sterrasters : Pniaki, Lower Campanian
(Z. Pal. UL Sp . II11617); X 65.
Fig. 2. Thecosiphonia gracilis n .sp.; Zbyezyee, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL S p.
1/1565); X 1.
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Plate X

Fig. 1. PhyHodermia costata brevicostata Hinde, transverse section with uneven
surface; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. PaL UL Sp. Il/1200) ; X 1.
Fig. 2. EustrobHus caHosus Schrammen, complete specimen; Zbyczyce, Lower
Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp. nI7W); X 1.
Fig. 3a. Eustrobilus caHosus Schrammen; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. II11482); X l.
Fig. 3b. Eustrobilus caHosus Schrammen, isolated microscleres: st sterrasters, sp
sphaerasters, se elongated and flattened sterraster with a small depression;
Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp . 11/1482); X 65.
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Plate XI

Fig. laoPhyllodermia magna n .sp.; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp.
III1295) ; X 1.
Fig . lb. Phyllodermia magna n.sp., isolated microscleres: st sterrasters, sp sphaerasters, ms microstrongyles ; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VI..
Sp. III1295); X 65.
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Plate XII

Fig. la. Ragadin ia foraminifera ' n .sp.• viewed from the exhalant sid e; Zbyczyce,
Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1466); X l.
Fi g . lb. Ragadinia foraminifera n .sp.; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
II/1466); X l.
Fig. Ic , Ragadinia foraminifera n .sp.• isolated sterrasters; Zby czyc e, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1466) ; X 65.
Fig. 2. Phyllodermia pulehra n .sp.; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp,
II/392); X l.
Fig. 3. Plinthosella sp.• vi ewed from the lower side; Skrajnlwa, Lo wer Campanian
(Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/457) ; X 1.
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Plate XIII

Ragadinia rimosa (Roemer)
(Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian)

Fig. 1a . Specimen without the dermal skeleton (Z: Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/000); X I.
Fig. lb. Isolated microscleres: st sterrasters, sp sphaerasters (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/830);
X l.
Fig. 1c. A part of surface (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp , 111830); X 2.

PlinthoseHa el egans n.sp,
(Pniaki, Lower Campanian)

Fig. 2a . Sponge with dermal plates and modified fine-lumped
(Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/11013) ; X 2.7.
Fig. 2b. Vertical view (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/1013); X 1.
Fig. 2c. Lateral view (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/1013); X 1.

desmas visible
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Plate XIV

Fig. 1. Brochodora roemeri (Hinde); Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11I737); X l.
Fig. 2. Brochodora ramusculus Schrammen; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
UL Sp. 11I875); X 1.
Fig. 3a . Brochodora latiramea n .sp.; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11I888); X 1.
Fig. 3b. Brochodora latiramea n.sp., a fragment of the parenchymal network ; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp, 11/8088); X 20.

Plate XV

Paehypoterion biedai n.sp.
(Pniaki, Lower Campanian)

Fi g. La, A sp ecimen without poles and with the pleural skeleton in the upper part
(Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/1385); X l.
Fig. lb. A fragment of Ithe parenchymal network (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. II/1385); X 20.
Fig. l c, Isolated microscleres : ma mieroamphioxeas, mk mieroxeas, ms microstrongyles, rns] microstyles (Z. Pal. VI.. Sp. 11/1385); X 65.
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Plate XVI

H omalodora polonica n.sp,
(Pniaki, Lower Campanian)

Fig. la. Single form (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. II/1475) ; X 1.
Fig. lb. A fragment of the parenchymal network, encircling ostia (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp.
II/1475) ; X 20.
Fig. Ie . Isolated microscleres: st sterrasters, rx rhaxes, sp sphaerasters, ms microstrongyles, ma microampioxeas (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp . II/1475); X 65.
Fig. ? A form consisting of three individuals (Z. Pal. Vi. Sp. II/743) ; X 1.

Plate XVII

Homalotiora ramosa (Mantell)
(Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian)

Fig. la. A v iew from the lateral side having riblike processes (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
II/869); X 1.
F ig. lb. The same specimen, upper view; X 1.
Fig. 2. Isolated microscleres: st sterrasters, sp sphaerasters, ma microamphioxeas,
ms microstrongyles (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1117); X 65.
Fig. 3a. Homalodora pusiHa Schrammen (Z. Pal. UL Sp. II/379); X 1.
Fig. 3b. The same specimen, upper view ; X 1.
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Plate XVIII

Fig. 1a. Romalodora skrainivensis n .sp. ; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VL
Sp . 11I385); X 1.
Fig. lb. Romalodora skrainivensis n.sp., isolated microscleres: sp sphaerasters;
Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. VL Sp II/385) ; X 65.
Fig. 2. Romalodora tuberosa Schrammen; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
VL Sp . 11I1073); X L
'
Fig. 3a. Romalodora tuberosa Schrammen ; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
VL Sp, 11I1071); X 1.
Fig. 3b. The same specimen, upper view ; X 1.
Fig. 4. Homalodora tub erosa Schrammen, microscleres isolated from a few specimens: sp sphaerasters, ms microstrongyle, msl microstyles, ma microamphioxeas, t r tornote; Skrajniwa, Lower Oampanian; X 65.

Plate XIX

Homalodora plana Schrammen

(Lower Campanian)
Fig. 1. A specimen, representing the type of flatter forms; Pniaki (Z. Pal. DE. Sp.
II1373) ; X l.
Fig. 2. A specimen, representing thicker type ; Sknajniwa (Z. Pal. DE. SP . II/375);
X l.
Fig. 3. A specimen with a young individual; Zbyczyce (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. II/660); X l.
Fig. 4. A longitudinal section revealing the aporhyse system ; Skrajniwa (Z. Pal.
DE. Sp. II1626); X 1.
Fig. 5. Microscleres, isolated from 'a few specimens: st sterrasters, sp sphaerasters,
ma microamphioxeas, ms microstrongyles, mt microtornote; Skrajniwa; X 65.
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Plate XX

Fig. 1. Homalodora breviramosa n .sp .; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
II/1114); X 1.
Fig. 2a. H omalodora ficus Schrammen; Skrajniwa, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
Sp. II/629) ; X 1.
Fig. 2b. The same specimen, upper view; X 1.
Fig. 3. Propleroma campani ca n.sp. ; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
II/B99) ; X 1.
Fig. 4. Acrochordonia bifurcata n.sp.; Zbyczyee, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
Sp. II/1457); X 1.
Fig. 5. Acrochordonia bijurcata n .sp.; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
II/1456); X 1.
Fig. 6. Acrochordonia regularis n.sp. ; Pniaki, Lower campanian (Z. Pal. UL
II/131); X 1.
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Plate XXI

Fig. 1. Cycloclema compressa (Hinde) ; Miech6w, Upper Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
II1llQ/58); X l.
Fig. 2. Cycloclema compressa (Hinde), without dermal sk elet on; Zb yczyce, Lower
Campanian (Z. Bal. UL Sp. 11/826); X l.
Fi g. 3a. H et erost i n ia obliqua (Bennett); Bonarka, Lo wer Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11/1382); X l.
Fig. 3b. Hetero st inia obliqua (Bennett), isola ted microscleres : m s microstrongyles,
ma microamphioxeas, eu euaster; Bonarka, Lo w er Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. 1I /1 382 ); X 6 5.
Fig. 4. H et erost inia phyton iform i s n .sp .; Skrajniwa, Lo w er Campanian (Z. Pal.
UL Sp, II159 0) ; X 1.
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Plate XXII

Fig.

1. Pachycothan g iganteus Schramtnen; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
UL Sp. II11374) ; X 1.
F ig . 2. Carterella cf . cy lindrica (Gumbel); Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
UL Sp. II/l427) ; X 1.
Figs. 3-7. Phala ng ium ramosum Moret, different specimens ; Zb yczyce, Lower
Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp . 11/1435, 821, 787, 1602, 825); X 1.
F ig . 8. Phalangium tubulifera Moret; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
Sp , II1477); X 1.
F ig. 9. Heloraphinia chordata n .sp. ; Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11/1585/63) ; X 1.
Fig. 1'0. Inodia sp. ; Miech6w, Upper Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/136); X 1.

Plate XXIII

Fig. 1. Prokali ap sis arborescens (Michelin); Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL
Sp. 11I1625); X l.
Figs. 2--4. Prokaliapsis c!a va ta (Hinde), .d iff er e nt specimens ; Zb yczyce-Pniaki,
L ower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp. 11/1481, 1030, 1435); X 1.
Fig. 5a . Phalangium scytaliforme Schrammen ; Zb yczyc e, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal.
. UL Sp. 11I1423); X 1.
Fig. 5b . The same specimen, upper pole with osculum ; X 1.
Fig. 6a . Pa chyn ion scriptum (Ro emer); Pniaki, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. UL Sp.
11I1593); X 1.
Fi g . 6b. The same specimen, upper pole with osculum; X 1.
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Plate XXIV

Fig. 1. Aulaxinia ventricosa Schrammen, part of outer surface; Skrajniwa, Lower
Campanian (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/1296); X 2.
Fig. 2a. Heterostinia conica Schrammen, complete specimen; Zbyczyce (Z. Pal. DE.
Sp. 11/399); X 1.
Fig. 2b. Heterostinia conica Schrammen, m isolated megaclones, t triaenes, or
orthodichotriaenes; Zbyczyce, Lower Campanian (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/399); X 24.
Fig. 3a. Heterost inia phytoniformis n .sp ., upper pole ; Zbyczyee, Lower Campanian
(Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/591); X 1.
Fig. 3b . Heterostinia phytoniformis n.sp., lower part of the sponge; Zbyczyce, Lower
Campanian (Z. Pal. DE. Sp. 11/848); X 1.

